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Abstract. We define the k:th moment of a Banach space valued ran-
dom variable as the expectation of its k:th tensor power; thus the mo-
ment (if it exists) is an element of a tensor power of the original Banach
space.

We study both the projective and injective tensor products, and their
relation. Moreover, in order to be general and flexible, we study three
different types of expectations: Bochner integrals, Pettis integrals and
Dunford integrals.

One of the problems studied is whether two random variables with
the same injective moments (of a given order) necessarily have the same
projective moments; this is of interest in applications. We show that
this holds if the Banach space has the approximation property, but not
in general.

Several sections are devoted to results in special Banach spaces, in-
cluding Hilbert spaces, CpKq and Dr0, 1s. The latter space is non-
separable, which complicates the arguments, and we prove various pre-
liminary results on e.g. measurability in Dr0, 1s that we need.

One of the main motivations of this paper is the application to
Zolotarev metrics and their use in the contraction method. This is
sketched in an appendix.

1. Introduction

Let X be a random variable with values in a Banach space B. To avoid
measurability problems, we assume for most of this section for simplicity
that B is separable and X Borel measurable; see Section 3 for measurability
in the general case. Moreover, for definiteness, we consider real Banach
spaces only; the complex case is similar.

If E }X}   8, then the mean EX exists as an element of B (e.g. as a
Bochner integral

³
X dP, see Section 5). Suppose now that we want to define

the k:th moments of X for some k ¥ 2, assuming for simplicity E }X}k   8.
If B is finite-dimensional, then the second moment of X is a matrix (the
covariance matrix, if X is centred), and higher moments are described by
higher-dimensional arrays of joint moments of the components. In general, it
is natural to define the k:th moment ofX using tensor products, see Section 4
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for details: Xbk is a random element of the projective tensor product B pbk,
and we define the projective k:th moment of X as the expectation EXbk P
B pbk (when this expectation exists, e.g. if E }X}k   8); we denote this

moment by EX pbk. In particular, the second moment is EX pb2 � EpXbXq P
BpbB.

An alternative is to consider the injective tensor product B qbk and the

injective k:th moment EX qbk P B qbk.
Another alternative is to consider weak moments, i.e., joint moments of

the real-valued random variables x�pXq for x� P B� (the dual space). The
weak k:th moment thus can be defined as the function

px�1 , . . . , x�kq ÞÑ E
�
x�1pXq � � �x�kpXq

� P R, (1.1)

assuming that this expectation always exists (which holds, for example, if
E }X}k   8). Note that the weak k:th moment is a k-linear form on B�.

The purpose of the present paper is to study these moments and their re-
lations in detail, thus providing a platform for further work using moments
of Banach space valued random variables. In particular, we shall give suffi-
cient, and sometimes necessary, conditions for the existence of moments in
various situations.

One example of our results on relations between the different moments is
that, at least in the separable case, the weak k:th moment is equivalent to
the injective moment. (See Theorem 6.10 for a precise statement.)

We study also the problem of moment equality: if Y is a second random
variable with values in B, we may ask whether X and Y have the same k:th
moments, for a given k and a given type of moment. (Assume for example
that E }X}k,E }Y }k   8 so that the moments exist.) This problem, for the
second moment, appears for example in connection with the central limit
theorem for Banach space valued random variables, see e.g. [42, Chapter 10]
where weak moments are used. (In particular, a B-valued random variable
X is said to be pregaussian if EX � 0 and there exists a Gaussian B-valued
random variable Y such that X and Y have the same weak second moments.)
This problem is also important when proving convergence in distribution of
some Banach space valued random variables using a Zolotarev metric, see
Appendix B. (The Zolotarev metrics are, for example, often used when
applying the contraction method for sequences of random variables with
a suitable recursive structure, see e.g. Neiniger and Sulzbach [49]. This
applications is one of the main motivations of the present paper.)

As an example of results obtained in later sections, let us consider this
problem of moment equality further. In particular, we want to compare the
property that X and Y have the same k:th moment for the different types
of moments. (For simplicity, we assume as above that E }X}k,E }Y }k   8,
so the moments exist.)

Since the dual space of B pbk is the space of bounded k-linear forms on B
(see Section 4), it follows (by Section 5) that the k:th projective moments
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EX pbk and EY pbk are equal if and only if

EαpX, . . . ,Xq � EαpY, . . . , Y q, α P LpBk;Rq, (1.2)

where LpBk;Rq denotes the space of bounded k-linear forms on B. (See
Corollary 6.17.)

Moreover, by the definition of weak moments, X and Y have the same
weak k:th moments if and only if

E
�
x�1pXq � � �x�kpXq

� � E
�
x�1pY q � � �x�kpY q

�
, x�1 , . . . , x

�
k P B�. (1.3)

We shall see (Corollary 6.12) that this holds if and only if the injective

moments EX qbk and EY qbk are equal.
For any x�1 , . . . , x

�
k P B�, the mapping px1, . . . , xkq ÞÑ x�1px1q � � �x�kpxkq

is a bounded k-linear form on B, and thus (1.3) is a special case of (1.2).
Consequently, (1.2) ùñ (1.3), i.e., if X and Y have the same projective
moments, then they have the same weak (and injective) moments. Does the
converse hold? (This question is of practical importance in applications of
the contraction method, see Appendix B.) We show that this problem is
non-trivial, and deeply connected to the approximation property of Banach
spaces. (See Section 8 for definitions and proofs.) In particular, we have the
following results.

Theorem 1.1. If B is a separable Banach space with the approximation
property and X and Y are random variables in B such that E }X}k,E }Y }k  
8, then (1.2) and (1.3) are equivalent, i.e., X and Y have the same pro-
jective k:th moments if and only if they have the same weak k:th moments.

Theorem 1.2. There exists a separable Banach space B and bounded ran-
dom variables X and Y in B such that, for k � 2, (1.3) holds but not
(1.2).

In Theorem 1.2, we may further require B to be reflexive.
Note that all classical Banach spaces have the approximation property

(for example, `p, c0, Lppµq, CpKq, and any Banach space with a basis), and
that counterexamples are notoriously difficult to find. In fact, the approxi-
mation property was formulated and studied by Grothendieck [32, 33], but
it took almost 20 years until a Banach space without the approximation
property was found by Enflo [26]. Hence, it is unlikely that such spaces will
appear in applications, and Theorem 1.1 ought to apply to any separable
Banach space B that will be used in practice. (Note, however, that the
non-separable Banach space BpHq of bounded operators in a Hilbert space
lacks the approximation property, see Szankowski [61].)

In applications, B is often a function space, for example Cr0, 1s. In this
case, we can weaken the condition for equality of moments further, by con-
sidering only point evaluations in (1.3). This yields the following result,
stated here more generally for CpKq where K is a compact metric space.
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Theorem 1.3. Let B � CpKq where K is a compact metric space, and
let X and Y be random variables in CpKq such that E }X}k, E }Y }k   8.
Then (1.2) is equivalent to (1.3), and further to

E
�
Xpt1q � � �Xptkq

� � E
�
Y pt1q � � �Y ptkq

�
, t1, . . . , tk P K. (1.4)

In this case it is thus enough to study joint moments of Xptq, and the k:th
moment of X is described by the real-valued function E

�
Xpt1q � � �Xptkq

�
on

Kk. We shall further see that if k � 2, the integrability conditions can be
weakened to suptPK |Xptq|2   8 and suptPK |Y ptq|2   8 (Theorem 11.23).

Remark 1.4. A standard polarisation argument, as in the proof of Theo-
rem 18.8, shows that (1.3) is equivalent to

E
�
x�pXqk� � E

�
x�pY qk�, x� P B�. (1.5)

In other words, the weak k:th moments of X and Y are equal if and only
x�pXq and x�pY q have the same k:th moments for every x� P B�. Hence
we can use (1.5) instead of (1.3) in the results above. In contrast, in (1.4),
it is essential to allow different t1, . . . , tk and joint moments.

We have so far, for simplicity, assumed that B is separable. The same
definitions apply in the non-separable case, but there are then technical
complications (concerning measurability) that complicate both statements
and proofs, and our results are less complete in this case.

The space Dr0, 1s is a non-separable Banach space that is important in
applications. We treat Dr0, 1s in detail in Sections 13–16; by special argu-
ments we obtain essentially the same results as in the separable case. In
particular, we shall see (Theorem 16.13) that Theorem 1.3 holds also for
B � Dr0, 1s, with the usual measurability condition in Dr0, 1s.

For the reader’s convenience (and our own), we have in Section 2 collected
some notation used in this paper, and in Sections 3–5 preliminaries on mea-
surability, tensor products and integration in Banach spaces. (There are no
new results in these sections.)

The main definitions of the moments are given in Section 6, together
with various results giving sufficient, and sometimes necessary, conditions
for their existence. (Some simple examples are given in Section 7.) We
give simple sufficient conditions that are enough for many applications, but
we also give more precise results. We try to be as precise as possible, and
therefore we use three different types of integrability (Bochner, Pettis and
Dunford, see Section 5) in the definition of the projective and injective mo-
ments, leading to six different cases that we treat in detail. (The multitude
of cases may be bewildering, and contributes to the length of the paper.
The reader is recommended to concentrate on separable Banach spaces and
Bochner integrals at the first reading; this is enough for many applications.
However, for e.g. applications to Dr0, 1s, this is not enough which is one
motivation for considering also Pettis and Dunford integrals.)

The approximation property is defined and used in Section 8.
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Sections 9–16 study special Banach spaces: Hilbert spaces in Section 9;
Lppµq in Section 10; CpKq (where K is a compact space) in Section 11 (with
emphasis on the separable case, when K is metrizable); c0pSq in Section 12
(with emphasis on the non-separable case); and finally, as said above, Dr0, 1s
in Sections 13–16, where Sections 13–15 contain various preliminary results
on e.g. the dual space and maximal ideal space as well as measurability and
separability of random variables in Dr0, 1s. In these sections we give many
results on existence of moments of the different types for random variables
in these spaces.

In the final two sections we consider the collection of moments of all
orders. Section 17 shows that, under certain conditions, the moments de-
termine the distribution, and Section 18 treats the problem whether conver-
gence of the moments for a sequence of random variables implies convergence
in distribution. We give both positive and negative results.

The appendices discuss two well-known constructions related to moments.
Appendix A describes the construction of a Hilbert space (the reproducing

Hilbert space) connected to a B-valued random variable; we show that this
is closely related to the injective second moment.

Appendix B describes the Zolotarev metrics and their connection to pro-
jective moments; as said above this is a major motivation for the present
paper.

Throughout we usually try to give as general results as possible. We also
give various counterexamples showing limitations of the results, especially in
the non-separable case; these (and many technical remarks) can be skipped
at the first reading. Some open problems are stated explicitly or implicitly.
(As is often the case with integration in Banach spaces, cf. e.g. [29], the
non-separable case is much more complicated than the separable case and
several open problems remain.)

For completeness we include some known results that we need, with or
without proof; we try to give references in both cases, but omit them for
some results or arguments that we regard as standard. (The absence of a
reference thus does not imply that the result is new.) We believe that many
other results are new.

Acknowledgement. We thank Joe Diestel, Ralph Neininger, Oleg Reinov,
Viggo Stoltenberg-Hansen and Henning Sulzbach for helpful comments.

2. Notations

We will use the following standard notations, usually without comment.
LpB1, . . . , Bk;B

1q is the space of bounded k-linear maps B1� � � � �Bk Ñ
B1. In particular, with B1 � R, we have the space of bounded k-linear forms.
When B1 � � � � � Bk � B we also write LpBk;B1q.
B� denotes the dual space of the Banach space B, i.e., the space LpB;Rq

of bounded linear functionals B Ñ R. If x P B and x� P B�, we use the
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notations x�pxq and xx�, xy, or xx, x�y, as synonyms. We write x� K B1, for
a subset B1 � B, if xx�, xy � 0 for every x P B1.

We use several standard Banach spaces in our results and examples; for
convenience we recall their definitions here.

For any set S and p P r1,8q, `ppSq is the Banach space of all functions

S Ñ R such that the norm }f}`ppSq :� p°sPS |fpsq|pq1{p is finite. (We are
mainly interested in the cases p � 1, 2.) Further, `8pSq is the Banach space
of all bounded functions S Ñ R, with the norm }f}`8pSq :� supsPS |fpsq|.
We use sometimes the notation fs for fpsq, in particular when S � N.

We define the support of f as supppfq :� ts : fpsq � 0u, and note that if
f P `ppSq, with p   8, then supppfq is countable even if S is uncountable.
c0pSq is the space of all function f : S Ñ R such that ts : |fpsq| ¡ εu is

finite for each ε ¡ 0; this is a closed subspace of `8, and is thus a Banach
space with the inherited norm }f}c0pSq :� }f}`8pSq :� supsPS |fpsq|. Note
that every element of c0pSq has countable support.
es denotes the function esptq :� 1tt � su that is 1 at s and 0 everywhere

else (defined for t in some set S, which will be clear from the context).
Let c00pSq be the space of all functions f : S Ñ R with supppfq finite;

this is the linear span of tes : s P Su. Then c00pSq � c0pSq � `8pSq, and
c00pSq is dense in c0pSq. Hence c0pSq is the closed linear span in `8pSq of
the functions tes : s P Su. It follows that

c00pSq� � c0pSq� � `1pSq,
with the standard pairing xf, gy � °

sPS fpsqgpsq.
When S � N, we write just `p and c0.
LppSq, where S � pS,S, µq is a measure space and p P r1,8q, is the space

of all measurable functions f : S Ñ R such that
³
S |f |p   8 (as usual

identifying functions that are equal a.e.).
CpKq, where K is a compact topological space, is the space of all con-

tinuous functions f : K Ñ R, with the norm supK |f |. (We are particulary
interested in Cr0, 1s.)

For a compact set K, MpKq is the Banach space of all signed Borel
measures on K. By the Riesz representation theorem, the dual CpKq�
can be identified with the subspace MrpKq of MpKq consisting of regular
measures; see e.g. [12, Theorem 7.3.5], [22, Theorem IV.6.3] or [13, Theorem
III.5.7]. (If e.g. K is compact and metrizable, then every signed measure is
regular, so CpKq� �MpKq, see [12, Propositions 7.1.12, 7.2.3, 7.3.3].)
Dr0, 1s denotes the linear space of functions r0, 1s Ñ R that are right-

continuous with left limits, see e.g. [6, Chapter 3]. The norm is supr0,1s |f |.
See further Section 13.
δs denotes the Dirac measure at s, as well as the corresponding point

evaluation f ÞÑ fpsq seen as a linear functional on a suitable function space.
pΩ,F ,Pq denotes the underlying probability space where our random vari-

ables are defined; ω denotes an element of Ω. We assume that pΩ,F ,Pq is
complete.
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We let Ē denote the upper integral of a, possibly non-measurable, real-
valued function on Ω:

ĒY :� inf
 
EZ : Z ¥ Y and Z is measurable

(
. (2.1)

(If Y is measurable, then ĒY � EY .) In particular, if X is B-valued, then
Ē}X}   8 if and only if there exists a positive random variable Z with
}X} ¤ Z and EZ   8.

The exponent k is, unless otherwise stated, an arbitrary fixed integer
¥ 1, but the case k � 1 is often trivial. For applications, k � 2 is the most
important, and the reader is adviced to primarily think of that case.

3. Measurability

A B-valued random variable is a function X : Ω Ñ B defined on some
probability space pΩ,F ,Pq. (As said above, we assume that the probability
space is complete.) We further want X to be measurable, and there are
several possibilities to consider; we will use the following definitions.

Definition 3.1. Let X : Ω Ñ B be a function on some probability space
pΩ,F ,Pq with values in a Banach space B.

(i) X is Borel measurable if X is measurable with respect to the Borel
σ-field B on B, i.e., the σ-field generated by the open sets.

(ii) X is weakly measurable if X is measurable with respect to the σ-field
Bw on B generated by the continuous linear functionals, i.e., if xx�, Xy
is measurable for every x� P B�.

(iii) X is a.s. separably valued if there exists a separable subspace B1 � B
such that X P B1 a.s.

(iv) X is weakly a.s. separably valued if there exists a separable subspace
B1 � B such that if x� P B� and x� K B1, then x�pXq � 0 a.s.

(v) X is Bochner measurable if X is Borel measurable and a.s. separably
valued.

Remark 3.2. X is Bochner measurable if and only if X is Borel measurable
and tight, i.e., for every ε ¡ 0, there exists a compact subset K � B such
that PpX P Kq ¡ 1 � ε, see [6, Theorem 1.3]. (This is also called Radon.)
Some authors use the name strongly measurable. Moreover, X is Bochner
measurable if and only if there exists a sequence Xn of measurable simple
functions Ω Ñ B such that Xn Ñ X a.s., see [22, III.2.10 and III.6.10–14].
(This is often taken as the definition of Bochner measurable.) See further
[42, Chapter 2.1].

The name scalarly measurable is sometimes used for weakly measurable.
Some authors (e.g. [22]) let “measurable” mean what we call Bochner

measurable, so care should be taken to avoid misunderstandings.

If B is separable, there is no problem. Then every X is trivially a.s.
separably valued; moreover, it is easy to see that Bw � B. Hence every
weakly measurable X is measurable, and the notions in (i), (ii) and (v)
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are equivalent. This extends immediately to a.s. separably valued random
variables in an arbitrary Banach space:

Theorem 3.3 (Pettis, [22, III.6.10–11]). If X is a.s. separably valued, then
X is Borel measurable (and thus Bochner measurable) if and only if X is
weakly measurable. �

Remark 3.4. There is a converse, assuming some set theory hypotheses.
(See further Remark 9.13.) By [45] (see also [5, Appendix III]), if the car-
dinality of B is not real-measurable then every Borel measurable random
variable in B is a.s. separably valued. It follows, in particular, that if the
continuum hypothesis holds and furthermore there is no inaccessible car-
dinal, then every Borel measurable random variable in any Banach space
is a.s. separably valued. (These hypotheses are both consistent with the
usual ZFC set theory; see further Remark 9.13.) Hence, it can safely be
assumed that every Borel measurable random variable that will appear in
an application is a.s. separably valued. In other words, if we want to study
random variables that are not a.s. separably valued, then we cannot use
Borel measurability.

In view of this, we prefer to use separable Banach spaces, or at least
a.s. separably valued random variables, whenever possible. Many standard
Banach spaces are separable, for example Lpr0, 1s (1 ¤ p   8) and Cr0, 1s.
However, the non-separable space Dr0, 1s (see Section 13) is important for
applications, and it is easily seen (Theorem 15.11 below) that a D-valued
random variable X is a.s. separably valued if and only if there exists a
(non-random) countable set A � r0, 1s such that X a.s. has all its points
of discontinuity in A. In practical applications this means that a random
variable X P Dr0, 1s is a.s. separably valued if it has jumps at deterministic
places, but not if there are jumps at random places.

Example 3.5 (See [6, Section 15]). Let U � Up0, 1q be a uniformly dis-
tributed random variable, and let X be the random element of Dr0, 1s given
by X � 1rU,1s, i.e. Xptq � 1tU ¤ tu. (This is the empirical distribution func-
tion of U , seen as a sample of size 1.) Since the functions 1ru,1s, u P r0, 1s, all
have distance 1 to each other, they form a discrete subset of Dr0, 1s and it
follows that X is not a.s. separably valued. In particular, X is not Bochner
measurable.

Moreover, if A is a non-measurable subset of r0, 1s, then the set t1ru,1s :
u P Au is a closed subset of Dr0, 1s, and thus a Borel set. If we take the
probability space pΩ,F ,Pq where U and thus X are defined to be r0, 1s with
Lebesgue measure, and Upωq � ω, then X�1pAq � A R F and, consequently,
X is not Borel measurable in Dr0, 1s. (If we assume the continuum hypoth-
esis, X cannot be Borel measurable for any probability space pΩ,F ,Pq, see
Remark 3.4.)

On the other hand, Xptq is measurable for each t, and by Pestman [51],
see Corollary 13.2 and Theorem 15.5 below, X is weakly measurable.
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Furthermore, it follows from [51] (or Corollary 13.2) also that if x� P D�

and x� K Cr0, 1s, then x�p1ru,1sq � 0 for all but countably many u; thus
x�pXq � 0 a.s. which shows that X is weakly a.s. separably valued. (Cf.
Theorem 15.13.)

Cf. also [62, Example 3-2-2] which studies essentially the same example
but as an element of L8r0, 1s.
Remark 3.6. If X is Borel measurable, then }X} is measurable, since
x ÞÑ }x} is continuous. However, if X only is weakly measurable, then }X}
is not always measurable without additional hypotheses. (For this reason,
we will sometimes use the upper integral Ē}X}.) If X is weakly measurable
and a.s. separably valued, then }X} is measurable, e.g. by Theorem 3.3. (In
particular, there is no problem when B is separable.) Furthermore, if B has
the property that there exists a countable norm-determining set of linear
functionals, then every weakly measurable X in B has }X} measurable;
Dr0, 1s is an example of such a space.

Remark 3.7. Several other forms of measurability may be considered, for
example using the Baire σ-field (generated by the continuous functions B Ñ
R) [62] or the σ-field generated by the closed (or open) balls in B [20, 21], [6].
Note further that, in general, Bw is not the same as the σ-field generated
by the weak topology. (In fact, Bw equals the Baire σ-field for the weak
topology [23], [62].) When B is separable, all these coincide with the Borel
σ-field.

See also [23], [24], [42] and [62], where further possibilities are discussed.

4. Tensor products of Banach spaces

We give a summary of the definitions and some properties of the two
main tensor products of Banach spaces. We refer to e.g. Blei [8] or Ryan
[57] for further details. We consider the general case of the tensor product
of k different spaces. The tensor products we consider (both algebraic and
completed) are associative in a natural way; for example, B1 b B2 b B3 �
pB1 bB2q bB3 � B1 b pB2 bB3q, and the general case may be reduced to
tensor products of two spaces. (Many authors, including [57], thus consider
only this case.)

4.1. Algebraic tensor products. The algebraic tensor product of a finite
sequence of vector spaces B1, . . . , Bk (over an arbitrary field) can be defined
in an abstract way as a vector space B1 b � � � b Bk with a k-linear map
B1 � � � � � Bk Ñ B1 b � � � b Bk, written px1, . . . xkq Ñ x1 b � � � b xk, such
that if α : B1 � � � � � Bk Ñ A is any k-linear map, then there is a unique
linear map α̃ : B1 b � � � bBk Ñ A such that

αpx1, . . . , xkq � α̃px1 b � � � b xkq. (4.1)

(All such spaces are naturally isomorphic, so the tensor product is uniquely
defined, up to trivial isomorphisms.)
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Several concrete constructions can also be given. One useful construction

is to let B7
i be the algebraic dual of Bi and define B1b� � �bBk as a subspace

of the linear space of all k-linear forms on B7
1 � � � � �B7

k; more precisely we

define x1 b � � � b xk as the k-linear form on B7
1 � � � � �B7

k defined by

x1 b � � � b xkpx�1 , . . . , x�kq � x�1px1q � � �x�kpxkq, (4.2)

and then define B1 b � � � bBk as the linear span of all x1 b � � � b xk.

We can modify this construction by replacing B7
i by any subspace that

separates the points of Bi. In particular, when each Bi is a Banach space,
we can regard B1 b � � � bBk as a subspace of the space of k-linear forms on
B�

1 � � � � �B�
k .

An element of B1b� � �bBk of the form x1b� � �bxk is called an elementary
tensor. Note that not every element of B1b� � �bBk is an elementary tensor,
but every element is a finite linear combination of elementary tensors (in a
non-unique way).

A sequence of linear operators Ti : Ai Ñ Bi defines a unique linear map
T1 b � � � b Tk : A1 b � � � bAk Ñ B1 b � � � bBk such that T1 b � � � b Tkpx1 b
� � � b xkq � T1x1 b � � � b Tkxk for elementary tensors.

4.2. Completed tensor products. When B1, . . . , Bk are Banach spaces,
we can define several different (non-equivalent) norms on B1b� � �bBk. For
each norm we then can take the completion of B1 b � � � b Bk, obtaining a
Banach space. We consider two cases (the two main cases) of completed
tensor products.

The projective tensor norm is defined on B1 b � � � bBk by

}u}π :� inf
�¸
j

}x1j}B1 � � � }xkj}Bk : u �
¸
j

x1j b � � � b xkj

	
, (4.3)

taking the infimum over all ways of writing u as a finite sum of elementary
tensors. The corresponding completed tensor product is called the projective
tensor product and is written B1pb � � � pbBk. It is easily seen that every
u P B1pb � � � pbBk can be written (non-uniquely) as an absolutely convergent
infinite sum of elementary tensors: for any ε ¡ 0,

u �
8̧

j�1

x1j b � � � b xkj with
8̧

j�1

}x1j}B1 � � � }xkj}Bk ¤ p1� εq}u}π   8;

(4.4)
equivalently,

u �
8̧

j�1

λjx1j b � � � b xkj with }xij}Bi ¤ 1, λj ¥ 0 and

8̧

j�1

λj ¤ p1� εq}u}π   8. (4.5)
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The injective tensor norm is defined on B1 b � � � b Bk by using (4.2) to
regard B1b� � �bBk as a subspace of LpB�

1 , . . . , B
�
k ;Rq, the bounded k-linear

forms on B�
1 � � � � �B�

k , and taking the induced norm, i.e.,

}u}ε :� sup
�|upx�1 , . . . , x�kq| : }x�1}B�1 , . . . , }x

�
k}B�k ¤ 1

�
. (4.6)

The corresponding completed tensor product is called the injective tensor
product and is written B1qb � � � qbBk; note that this is simply the closure of
B1 b � � � b Bk in LpB�

1 , . . . , B
�
k ;Rq and thus can be regarded as a closed

subspace of LpB�
1 , . . . , B

�
k ;Rq.

For elementary tensors we have

}x1 b � � � b xk}π � }x1 b � � � b xk}ε � }x1}B1 � � � }xk}Bk , (4.7)

so the two norms coincide. (Any such norm on B1 b � � � b Bk is called a
crossnorm.) Moreover, it is easily seen that for any u P B1 b � � � b Bk,
}u}ε ¤ }u}π; hence the identity map u ÞÑ u extends to a canonical bounded
linear map (of norm 1)

ι : B1pb � � � pbBk Ñ B1qb � � � qbBk (4.8)

with }ι} ¤ 1. Unfortunately, this map is not always injective; we return to
this problem in Section 8, where we shall see that this is the source of the
difference between (1.2) and (1.3).

Consider for simplicity the case k � 2. As said above, B1qbB2 can be
seen (isometrically) as a subspace of LpB�

1 , B
�
2 ;Rq. Moreover, an elementary

tensor x1bx2 defines a bounded linear operator B�
1 Ñ B2 by x�1 ÞÑ x�1px1qx2,

and this extends by linearity to a mapping B1 b B2 Ñ LpB�
1 ;B2q, which is

an isometry for the injective tensor norm (4.6). Hence, this mapping extends
to an isometric embedding of B1qbB2 as a subspace of the space LpB�

1 ;B2q
of bounded linear operators B�

1 Ñ B2. Explicitly, u P B1qbB2 corresponds
to the operator Tu : B�

1 Ñ B2 given by

xTux�, y�y � xx� b y�, uy, x� P B�
1 , y

� P B�
2 . (4.9)

(By symmetry, there is also an embedding into LpB�
2 ;B1q. If u P B1qbB2

corresponds to the operator Tu : B�
1 Ñ B2, it also corresponds to T �u : B�

2 Ñ
B1.)

When the mapping ι in (4.8) (with k � 2) is injective, we may regard
B1pbB2 as a subspace of B1qbB2 (with a generally different, larger, norm);
hence B1pbB2 may be regarded as a certain space of operators B�

1 Ñ B2 in
this case too.

Example 4.1. Suppose thatB1, . . . , Bk are finite-dimensional, and let teijuj ,
j P Ji, be a basis of Bi for i � 1, . . . , k. It is easily seen that the elementary

tensors eJ :� e1j1 b � � � b ekjk , with J :� pjiqi P
±k
i�1 Ji, form a basis of

B1 b � � � bBk.
Hence dimpB1b� � �bBkq �

±k
i�1 dimpBiq   8. In particular, the tensor

product is complete for any norm, and thus B1pb � � � pbBk � B1qb � � � qbBk �
B1 b � � � bBk as sets (although the norms generally differ).
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Using the basis peJqJ , any element of the tensor product may be written

as
°
J aJeJ , where the coordinates aJ are indexed by J P ±k

i�1 Ji, so it is
natural to consider the coordinates as a k-dimensional array. (A matrix in
the case k � 2.)

Example 4.2. Let H be a Hilbert space. The tensor products H pbH and
H qbH can be identified with the spaces of trace class operators and compact
operators on H, respectively, see Theorem 9.2; moreover, H pbH � pH qbHq�.

In this case, another interesting choice of norm on HbH is the Hilbertian
tensor norm, given by the inner product xx1bx2, y1by2y � xx1, y1yxx2, y2y;
the corresponding completed tensor product H b2 H can be identified with
the space of Hilbert–Schmidt operators on H. (We will not use this tensor
product in the present paper.)

If Ti : Ai Ñ Bi are bounded linear operators, then T1b� � �bTk is bounded
for both the projective norms and the injective norms, and extends thus
to bounded linear maps T1pb � � � pbTk : A1pb � � � pbAk Ñ B1pb � � � pbBk and
T1qb � � � qbTk : A1qb � � � qbAk Ñ B1qb � � � qbBk. We note the following lemma,
which we for simplicity state for the case k � 2, although the result extends
to general k.

Lemma 4.3. If T : A1 Ñ B1 and U : A2 Ñ B2 are injective linear operators
between Banach spaces, then T qbU : A1qbA2 Ñ B1qbB2 is injective.

Proof. Consider first the case when A1 � B1 and T � I, the identity op-
erator. We can regard A1qbA2 and A1qbB2 as subspaces of LpA�1 ;A2q and
LpA�1 ;B2q , and then I qbU is the mapping LpA�1 ;A2q Ñ LpA�1 ;B2q given by
S ÞÑ US, which is injective when U is.

In general we factorize T qbU � pT qbIqpI qbUq and note that both factors
T qbI : A1qbB2 Ñ A2qbB2 and I bU : A1qbB1 Ñ A1qbB2 are injective by the
first case and symmetry. �

Remark 4.4. The same proof shows that if T and U are isometric em-
beddings, then so is T qbU . (In other words, the injective tensor product is
injective [57, Section 6.1].)

Remark 4.5. Lemma 4.3 is in general not true for the projective tensor
product, see Example 8.7 and Remark 8.8.

The projective tensor product has instead the dual property that if T and
U are quotient mappings (i.e., onto), then so is T pbU .

When considering the dual space of a completed tensor product, note that
B1 b � � � bBk is a dense subspace (by definition); hence a continuous linear
functional is the same as a linear functional on B1b� � �bBk that is bounded
for the chosen tensor norm. Furthermore, each such linear functional can by
(4.1) be identified with a k-linear form on B1 � � � � �Bk. For the projective
tensor product, the definition (4.3) of the norm implies that all bounded
k-linear forms yield bounded linear functionals.
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Theorem 4.6 ([57, Theorem 2.9]). The dual pB1pb � � � pbBkq� consists of
all bounded k-linear forms B1 � � � � � Bk Ñ R, with the natural pairing
xα, x1 b � � � b xky � αpx1, . . . , xkq. �

For B1qb � � � qbBk, the dual space consists of a subset of all bounded k-
linear forms; these forms are called integral, and can be described as follows.
Let Ki be the closed unit ball of B�

i with the weak� topology; thus Ki is a
compact space.

Theorem 4.7 ([57, Proposition 3.14]). If χ P pB1qb � � � qbBkq�, then there
exists a (non-unique) signed measure µ PMpK1�� � ��Kkq, with }µ} � }χ},
such that

χpx1 b � � � b xkq �
»
K1�����Kk

x�1px1q � � �x�kpxkqdµpx�1 , . . . , x�kq. (4.10)

Conversely, (4.10) defines a bounded linear functional for every signed mea-
sure µ PMpK1 � � � � �Kkq.
Proof. We have defined an embedding of B1 b � � � bBk in LpB�

1 , . . . , B
�
k ;Rq

by (4.2), and taking the restriction of the operators to K1 � � � � �Kk gives
a linear map into CpK1 � � � � � Kkq, which by the definition (4.6) of the
injective tensor norm is an isometry. Hence we can regard B1qb � � � qbBk as
a subspace of CpK1�� � ��Kkq, and the result follows by the Hahn–Banach
theorem together with the Riesz representation theorem. �

An elementary tensor x�1 b � � � b x�k P B�
1 b � � � b B�

k defines a k-linear
form on B1� � � ��Bk by px1, . . . , xkq ÞÑ x�1px1q � � �x�kpxkq, and thus a linear
functional on B1 b � � � bBk by

xx�1 b � � � b x�k, x1 b � � � b xky � x�1px1q � � �x�kpxkq. (4.11)

By the definitions above, see (4.6) and (4.2), this linear functional extends
to a linear functional on B1qb � � � qbBk of norm }x�1} � � � }x�k}, and it follows by

(4.3), linearity and continuity that every tensor u� P B�
1
pb � � � pbB�

k defines a

linear functional on B1qb � � � qbBk with norm at most }u�}π, i.e., an integral
form on B1 � � � � �Bk. In fact, by (4.4), the forms obtained in this way are
exactly the integral forms such that there is a representation (4.10) with a
discrete measure µ. These forms are called nuclear forms on B1 � � � � �Bk.
By (4.5), every nuclear form can be written as

χ �
8̧

j�1

λjx
�
1j b � � � b x�kj (4.12)

with λj ¥ 0,
°8
j�1 |λj |   8 and }x�ij} ¤ 1.

Remark 4.8. Let IpB1, . . . , Bkq and N pB1, . . . , Bkq be the spaces of inte-
gral and nuclear forms, respectively, on B1 � � � � � Bk. Both IpB1, . . . , Bkq
and N pB1, . . . , Bkq are Banach spaces (with the natural norms suggested
by their definitions, see [57]), and there is an inclusion N pB1, . . . , Bkq �
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IpB1, . . . , Bkq with the inclusion mapping having norm at most 1. Fur-
thermore, there is a quotient mapping B�

1
pb � � � pbB�

k Ñ N pB1, . . . , Bkq. In
general, none of these maps is an isomorphism, but there are important
cases when one or both are.

Remark 4.9. When k � 2 (bilinear forms), there are corresponding notions
for linear operators.

We say that an operator T : B1 Ñ B2 is integral if the corresponding
bilinear form on B1�B�

2 given by px, y�q ÞÑ xTx, y�y is integral. Conversely,
a bilinear form α : B1 �B2 Ñ R is integral if and only if the corresponding
operator T : B1 Ñ B�

2 given by xTx, yy � αpx, yq is integral. (When B2

is reflexive, these are obviously equivalent. In general, see [57, Proposition
3.22].)

Similarly, an operator T : B1 Ñ B2 is nuclear if xTx, y�y � xu, x b
y�y for some u P B�

1
pbB2. When B2 is reflexive, this says precisely that

corresponding bilinear form on B1 � B�
2 given by px, y�q ÞÑ xTx, y�y is

nuclear.

5. Vector-valued integration

We summarize the definitions of the main types of vector-valued integrals,
see e.g. [22], [18], [62] and [57] for details. In order to conform to the rest
of this paper, we use probabilistic language and consider the expectation
of a B-valued random variable X. (The definitions and results extend to
integrals of Banach space valued functions defined on arbitrary measure
spaces with only notational changes.)

The Bochner integral is a straightforward generalization of the Lebesgue
integral to Banach space valued functions. We have the following character-
ization [22, III.2.22 and III.6.9], cf. Theorem 3.3.

Theorem 5.1. A random variable X : pΩ,F ,Pq Ñ B is Bochner integrable
if and only if X is Bochner measurable and E }X}   8. �

As discussed in Section 3, Bochner measurable variables are not enough
for all applications. For a more general integral, suppose only that x�pXq
is integrable for every x� P B�. (In particular, X is weakly measurable.)
Then the linear map

TX : x� ÞÑ x�pXq (5.1)

maps B� into L1pPq and by the closed graph theorem, this map is bounded.
Hence x� ÞÑ Ex�pXq � ³

x�pXq dP is a bounded linear map B� Ñ R, i.e.,
an element of B��. This element is called the Dunford integral of X. We
can write the definition as

xEX,x�y � Exx�, Xy, (5.2)

noting that in general EX P B��.
In the special case that the Dunford integral EX P B, and moreover

(see Remark 5.3) EpX1Eq P B for every event E (i.e., every measurable set
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E � Ω), we say that EX is the Pettis integral of X. Note that the Pettis
integral by definition is an element of B. If X is Bochner integrable then
it is Pettis integrable (and Dunford integrable) and the integrals coincide,
but the converse does not hold. The examples below show that a Pettis
integrable function may fail to be Bochner integrable because of either in-
tegrability or measurability problems. (Talagrand [62, Chapter 5] and [59]
give characterisations of Pettis integrability, but they are not always easy
to apply; it seems that there is no simple necessary and sufficient condition.
See further e.g. [24] and [36].)

Remark 5.2. If B is reflexive, i.e. B�� � B, then every Dunford integrable
function is trivially Pettis integrable (and conversely). However, we will not

find much use of this, since we will take integrals in tensor products B pbk

or B qbk, see Section 6, and such tensor products are typically not reflexive,
even if B is reflexive, see for example Theorem 9.2, Example 7.2 and, more
generally, [57, Section 4.2].

Remark 5.3. Suppose that X is Dunford integrable. Then ξX is Dunford
integrable for every bounded random variable ξ, i.e., for every ξ P L8pPq.
Moreover, the adjoint of the bounded linear map TX : B� Ñ L1pPq given by
(5.1) is the map T �X : L8pPq Ñ B�� given by

T �Xξ � EpξXq. (5.3)

By definition, X is Pettis integrable if EpX1Eq P B, i.e., if T �Xp1Eq P B,
for every measurable set E; since the simple functions are dense in L8pPq,
this is equivalent to T �Xpξq � EpξXq P B for every ξ P L8pPq. Hence, X is
Pettis integrable if and only if T �X : L8pPq Ñ B.

Remark 5.4. It follows that if X is Dunford integrable, then X is Pettis
integrable if and only if TX : B� Ñ L1pPq is weak�-weak continuous. (If
X is bounded, then TX is always sequentially weak�-weak continuous by
dominated convergence; this is not enough, as shown by Examples 5.19
and 11.28.)

Remark 5.5. It follows easily from (5.2) that if X is Dunford integrable
and ξ P L8pPq, then EpξXq � Epξ1Xq where ξ1 :� Epξ | FXq, where FX
is the sub-σ-field of F generated by all xx�, Xy, x� P B�. Hence, X is
Pettis integrable if and only if Epξ1Xq P B for every FX -measurable ξ1.
Each such ξ1 is a Borel function of a countable family pxx�i , Xyqi. It follows
that the question whether X is Pettis integrable or not depends only on the
distribution of X (or equivalently, the joint distribution of xx�, Xy, x� P B�)
and not on the underlying probability space pΩ,F ,Pq.
Remark 5.6. If X is a B-valued random variable and B is a closed subspace
of another Banach space B1, then X can also be seen as a B1-valued random
variable. It is easily verified (using the Hahn–Banach theorem) that X is
Bochner, Dunford or Pettis integrable as a B-valued random variable if and
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only if it is so as a B1-valued random variable, and the expectations EX in
B and B1 coincide in all cases.

By the definition (and discussion) above, X is Dunford integrable if and
only if x� ÞÑ x�pXq is a bounded linear operator B� Ñ L1pPq. If X is Pettis
integrable, then furthermore this operator is weakly compact, i.e., it maps
the unit ball into a relatively weakly compact subset of L1pPq, see [62], [36]
or [57, Proposition 3.7]. A subset of L1pPq is relatively weakly compact if
and only if it is uniformly integrable, see [22, Corollary IV.8.11 and Theorem
V.6.1], where we recall that a family tξαu of random variables is uniformly
integrable if #

supα E |ξα|   8 and

supα E
�
1E |ξα|

�Ñ 0 as PpEq Ñ 0,
(5.4)

see e.g. [34, Section 5.4] or [38, Lemma 4.10]. This yields the following
necessary condition.

Theorem 5.7. If X is Pettis integrable, then the family tx�pXq : x� P
B�, }x�} ¤ 1u of (real-valued) random variables is uniformly integrable. �

The converse does not hold, see Examples 5.19 and 11.28, but Huff [36]
has shown that it holds if X is weakly a.s. separably valued. (In particular,
the converse holds when B is separable.)

Theorem 5.8 (Huff [36]). If tx�pXq : x� P B�, }x�} ¤ 1u is uniformly
integrable and X is weakly a.s. separably valued, then X is Pettis integrable.

�

Remark 5.9. Actually, Huff [36] uses a condition that he calls separable-
like; the definition given in [36] is somewhat stronger than weak a.s. sepa-
rability, but it seems likely that he really intended what we call weak a.s.
separability, and the proof in [36] uses only weak a.s. separability. See
also Stefánsson [59] where weakly a.s. separably valued is called determined
by a separable subspace and said to be the same as Huff’s separable-like.
(Stefánsson [59, Theorem 2.8] has extended Theorem 5.8 by weakening the
condition of weak a.s. separability, replacing separable by weakly compactly
generated, but we shall not use his results, which seem more difficult to
apply in our situation.)

Corollary 5.10. If X is weakly measurable and weakly a.s. separably valued,
and further Ē}X}   8, then X is Pettis integrable.

Proof. There exists a measurable real-valued Z with }X} ¤ Z and EZ   8.
If }x�} ¤ 1, then |x�pXq| ¤ }X} ¤ Z, and thus tx�pXq : x� P B�, }x�} ¤ 1u
is uniformly integrable. �

Remark 5.11. Let 1   p ¤ 8 and assume that x�pXq P LppPq for every
x� P B�, i.e., that the map TX : B� Ñ L1pPq above maps B� into LppPq.
Then TX : B� Ñ LppPq is bounded by the closed graph theorem and thus
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the adjoint T �X , defined in Remark 5.3 as an operator L8pPq Ñ B��, extends
to LqpP q, where q P r1,8q is the conjugate exponent given by 1{p�1{q � 1.
Furthermore, (5.3) holds for every ξ P LqpPq; note that x�pξXq � ξx�pXq P
L1pPq by Hölder’s inequality so ξX is Dunford integrable.

If furthermore X is Pettis integrable, then T �X : L8pPq Ñ B by Re-
mark 5.3, and by continuity this extends to T �X : LqpPq Ñ B.

Note that if C is the norm of TX : B� Ñ LppPq, then for every x� P
B� with }x�} ¤ 1, E |x�pXq|p � E |TXpx�q|p ¤ Cp, which implies that
tx�pXq : }x�} ¤ 1u is uniformly integrable [34, Theorem 5.4.2]. Hence, by
Theorem 5.8, if furthermore X is weakly a.s. separably valued, in particular
if B is separable, then X is Pettis integrable.

Example 5.12. The standard Brownian motion (the Wiener process) W ptq
is a random variable with values in Cr0, 1s. W is easily seen to be Bochner
measurable (cf. Corollary 11.15) and E }W }   8; thus W is Bochner inte-
grable (and thus Pettis integrable). The operator TX : Cr0, 1s� �M r0, 1s Ñ
L1pPq is given by

TXpµq :� xµ,W y �
» 1

0
W ptq dµptq. (5.5)

TX obviously maps Cr0, 1s� Ñ LppPq for any p   8, since
³1
0 W dµ is Gauss-

ian. (In fact, E }W }p   8 when p   8.) The adjoint map T �X : LqpPq Ñ B,
which by Remark 5.11 is defined for every q ¡ 1, maps a random variable
ξ P LqpPq to the function in Cr0, 1s given by

T �Xξptq � xδt, T �Xξy � xTXδt, ξy � xW ptq, ξy � E
�
ξW ptq�. (5.6)

Hence, (5.3) says that

EpξW qptq � EpξW ptqq. (5.7)

In particular, EW � 0, as is obvious by symmetry.

We also state another sufficient condition for Pettis integrability that only
applies in special Banach spaces.

Theorem 5.13 (Diestel and Uhl [18, Theorem II.3.7]). Suppose that X is
Dunford integrable and a.s. separably valued, and that B does not contain a
subspace isomorphic to c0. Then X is Pettis integrable. �

Example 5.14 below shows, using Remark 5.6, that the condition on B
in Theorem 5.13 also is necessary. (Hence, in some sense, Example 5.14
is the canonical example of a Dunford integrable variable that is not Pet-
tis integrable, at least in separable spaces where there is no measurability
problem.)

Example 5.14. Let N be a positive integer-valued random variable, and
consider the random variable X :� aNeN in c0, where en P c0 is the n:th
vector in the standard basis and an are some real numbers. Let pn :� PpN �
nq. It is easily seen that then
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(i) X is Bochner integrable if and only if
°8
n�1 |pnan|   8.

(ii) X is Dunford integrable if and only if sup |pnan|   8.
(iii) X is Pettis integrable if and only if pnan Ñ 0 as nÑ8.

The integral EX equals ppnanq8n�1 in all cases where it is defined. (Thus,
when X is Dunford integrable, EX P `8 � c��0 but in general EX does not
belong to c0.)

Example 5.15. Let X :� aNeN as in Example 5.14, but now regarded as
an element of B � `2. It is easily seen that then

(i) X is Bochner integrable if and only if
°8
n�1 |pnan|   8.

(ii) X is Pettis or Dunford integrable if and only if
°8
n�1 |pnan|2   8.

(There is no difference between Dunford and Pettis since B is reflexive.)
The integral EX equals ppnanq8n�1 in all cases where it is defined.

Example 5.16. Let againX :� aNeN as in Example 5.14, but now regarded
as an element of B � `1. In this case,

(i) X is Bochner integrable ðñ X is Pettis integrable ðñ X is
Dunford integrable ðñ °8

n�1 |pnan|   8.

In fact, let x� � psignpanqq81 P `8 � p`1q�. Then xx�, Xy � |aN |, so if X is
Dunford integrable, then E |aN |   8, which implies Bochner integrability.
The integral EX equals ppnanq8n�1.

Example 5.17. Examples 5.14–5.16 are examples of the following general
fact: Let N be a positive integer-valued random variable, with PpN � nq �
pn, let pxnq8n�1 be a sequence in a Banach space B, and let X :� xN . It
is then easy to see the following characterizations, see e.g. [57, Proposition
3.12 and Appendix B] and [17, Chapter IV and p. 44].

(i) X is Bochner integrable if and only if
°8
n�1 pnxn converges abso-

lutely.
(ii) X is Pettis integrable if and only if

°8
n�1 pnxn converges uncondi-

tionally.
(iii) X is Dunford integrable if and only if the series

°8
n�1 pnxn is weakly

unconditionally Cauchy.

(This example is perhaps clearer if we do not restrict ourselves to probability
measures, and regard

°8
n�1 xn as the integral of the function n ÞÑ xn defined

on N equipped with counting measure. The sum converges as a Bochner
integral, Pettis integral or Dunford integral if and only if it is absolutely
summable, unconditionally summable or weakly unconditionally Cauchy,
respectively.)

Example 5.18. Let B � Dr0, 1s, and let, as in Example 3.5, X be the
random element of Dr0, 1s given by X � 1rU,1s, where U � Up0, 1q. Then
X is not a.s. separably valued and thus not Bochner measurable; thus EX
does not exist as a Bochner integral. (X is also not Borel measurable, at
least typically, see Example 3.5.)
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On the other hand, it follows from Theorem 15.5 that X is weakly measur-
able, and since X is bounded, it is Dunford integrable. It is easily verified,
using Corollary 13.2 and Fubini’s theorem, that if x� P D�, then

Exx�, Xy � xx�, ty,
where t denotes the identity function t ÞÑ t. Hence the Dunford integral
EX � t P Dr0, 1s. It is similarly seen that if E is any event, then the
Dunford integral EpX1Eq is the function t ÞÑ PptU ¤ tu X Eq, which is
continuous and thus belongs to D. Hence, X is Pettis integrable.

By Remark 5.6, X is also Pettis integrable as a random variable in
L8r0, 1s, since the hyperplane tf P Dr0, 1s : fp1�q � fp1qu in Dr0, 1s also
can be seen as a subspace of L8r0, 1s. (Cf. [62, Example 4-2-4a)].)

To find examples of bounded Dunford integrable random variables that
are not Pettis integrable is more difficult and technical. Note that by The-
orem 5.8, such random variables cannot be weakly a.s. separably valued.
We give one example from Fremlin and Talagrand [29], omitting the (quite
complicated) details. See Example 11.28 for another example.

Example 5.19 (Fremlin and Talagrand [29]). Let Ω � t0, 1u8 with the

infinite product measure µ � �
1
2δ0 � 1

2δ1

�8
(this is the Haar measure if we

regard Ω as the compact group Z82 ), and let X : Ω Ñ `8 be the inclusion.
Then X is a random variable with values in `8 such that the coordinates
Xn are i.i.d. Bep1{2q. It is shown in [29] and [62, Chapter 13] (by slightly
different arguments) that X is not weakly measurable on Ω (with the prod-
uct σ-field = the Borel σ-field), but that the measure µ can be extended to
a larger σ-field making X weakly measurable. More precisely, it is easily
seen that p`8q� � `1 ` cK0 , and if x� P `1 � p`8q� is given by panq81 P `1,
then x�pXq � °8

1 anXn where Xn as said above are i.i.d. Bep1{2q; clearly
x�pXq is measurable in this case. The extension of µ constructed in [29]
and [62] is such that x�pXq is a.s. constant if x� P cK0 . Hence x�pXq is
measurable in this case too, and by linearity for every x� P p`8q�, so X is
weakly measurable. Moreover, the extension is such that in the particular
case that x� P cK0 is a multiplicative linear functional, x�pXq � 1 a.s.

Consequently, using this extension of µ, X is bounded and weakly mea-
surable, and thus Dunford integrable. However, if X had a Pettis integral
y � EX P `8, then yn � EXn � 1

2 for each n, since Xn � Bep1
2q, and thus

y � p1
2 ,

1
2 , . . . q. However, if x� is a multiplicative linear functional in cK0 ,

then x�pyq � Ex�pXq � 1, a contradiction. Consequently, X is not Pettis
integrable.

By Theorem 5.8, X is not weakly a.s. separably valued.

To summarize, we have defined three types of integrals. The Bochner in-
tegral is the most convenient, when it exists, but the requirement of Bochner
measurablility is too strong for many applications in non-separable spaces.
The Pettis integral is more general, and will be our main tool in such cases;
it also requires only a weaker integrability condition. The Dunford integral
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is even more general, but in general it is an element the bidual B�� instead
of B, which makes it less useful.

Note also that all three integrals are linear and behave as expected under
bounded linear operators: If T : B Ñ B1 and X is integrable in one of these
senses, then TX P B1 is integrable in the same sense, and EpTXq � T pEXq
(EpTXq � T ��pEXq for Dunford integrals).

Remark 5.20. It can be shown that the space of Bochner integrable B-
valued random variables equals L1pPqpbB [57, Example 2.19], while L1pPqqbB
is the completion of the space of Bochner measurable Pettis integrable B-
valued random variables [57, Proposition 3.13]. (If B is separable, this is by
Theorem 3.3 just the completion of the space of Pettis integrable random
variables; typically the latter space is not complete, so it is necessary to take
the completion.)

Remark 5.21. There are several further definitions of integrals of Banach
space valued functions, see for example [7], [35], [28], although only some
of these definitions work on a general probability space as required here
(for example the Birkhoff integral that lies between the Bochner and Pettis
integrals). These integrals too could be used to define moments as in the
next section, but we do not know of any properties of them that make them
more useful for our purposes than the three integrals defined above, so we
do not consider them.

6. Moments

If B is a Banach space and X is a B-valued random variable, defined on
a probability space pΩ,F ,Pq, and further k is a positive integer, we define
the projective k:th moment of X as the expectation EXbk � ³

Xbk dP
whenever this expectation (integral) exists in the projective tensor product

B pbk. The expectation can here be taken in any of the three senses defined in
Section 5; hence we talk about the moment existing in Bochner sense, Pettis
sense or Dunford sense. Note that if the k:th moment exists in Bochner or
Pettis sense, then it is an element of B pbk, but if it exists in Dunford sense,

then it is an element of pB pbkq�� and may be outside B pbk.
Similarly, we can regard Xbk as an element of the injective tensor product

B qbk and take the expectation in that space. We thus define the injective
k:th moment of X as the expectation EXbk � ³

Xbk dP whenever this

expectation (integral) exists in the injective tensor product B qbk. Again,
this can exist in Bochner sense, Pettis sense or Dunford sense; in the first

two cases it is an element of B qbk, but in the third case it is an element of

pB qbkq��.

Example 6.1. The first moment (projective or injective; there is no differ-
ence when k � 1) is the expectation EX, which is an element of B when it
exists in Bochner or Pettis sense, and an element of B�� when it exists in
Dunford sense. The examples in Section 5 show some cases.
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We may for clarity or emphasis denote Xbk by X pbk when we regard it

as an element of B pbk and by X qbk when we regard it as an element of B qbk.
In particular, we distinguish between the projective and injective moments

by writing them as EX pbk P B pbk and EX qbk P B qbk. They are related by
the following simple result.

Theorem 6.2. If the projective k:th moment EX pbk exists in one of the
senses above, then the injective k:th moment exists too, in the same sense,
and is given by

EX qbk � ιpEX pbkq P B qbk (6.1)

in the Bochner or Pettis case and

EX qbk � ι��pEX pbkq P pB qbkq�� (6.2)

in the Dunford case.

Proof. The identity map on Bbk extends to the continuous linear map ι :

B pbk Ñ B qbk. �

We next consider the problem of deciding when these moments exist, in
the different senses. There are six different cases to consider. We shall see
(Theorem 6.7 and the examples in Section 7) that the conditions for exis-
tence differ for five of them, for both measurability and integrability reasons.
This multiplicity of cases may be bewildering, but in many applications there
is no problem. If B is separable (or X is a.s. separably valued) there is no
problem with measurability (Theorem 3.3) and if further E }X}k   8, then
both moments exist in the strongest sense (Theorem 6.7), and thus in all
senses.

We begin by considering conditions for the existence of moments in the
strongest sense, i.e., as Bochner integrals.

Lemma 6.3. If X is Bochner measurable in B, then Xbk is Bochner mea-

surable in B pbk, for every k ¥ 1. In particular, then αpX, . . . ,Xq is measur-
able for any bounded k-linear form α P LpBk;Rq.
Proof. The (non-linear) mapping x ÞÑ xbk is continuous B Ñ B pbk. The
final claim follows by Theorem 4.6. �

Remark 6.4. There is no general corresponding result for weakly mea-

surable X in the projective tensor product B pbk, see Example 7.4. If B is
separable, or if X is a.s. separably valued, there is no problem since then
X is Bochner measurable by Theorem 3.3, but weak a.s. separability is
not enough by Example 7.4. Nevertheless, Dr0, 1s is an example of a non-
separable space where Xbk is weakly measurable in the projective tensor
product for every weakly measurable X, see Corollary 15.9.

Lemma 6.5. The following are equivalent, for any k ¥ 1:

(i) Xbk is a.s. separably valued in B pbk.
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(ii) Xbk is a.s. separably valued in B qbk.
(iii) X is a.s. separably valued in B.

Proof. (iii) ùñ (i) as in the proof of Lemma 6.3 and (i) ùñ (ii) since

ι : B pbk Ñ B qbk is continuous. Hence it remains to prove (ii) ùñ (iii).

Let A be a separable subspace of B qbk such that Xbk P A a.s. Then there
exists a countable family of elementary tensors F � tei1 b � � � b eiku such
that A is included in the closed linear span of F . Let B1 � B be the closed
linear span of teijuij . Then B1 is separable, and if x� K B1, then x�peijq � 0
for all i and j, and thus x� b � � � b x� K F ; by linearity and continuity, this
extends to the closed linear span of F , and thus x� b � � � b x� K A.

Hence, if xbk P A, then xx�, xyk � xpx�qbk, xbky � 0 and thus x� K x for
every x� K B1, which implies that x P B1. Consequently, X P B1 a.s. �

Remark 6.6. Lemma 6.5 includes a partial converse to Lemma 6.3, consid-
ering only the a.s. separably valued condition. There is no complete converse
to Lemma 6.3 since Xb2 may be Bochner measurable even if X is not; this
happens even in the one-dimensional case B � R, as shown by the trivial ex-
ample when X is a non-measurable function such that X � �1 everywhere;
then Xb2 � X2 � 1 is measurable. We will thus usually assume that X is
at least weakly measurable.

It is now easy to characterise when the moments exist as Bochner inte-
grals.

Theorem 6.7. Suppose that X is weakly measurable. Then the following
are equivalent.

(i) The projective moment EX pbk exists in Bochner sense.

(ii) The injective moment EX qbk exists in Bochner sense.
(iii) E }X}k   8 and X is a.s. separably valued.

Proof. By Theorem 5.1 and Lemma 6.5, (i) and (ii) both imply that X is a.s.
separably valued: Hence it suffices to consider the case when X is a.s. sepa-
rably valued, so by Theorem 3.3 X is Bochner measurable. By Lemma 6.3,
Xbk is Bochner measurable, and the result follows by Theorem 5.1, since
}Xbk}

B pbk � }Xbk}
B qbk � }X}k. �

We turn to Dunford integrals. We first give a simple result on the exis-
tence of the weak k:th moment (1.1). Cf. Remark 5.11.

Lemma 6.8. Suppose that X is weakly measurable. Then the following are
equivalent.

(i) The weak k:th moment E
�
x�1pXq � � �x�kpXq

�
exists for every

x�1 , . . . , x
�
k P B�.

(ii) E |x�pXq|k   8 for every x� P B�.
(iii) suptE |x�pXq|k : }x�} ¤ 1u   8.
(iv) TX : x� ÞÑ x�pXq is a bounded operator B� Ñ LkpPq.
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In this case, E
��x�1pXq � � �x�kpXq�� is bounded for x�1 , . . . , x

�
k in the unit ball

of B�.

Proof. (i) ðñ (ii): If (i) holds, then (ii) follows by choosing x�1 � � � � �
x�k � x�. The converse follows by Hölder’s inequality.

(iii) ðñ (iv): By definition.
(ii) ðñ (iv): If (ii) holds, then TX : B� Ñ LkpPq is bounded by the

closed graph theorem. The converse is trivial.
The final claim follows by (iii) and Hölder’s inequality. �

In all cases we know, the existence of the weak k:th moment is equivalent
to the existence of the injective k:th moment in Dunford sense. We have,
however, failed to prove this in full generality and suspect that there are
counterexamples. We thus give a theorem with some technical sufficient
conditions, and leave it as an open problem whether the theorem holds
more generally. (This is, at least for bounded X, equivalent to whether X

weakly measurable implies Xbk weakly measurable in B qbk; cf. Remark 6.4
which shows that this does not hold for the projective tensor product.)

We first state a lemma.

Lemma 6.9. Suppose that X is weakly measurable and a.s. separably valued.
Then xx�, Xy is jointly measurable on B� �Ω, where B� is given the Borel
σ-field for the weak� topology.

Proof. X is Bochner measurable by Theorem 3.3 and thus there is a sequence
Xn of measurable simple random variables in B such that Xn Ñ X a.s., see
Remark 3.2. Then each xx�, Xny is jointly measurable on B� �Ω, and thus
xx�, Xy is jointly measurable. �

Theorem 6.10. (i) If the injective k:th moment EX qbk exists in Dunford
sense, then the weak k:th moment E

�
x�1pXq � � �x�kpXq

�
exists for every

x�1 , . . . , x
�
k P B�, and

E
�
x�1pXq � � �x�kpXq

� � xEX qbk, x�1 b � � � b x�ky. (6.3)

Furthermore, suptE |x�pXq|k : }x�} ¤ 1u   8.
(ii) Suppose that X is weakly measurable, and that one of the following ad-

ditional condition holds.
(a) B is separable.
(b) X is a.s. separably valued.
(c) Every integral k-linear form Bk Ñ R is nuclear.

Then the injective moment EX qbk exists in Dunford sense if and only
if the weak k:th moment exists, i.e., if and only if E |x�pXq|k   8 for
every x� P B�.

Proof. (i): Directly from the definition of the Dunford integral, since x�1 b
� � �bx�k is a continuous linear functional on B qbk. The final claim follows by
Lemma 6.8.
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(ii): By (i) and Lemma 6.8, it remains to show that if the weak k:th mo-
ment exists, then χpXbkq is an integrable random variable, and in particular

measurable, for every χ P pB qbkq�. By Theorem 4.7, χ is represented by a
signed measure µ PMpKkq, where K is the closed unit ball of B�, and

χpXbkq �
»
Kk

x�1pXq � � �x�kpXqdµpx�1 , . . . , x�kq. (6.4)

(a) obviously is a special case of (b). If (b) holds, then xx�, Xy is jointly
measurable on B� � Ω by Lemma 6.9. Hence, x�1pXq � � �x�kpXq is jointly

measurable on Kk � Ω, and thus we can take expectations in (6.4) and
apply Fubini’s theorem, yielding

EχpXbkq �
»
Kk

E
�
x�1pXq � � �x�kpXq

�
dµpx�1 , . . . , x�kq; (6.5)

note that E
��x�1pXq � � �x�kpXq�� is bounded on Kk by Lemma 6.8, so the double

integral is absolutely convergent.
If (c) holds, then the integral form χ is nuclear and thus, by (4.12),

χ �
8̧

n�1

λnx
�
1n b � � � b x�kn (6.6)

where λn ¥ 0,
°8
n�1 λn   8 and each x�in P K. Consequently, using (4.11),

xχ,Xbky �
8̧

n�1

λnx
�
1npXq � � �x�knpXq, (6.7)

which is integrable by Lemma 6.8. Taking expectations in (6.7), we see that
(6.5) holds in this case too, now for the finite discrete measure

µ :�
8̧

n�1

λnδpx�1n,��� ,x
�
knq
. (6.8)

�

Remark 6.11. We do not know any characterization of the Banach spaces
B such that every integral k-linear form is nuclear. For k � 2, this can
be translated to operators B Ñ B�; a sufficient condition then is that B�

has the Radon–Nikodým property and the approximation property, see [57,
Theorem 5.34].

Corollary 6.12. Suppose that X and Y are weakly measurable B-valued
random variables, and that one of the following conditions holds:

(a) B is separable.
(b) X and Y are a.s. separably valued.
(c) Every integral k-linear form Bk Ñ R is nuclear.

Then (1.3) holds if and only EX qbk � EY qbk, with the injective k:th mo-
ments existing in Dunford sense. (In other words, the injective moment is
determined by the weak moment.)
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Proof. If EX qbk � EY qbk, then the weak moments are equal by (6.3).
Conversely, suppose that the weak moments exist and are equal. By

Theorem 6.10, the injective moments EX qbk and EY qbk exist in Dunford

sense. Moreover, the proof of Theorem 6.10 shows that for any χ P pB qbkq�,
(6.5) holds for some signed measure µ, which shows that if the weak moments
are equal, then

xχ,EX qbky � Exχ,X qbky � Exχ, Y qbky � xχ,EY qbky
for every χ and thus EX qbk � EY qbk in pB qbkq��. �

Recall thatB qbk can be regarded as a subspace of LppB�qk;Rq, the bounded
k-linear forms on B�. This leads to the following interpretation of the in-
jective k:th moment when it exists in Pettis (or Bochner) sense, and thus

is an element of B qbk, which again shows that the injective k:th moment is
essentially the same as the weak moment defined by (1.1).

Theorem 6.13. If X is a B-valued random variable such that the injective

k:th moment EX qbk exists in Pettis sense, then EX qbk P B qbk is the k-linear
form on B�

px�1 , . . . , x�kq ÞÑ E
�
x�1pXq � � �x�kpXq

�
.

Proof. When EX qbk P B qbk is regarded as a k-linear form, its value at

px�1 , . . . , x�kq P pB�qk equals xEX qbk, x�1 b � � �bx�ky, and the result follows by
(6.3). �

This yields a simpler version of Corollary 6.12, assuming that the moments
exist in Pettis sense.

Corollary 6.14. Suppose that X and Y are B-valued random variables

such that the injective k:th moments EX qbk and EY qbk exist in Pettis sense.

Then (1.3) holds if and only EX qbk � EY qbk. (In other words, the injective
moment is determined by the weak moment.) �

For the projective k:th moment in Dunford sense, there is a general similar
equivalence, now using arbitrary bounded k-linear forms on B. We have no
simple necessary and sufficient condition for the existence, but we give a
sufficient condition which is necessary in at least some cases (Example 7.1),
but not in others (Example 7.3).

Theorem 6.15. The following are equivalent.

(i) The projective moment EX pbk exists in Dunford sense.
(ii) The moment EαpX, . . . ,Xq exists for every bounded k-linear form

α : Bk Ñ R.

In this case,

EαpX, . . . ,Xq � xEX pbk, αy (6.9)

for every α P LpBk;Rq.
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Moreover, if Ē}X}k   8 and αpX, . . . ,Xq is measurable for every α P
LpBk;Rq, then (i) and (ii) hold.

Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) is an immediate consequence of the
definition of the Dunford integral and Theorem 4.6, and so is (6.9).

Furthermore, |αpX, . . . ,Xq| ¤ }α}}X}k. Hence, if Ē}X}k   8, then (ii)
holds provided αpX, . . . ,Xq is measurable. �

Remark 6.16. Although we use multilinear forms α in (1.2) and Theo-
rem 6.15, we are only interested in the values αpx, . . . , xq on the diagonal.
This restriction to the diagonal defines a function α̃pxq : B Ñ R, which is
a quadratic form for k � 2, a cubic form for k � 3, etc., and (1.2) can be
expressed as E α̃pXq � E α̃pY q for all such forms α̃.

Note also that it suffices to consider symmetric multilinear forms α, since
we always may replace α by its symmetrization.

Corollary 6.17. Suppose that X and Y are B-valued random variables.
Then (1.2) holds, with finite and well-defined expectations for every α, if

and only if the projective k:th moments EX pbk and EY pbk exist in Dunford

sense and EX pbk � EY pbk.

Proof. An immediate consequence of Theorem 6.15, together with Theo-
rem 4.6. �

The problem whether (1.2) and (1.3) are equivalent is thus reduced to

the problem whether EX qbk � EY qbk implies EX pbk � EY pbk, at least if we
assume that the projective moments exist in Dunford sense, and that one
of the additional assumptions in Corollary 6.12 or 6.14 holds. By (6.2), it
then is sufficient that ι�� is injective. However, in applications we prefer
not to use the bidual (recall that tensor products typically are not reflexive,
even if B is reflexive, see Remark 5.2); we thus prefer to use moments in

Pettis or Bochner sense. For these moments, the question whether EX pbk �
EY pbk ðñ EX qbk � EY qbk (for arbitrary X and Y in a given Banach space

B) is by (6.1) almost equivalent to whether ι : B pbk Ñ B qbk is injective; this
will be studied in Section 8.

Remark 6.18. We write “almost”, because EX pbk is a symmetric tensor,
so we are really only interested in whether ι is injective on the subspace

of symmetric tensors in B pbk (i.e., on the symmetric tensor product). We
conjecture that ι is injective on this subspace if and only it is injective on

the full tensor product B pbk, but as far as we know this question has not
been investigated and we leave it as an open problem.

We turn to considering conditions for the existence of moments in Pettis
sense. We only give a result for the injective moments, corresponding to
Theorem 6.10, since we do not know any corresponding result for projective
moments.
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Theorem 6.19. (i) If the injective k:th moment EX qbk exists in Pettis
sense, then t|x�pXq|k : x� P B�, }x�} ¤ 1u is uniformly integrable.

(ii) Suppose that X is weakly measurable, and that one of the following ad-
ditional condition holds.
(a) B is separable.
(b) X is a.s. separably valued.
(c) Every integral k-linear form Bk Ñ R is nuclear, and Xbk is weakly

a.s. separably valued in B qbk.

Then the injective moment EX qbk exists in Pettis sense if and only if
t|x�pXq|k : x� P B�, }x�} ¤ 1u is uniformly integrable.

Proof. (i): By Theorem 5.7, since xpx�qbk, Xbky � x�pXqk and px�qbk P
pB qbkq� with norm }x�}kB� ¤ 1 when }x�}B� ¤ 1.

(ii): We shall modify the proof of Theorem 6.10. Let χ P pB qbkq� with
}χ} ¤ 1. As in the proof of Theorem 6.10, by Theorem 4.7 there exists a
signed measure µ PMpKkq, where K is the closed unit ball of B�, such that
(6.4) holds; further }µ} � }χ} ¤ 1. Taking absolute values, and replacing µ
by |µ|, we obtain��χpXbkq�� ¤ »

Kk

��x�1pXq � � �x�kpXq��dµpx�1 , . . . , x�kq. (6.10)

If (a) or (b) holds, then xx�, Xy is jointly measurable on B� � Ω by
Lemma 6.9; thus we can take expectations in (6.10) and apply Fubini’s
theorem, yielding

E
��χpXbkq�� ¤ »

Kk

E
��x�1pXq � � �x�kpXq��dµpx�1 , . . . , x�kq. (6.11)

If (c) holds, then the integral form χ is nuclear and thus (6.6) holds, with
λn ¥ 0,

°8
n�1 λn   8 and each x�in P K. We do not know whether the

nuclear norm of χ always equals the integral norm }χ} when (c) holds, but,
at least, the open mapping theorem implies that there exists a constant C
(possibly depending on B) such that we can choose a representation (6.6)
with

°
n λn ¤ C. Then (6.7) holds, and taking absolute values and expecta-

tions we see that (6.11) holds in this case too, for the measure (6.8), which
satisfies }µ} � °

n λn ¤ C.
Consequently, in both cases (6.11) holds, with }µ} ¤ C (where C � 1 in

cases (a)–(b)). By the arithmetic-geometric inequality, (6.11) implies

E
��χpXbkq�� ¤ »

Kk

E
�1

k

ķ

i�1

|x�i pXq|k
	

dµpx�1 , . . . , x�kq

� 1

k

ķ

i�1

»
Kk

E |x�i pXq|k dµpx�1 , . . . , x�kq

¤ C sup
 
E |x�pXq|k : x� P K(

, (6.12)
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and applying (6.12) to 1EX, for an arbitrary event E P F , we obtain

E
�
1E |χpXbkq|� � E

��χp1EXbkq�� ¤ C sup
x�PK

E
�
1E |x�pXq|k

�
. (6.13)

This holds for any χ P pB qbkq� with }χ} ¤ 1. Hence, it follows from (6.12)–
(6.13) and the condition (5.4) for uniform integrability that if t|x�pXq|k :

x� P Ku is uniformly integrable, then also txχ,Xbky : χ P pB qbkq�, }χ} ¤ 1u
is uniformly integrable. Furthermore, X qbk is weakly a.s. separably valued,
by (a)–(b) and Lemma 6.5 or assumption in (c). The result now follows by

Theorem 5.8 applied to X qbk, �

Remark 6.20. Changing the norm in B to an equivalent one will not change

the tensor products B pbk and B qbk (except for a change of norms), and the

existence (in any of the three senses above) and values of the moments EX pbk

and EX qbk will not be affected.

Remark 6.21. The moments behave as expected under linear transforma-
tions. If X is a B-valued random variable and T : B Ñ B1 is a bounded
linear map into another Banach space B1, then TX is a B1-valued random
variable, which is [Borel, weakly, Bochner] measurable if X is. If the mo-

ment EX pbk or EX qbk exists in any of the three senses above, then EpTXqpbk
or EpTXqqbk exists in the same sense; moreover, for moments in Bochner or

Pettis sense EpTXqpbk � T pbkpEX pbkq, and for moments in Dunford sense

EpTXqpbk � pT pbkq��pEX pbkq, and similarly for injective moments.

Remark 6.22. If X is a B-valued random variable and B is a closed sub-
space of another Banach space B1, then X can also be seen as a B1-valued

random variable. For the injective tensor product, then B qbk is a closed

subspace of B
qbk
1 , see Remark 4.4, and thus by Remark 5.6, the injective

moment EX qbk exists in B qbk (or pB qbkq��) in any of the three senses if and

only if it exists in B
qbk
1 (or pB qbk

1 q��) in the same sense; moreover, then the
value of the moment in the two spaces coincide.

For the projective moments, the situation is more complicated since Re-
mark 4.4 does not hold for the projective tensor product. If we consider
moments in Bochner sense (and assume that X is weakly measurable), then

by Theorem 6.7 EX pbk exists in B pbk if and only it exists in B
pbk
1 . However,

for projective moments in Pettis sense, we can in general only say that if

the moment EX pbk exists in B pbk, then it exists in B
pbk
1 , and the values are

the same (by Remark 6.21 applied to the inclusion map); we shall see in
Example 7.3 that the converse does not hold. (And similarly for Dunford
sense, where we have to consider the biduals.) This shows that when con-
sidering projective moments of a Banach space valued random variable, we
may have to be careful to specify which Banach space we are using.

If B is a complemented subspace of B1 there is no problem: then there
is a bounded projection P : B1 Ñ B, and it follows from Remark 6.21 that
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also the projective moments exist for X as a B-valued random variable if
and only if they exist for X as a B1-valued random variable.

Remark 6.23. We may define moments also in other tensor products (not
considered in the present paper) in the same way; one example is to take the
Hilbertian tensor product in Example 4.2 when B is a Hilbert space. When
the projective k:th moment exists, these moments too are given by mapping

the projective k:th moment EX pbk P B pbk to the chosen tensor product as
in (6.1) or (6.2). This is one reason to take the projective k:th moment as
the standard k:th moment, when it exists.

Remark 6.24. It is possible to define mixed moments of random variables
X1, . . . , Xk with values in possibly different Banach spaces B1, . . . , Bk in the
same way, by taking the expectation of X1 b � � � b Xk in B1pb � � � pbBk or
B1qb � � � qbBk. Analoguous results hold, but are left to the reader. In most
cases, we can consider X � pX1, . . . , Xkq in the direct sum B :� B1`� � �`Bk
and take its moments (provided they exist); they contain the mixed moments
as components, and we are reduced to the case treated above of moments

of a single variable. For example, with k � 2, pB1`B2qpb2 is the direct sum
of B1pbB1, B1pbB2, B2pbB1 and B2pbB2, and the components of EXb2 in
these subspaces are EXb2

1 , EpX1 bX2q, EpX2 bX1q and EXb2
2 , where the

two mixed moments are the same, using the natural isomorphism B1pbB2 �
B2pbB1.

7. Examples

We give here some simple (counter)examples to illustrate the results
above. Further examples, more important for applications, are given later.

We let N be a positive integer-valued random variable, with pn � PpN �
nq, and let U � Up0, 1q; we may suppose that U is the identity function
defined on r0, 1s with Lebesgue measure. We use standard notations from
Section 2.

Example 7.1. Let B � H be a separable Hilbert space and let k � 2.
Let α P LpB2;Rq be the inner product in H. Then αpX,Xq � xX,Xy �

}X}2. Hence, if the projective moment EX pb2 exists in Dunford sense, then,
by Theorem 6.15, E }X}2   8. Furthermore, weak and Bochner measura-
bility are equivalent by Theorem 3.3, and it follows, using also Lemma 6.3,

that the projective second moment EX pb2 exists in Dunford sense if and
only if it exists in Bochner sense, and consequently if and only if it exists in
Pettis sense.

In this case, the projective second moment thus exists in any sense if and

only if X pb2 is measurable and E }X}2   8. In particular, the sufficient
condition in Theorem 6.15 is also necessary in this case.

Example 7.2. Specialize Example 7.1 to B � `2 and let X � aNeN for
some sequence panq81 . We have seen that:
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(i) The projective second moment EX pb2 exists, in any of the three
senses, if and only if E }X}2 � E |aN |2 �

°8
n�1 pna

2
n   8.

The projective tensor product `2pb`2 can be seen as the space N p`2q of trace

class operators on `2 (see Theorem 9.2), and EX pb2 is the diagonal operator°8
n�1 pna

2
nen b en.

The injective tensor product `2qb`2 can, similarly, be seen as the space
Kp`2q of compact operators in `2. A diagonal operator

°
n bnen b en has

norm sup |bn|, and the subspace of diagonal operators in Kp`2q is isomorphic
to c0. Since X bX � a2

NeN b eN belongs to this subspace, it follows from
Example 5.14 that

(ii) EX qb2 exists in Dunford sense ðñ sup pna
2
n   8.

(iii) EX qb2 exists in Pettis sense ðñ pna
2
n Ñ 0 as nÑ8.

(iv) EX qb2 exists in Bochner sense ðñ °8
n�1 pna

2
n   8.

EX qb2 is, when it exists, the diagonal operator
°
pna

2
nenben, just as the pro-

jective second moment. As usual, in the Dunford case, EX qb2 P Kp`2q�� �
Bp`2q � Lp`2; `2q. In fact, the diagonal operator

°
pna

2
nen b en is compact,

i.e. EX qb2 P Kp`2q, if and only if pna
2
n Ñ 0 as nÑ8.

Example 7.3. Let B � L1r0, 1s. Then BpbB � L1pr0, 1s2q, see e.g. [63,
Theorem 46.2 and Exercise 46.5].

Let X :� aNrN , where panq81 is some sequence of real numbers and
rn P L1r0, 1s are the Rademacher functions. Then X bX � a2

NrN b rN .
By Khintchin’s inequality [8, Theorem II.1] (which applies as well to rnb

rn P L1pr0, 1s2q, since these functions too can be seen as a sequence of
independent symmetric �1 random variables), the L1-norm and L2-norm
are equivalent on the closed linear span R2 of trnb rnu in L1pr0, 1s2q. Since
X b X P R2, the expectation EpX b Xq in BpbB � L1pr0, 1s2q, in any of
the three senses, can just as well be computed in L2pr0, 1s2q. However, the
functions rn b rn form an orthonormal sequence in L2, and there is thus an
isomorphism between R2 and `2, given by rn b rn ÞÑ en. Hence it follows

from Example 5.15 that the projective moment EX pb2 exists in Bochner

sense if and only if E }X}2 � °
pna

2
n   8, while EX pb2 exists in Dunford

or Pettis sense if and only if
°
p2
na

4
n   8.

For the injective moments, we use Remark 6.22. X lies in the closed linear
span R1 of trnu in L1r0, 1s, which by Khintchin’s inequality is isomorphic
to `2; thus EX qbX may be calculated in R1qbR1 � `2qb`2. This brings us
back to Example 7.2, and thus (ii)–(iv) in Example 7.2 hold in the present
case too.

Note that if we consider X as an R1-valued random variable, then Ex-

ample 7.2(i) shows that the projective moment EX pb2 exists in Pettis (or
Dunford) sense if and only if

°
n pna

2
n   8. Hence, choosing pn and an such

that pna
2
n � 1{n, we see that, although R1 is a closed subspace of L1r0, 1s,

EX pb2 exists in Pettis (or Dunford) sense if we regard X as a L1r0, 1s-valued
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random variable, but not if we regard X as an R1-valued random variable,
cf. Remark 6.22.

Example 7.4. Let B � `2r0, 1s and let X :� apUqeU where a : r0, 1s Ñ
p0, 1s is some given function. Then xX, fy � 0 a.s. for any f P `2r0, 1s, since
f has countable support, and thus X is weakly measurable and weakly a.s.
separably valued. Trivially, EX � 0 in Pettis sense. However, a subspace
A such that X P A a.s. has to contain et for a.e. t P r0, 1s, and is thus not
separable. Consequently, X is not a.s. separably valued, and therefore not
Bochner integrable.

Furthermore, every integral bilinear form on a Hilbert space is nuclear

(Theorem 9.3 below), and thus by Theorem 6.10(ii)(c), EX qb2 exists in

Dunford sense; by (6.3), EX qb2 � 0. (By Theorem 9.9, EX qb2 � 0 also in
Pettis sense.)

Let α P LpB2;Rq be the inner product in B � `2r0, 1s. Then αpX,Xq �
xX,Xy � }X}2 � apUq2. If we assume that a is a non-measurable func-
tion (for Lebesgue measure on r0, 1s), then apUq is non-measurable. Hence,
αpX,Xq is non-measurable, and by Theorem 6.15, the projective moment

EX pb2 does not exist in Dunford sense (and thus not in the other, stronger,
senses).

In particular, we see that although X is weakly measurable in B, X bX
is not weakly measurable in BpbB, since xα,X b Xy � αpX,Xq is not
measurable. (We use here Theorem 4.6.)

Furthermore, X bX is not weakly a.s. separably valued in BpbB, by the
following argument. Suppose that A is a separable subspace of BpbB. Then,
as in the proof of Lemma 6.5, there exists a countable family of elementary
tensors F � tei1 b ei2u such that A is included in the closed linear span of
F . Let R :� �

i,j supppeijq; then R � r0, 1s is countable and if y P A, then

supppyq � R � R. Define β P p`2pb`2q� by βpf, gq :� °
tRR fptqgptq. Then

βpei1, ei2q � 0 for all i, and thus β K F and β K A, but βpX,Xq � xX,Xy �
apUq2 � 0 a.s.

Example 7.5. Let, as in Example 5.14, B � c0 and X � aNeN . Thus
Xbk � akNe

bk
N .

Let ∆�
k � cbk0 be the subspace of finite linear combinations of tensors

ebkN ; we claim that the closure of ∆�
k is the same in both the projective and

injective tensor products c
pbk
0 and c

qbk
0 and that it equals ∆k :� t°8

n�1 bne
bk
n :

pbnq81 P c0u. (For the injective tensor product, this follows immediately from
Theorem 12.1, but the projective case is less obvious.) Since ∆k obviously
is isomorphic to c0, it then follows from Example 5.14 that:

(i) EX pbk exists in Dunford sense ðñ EX qbk exists in Dunford sense
ðñ sup pna

k
n   8.

(ii) EX pbk exists in Pettis sense ðñ EX qbk exists in Pettis sense ðñ
pna

k
n Ñ 0 as nÑ8.
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(iii) EX pbk exists in Bochner sense ðñ EX qbk exists in Bochner sense
ðñ °8

n�1 pna
k
n   8.

Hence there is no difference between projective and injective moments in
this example. (Cf. Example 7.2, where we see that ∆2 is the closure of ∆�

2

also in `2qb`2, but not in `2pb`2.)
To verify the claim, consider for simplicity first k � 2, and let u �°M
n�1 bnenb en P ∆�

2. Recalling (4.3) and (4.6), and taking x�1 � x�2 � en in
the latter, we have immediately

}u}π ¥ }u}ε ¥ max
n
|bn|. (7.1)

For ζ � pζ1, . . . , ζM q with ζi � �1, take vζ :� °M
n�1 ζnbnen P c0 and wζ :�°M

n�1 ζnen P c0. Then, see (4.3) and (4.7),

}vζ b wζ}π � }vζ}c0}wζ}c0 � max
n
|bn|. (7.2)

Taking the average of vζ b wζ over the 2M possible choices of ζ, we obtain
u, and thus

}u}π ¤ max
n
|bn|. (7.3)

Consequently, we have equalities in (7.1), for any u P ∆�, which shows that
the closure in either c0pbc0 or c0qbc0 is isomorphic to c0 and equals ∆2.

The argument extends to arbitrary k ¥ 2 by letting the possible values of
ζn be the k:th roots of unity and considering vζbwbk�1

ζ . (These vectors are

complex, but we can separate them into real and imaginary parts, possibly
introducing a constant factor 2k in the norm estimate (7.3).)

Example 7.6. We say that a random variable X in a Banach space B is
weakly Gaussian if x�pXq is Gaussian with mean 0 (for convenience) for
any x� P B�. To exclude cases such as Example 7.4 where x�pXq � 0 a.s.
(and thus is Gaussian) but X does not look very Gaussian, we say that X
is Gaussian if it is weakly Gaussian and a.s. separably valued. (By Theo-
rem 3.3, this is equivalent to weakly Gaussian and Bochner measurable.)

If X is (weakly) Gaussian, then x�pXq is Gaussian and thus has finite
moments of all orders, for any x� P B�. Thus Theorem 6.10(ii)(b) shows

that every injective moment EX qbk exists in Dunford sense.
Moreover, if X is Gaussian, by [42, Lemma 3.1 and Corollary 3.2] (applied

to a suitable separable subspace B1 � B with X P B1 a.s.), }X}k   8
for every k. Hence, Theorem 6.7 shows that the projective and injective

moments EX pbk and EX qbk exist in Bochner sense for every k ¥ 1.
The odd moments vanish by symmetry.
The even injective moments can be expressed in terms of the second mo-

ment Σ :� EX qb2 as follows. Consider first k � 4. Then, by Theorem 6.13
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and Wick’s theorem [37, Theorem 1.28], EX qb4 P B qb4 is determined by

xX qb4, x�1 b x�2 b x�3 b x�4y � E
�
x�1pXqx�2pXqx�3pXqx�4pXq

�
� E

�
x�1pXqx�2pXq

�
E
�
x�3pXqx�4pXq

�� E
�
x�1pXqx�3pXq

�
E
�
x�2pXqx�4pXq

�
� E

�
x�1pXqx�4pXq

�
E
�
x�2pXqx�3pXq

�
� xΣ, x�1 b x�2yxΣ, x�3 b x�4y � xΣ, x�1 b x�3yxΣ, x�2 b x�4y

� xΣ, x�1 b x�4yxΣ, x�2 b x�3y.
This can be written as

EX qb4 � Σb Σ� πp23q

�
Σb Σ

�� πp24q

�
Σb Σ

�
, (7.4)

where πσ denotes permuting the coordinates by the premutation σ. There
are 24 permutations of t1, 2, 3, 4u, but 8 of these leave ΣbΣ invariant, and

we may write (7.4) more symmetrically as EX qb4 � 3 Symm
�
ΣbΣ

�
, where

Symm means the symmetrization of the tensor by taking the average over
all permutations of the coordinates.

More generally, for any even k � 2`, by the same argument,

EX qb2` � p2`q!
2``!

Symm
�
pEX qb2qqb`

	
P B qb2`, (7.5)

which generalizes the standard formula E ξ2` � p2`q!
2``!

pVar ξq` for a real-valued
centred Gaussian variable ξ.

We conjecture that the corresponding formula for projective moments
holds too. If B has the approximation property, this follows by (7.5) and
Theorem 8.3 below, but we leave the general case as an open problem.

8. The approximation property

Let B1, B2 be Banach spaces. Recall that a finite rank operator F :
B1 Ñ B2 is a continuous linear operator whose range has finite dimension;
equivalently, it is a linear operator that can be written as a finite sum
F pxq � °n

i�1 x
�
i pxqyi for some x�i P B�

1 and yi P B2.
We say that a linear operator T : B1 Ñ B2 is uniformly approximable by

finite rank operators if for every ε ¡ 0 there exists a finite rank operator
F : B1 Ñ B2 such that }T � F }   ε. Similarly, we say that a linear
operator T : B1 Ñ B2 is approximable on compacts by finite rank operators
if for every compact set K � B1 and every ε ¡ 0 there exists a finite rank
operator F : B1 Ñ B2 such that supt}Tx� Fx} : x P Ku   ε.

If B is a Banach space, then the following properties are equivalent; see
e.g. [43, Section 1.e] and [57, Chapter 4] for proofs. The Banach space B is
said to have the approximation property when these properties hold.

(i) The identity operator I : B Ñ B is approximable on compacts by
finite rank operators.

(ii) For every Banach space B1, every bounded operator T : B Ñ B1 is
approximable on compacts by finite rank operators.
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(iii) For every Banach space B1, every bounded operator T : B1 Ñ B is
approximable on compacts by finite rank operators.

(iv) For every Banach space B1, every compact operator T : B1 Ñ B is
uniformly approximable by finite rank operators.

(v) For every pair of sequences xn P B and x�n P B�, n ¥ 1, such that°8
n�1 }xn}}x�n}   8 and

°8
n�1 x

�
npxqxn � 0 for all x P B, we have°8

n�1 x
�
npxnq � 0.

(vi) For every pair of sequences xn P B and x�n P B�, n ¥ 1, such that°8
n�1 }xn}}x�n}   8 and

°8
n�1 x

�
npxqxn � 0 for all x P B, we have°8

n�1 xn b x�n � 0 in BpbB�.
(vii) For every Banach space B1 and every pair of sequences xn P B and

yn P B1, n ¥ 1, such that
°8
n�1 }xn}}yn}   8 and

°8
n�1 x

�pxnqyn � 0

for all x� P B�, we have
°8
n�1 xn b yn � 0 in BpbB1.

Remark 8.1. The property dual to (iv), viz. that every compact operator
T : B Ñ B1 is uniformly approximable by finite rank operators, for every
Banach space B1, is not equivalent to the other properties; in fact, it is
equivalent to the approximation property of B�.

Moreover, it is known that if B� has the approximation property, then
B has the approximation property, but the converse does not hold. (See
Example 8.5 for a concrete example. There are also counterexamples that
are separable with a separable dual [43].)

We can reformulate conditions (vi) and (vii) as follows, recalling the
canonical injection ι in (4.8). (This is implicit in the references above, and
explicit in e.g. [61].)

Theorem 8.2. Let B be a Banach space. If B has the approximation prop-
erty, then the canonical mapping ι : BpbB1 Ñ BqbB1 is injective for every
Banach space B1.

Conversely, if the canonical mapping ι : BpbB� Ñ BqbB� is injective,
then B has the approximation property.

Proof. Let u P BpbB1; then u � °8
n�1 xn b yn for some xn P B and yn P B1

with
°8
n�1 }xn}}yn}   8. We can regard BqbB1 as space of bilinear forms

on B� �B�
1 , and then, for any x� P B� and y� P B�

1

ιpuqpx�, y�q �
8̧

n�1

x�pxnqy�pynq � y�
� 8̧

n�1

x�pxnqyn
	
.

Hence, ιpuq � 0 if and only if
°8
n�1 x

�pxnqyn � 0 for every x� P B�.

Consequently, (vii) says precisely that, for any B1, if u P BpbB1 and
ιpuq � 0, then u � 0, i.e. that ι : BpbB1 Ñ BqbB1 is injective.

Furthermore, (vi) is the special case B1 � B�, and thus says that ι :
BpbB� Ñ BqbB� is injective. �

This can be extended to tensor products of several spaces. We state only
the case of tensor powers of a single space, which is the case we need.
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Theorem 8.3. If a Banach space B has the approximation property, then

the canonical mapping ι : B pbk Ñ B qbk is injective.

Proof. We use induction in k. The case k � 1 is trivial, and k � 2 is a

consequence of Theorem 8.2. For k ¥ 3 we write ι : B pbk Ñ B qbk as the
composition

B
pbk � BpbB pbpk�1q Ñ BqbB pbpk�1q Ñ BqbB qbpk�1q � B

qbk

where the first map is injective by Theorem 8.2 and the second is injective
by induction and Lemma 4.3. �

Remark 8.4. The approximation property for B is not equivalent to ι :
BpbB Ñ BqbB being injective. In fact, a counterexample by Pisier [52,
Theorem 10.6] shows that there exists an infinite-dimensional Banach space
B such that BpbB � BqbB (with equivalent norms); moreover, this space B
lacks the approximation property.

The study of the approximation property was initiated by Grothendieck
[32, 33] who found most of the results above but did not know whether any
Banach spaces without the approximation property exist. The first coun-
terexample was found by Enflo [26], who constructed a separable, reflexive
Banach space B without the approximation property. A modification of the
counterexample given by Davie [15, 16], see also Lindenstrauss and Tzafriri
[43, Theorem 2.d.6], shows that B may be taken as a subspace of c0 or of
`p, for any 2   p   8. Another counterexample was found by Szankowski
[61], who showed that the space BpHq of bounded operators in an infinite-
dimensional Hilbert space does not have the approximation property.

On the other hand, it is easy to see that any Banach space with a
(Schauder) basis has the approximation property; this includes all classi-
cal examples of separable Banach spaces. (In fact, Enflo’s counterexample
[26] was also the first known separable Banach space without a basis.) There
are also many non-separable Banach spaces with the approximation prop-
erty. The list of Banach spaces with the approximation property includes,
for example, `p (1 ¤ p ¤ 8), c0, Lppµq (1 ¤ p ¤ 8, µ any measure), CpKq
(K a compact set).

Example 8.5. The tensor products `2pb`2 and `2qb`2 have bases and thus
have the approximation property, see e.g. [57, Proposition 4.25 and Exercise
4.5]. As said in Example 4.2, see also Theorem 9.2, these spaces can be
identified with the spaces of trace class operators (= nuclear operators) and
compact operators in `2, respectively; moreover, `2pb`2 � p`2qb`2q�. How-
ever, p`2pb`2q� can be identified with the space Bp`2q of bounded operators
in `2, which as just said does not have the approximation property [61].

We can now prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.2.

Proof of Theorem 1.1. By Theorem 6.7, the projective and injective mo-

ments EX pbk, EY pbk, EX qbk, EY qbk exist in Bochner sense. If (1.3) holds,
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then EX qbk � EY qbk by Corollary 6.14. By (6.1), this can be written

ιpEX pbkq � ιpEY pbkq, and since Theorem 8.3 shows that ι is injective, we

have EX pbk � EY pbk. By Corollary 6.17, this yields (1.2).
The converse is trivial. �

Remark 8.6. More generally, Theorem 8.3 implies that for any Banach

space B with the approximation property, if EX pbk and EY pbk (and thus

also EX qbk and EY qbk) exist in Pettis sense and EX qbk � EY qbk, then

EX pbk � EY pbk. We do not know whether this remains valid if we only
assume that the moments exist in Dunford sense. (Theorem 11.23 is a
positive result in a special case.)

Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let B0 be a Banach space without the approximation
property and let B :� B0`B�

0 , with the norm }px, x�q}B :� max
�}x}, }x�}�.

By choosing B0 to be separable and reflexive, we obtain B separable and
reflexive too. We shall show that there exist bounded Bochner measurable
random variables X and Y in B such that, for k � 2, (1.3) holds but not
(1.2).

Since B0 does not have the approximation property, by (v) above, there
exist sequences xn P B0 and x�n P B�

0 with such that
°8
n�1 }xn}}x�n}   8 and°8

n�1 x
�
npxqxn � 0 for all x P B, but

°8
n�1 x

�
npxnq � 0. Let an :� }xn} }x�n},

so 0   °8
n�1 an   8. We may eliminate all pxn, x�nq with an � 0, and

we may thus assume that an ¡ 0 for each n. Define yn :� xn{}xn} P B0,
y�n :� x�n{}x�n} P B�

0 and pn :� an{
°8
m�1 am. Thus yn and y�n are unit vectors

and
°8
n�1 pn � 1. Furthermore, the properties of xn and x�n translate to

8̧

n�1

pny
�
npzqyn � 0 for every z P B0, (8.1)

8̧

n�1

pny
�
npynq � 0. (8.2)

Let N be a random positive integer with the distribution PpN � nq � pn,
and let X and Y be the B-valued random variables

X :� pyN , y�N q,
Y :� pyN ,�y�N q.

Note that }X} � }Y } � 1 a.s. Then, if α is any bounded bilinear form
B �B Ñ R, then

αpX,Xq � α
�pyN , 0q, pyN , 0q�� α

�pyN , 0q, p0, y�N q�� α
�p0, y�N q, pyN , 0q�

� α
�p0, y�N q, p0, y�N q�

and similarly for Y . Hence,

EαpX,Xq � EαpY, Y q � 2Eα
�pyN , 0q, p0, y�N q�� 2Eα

�p0, y�N q, pyN , 0q�.
(8.3)
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In particular, letting α be the bounded bilinear form α
�px, x�q, py, y�q� :�

x�pyq, we have by (8.2)

EαpX,Xq � EαpY, Y q � 2E y�N pyN q � 2
8̧

n�1

pny
�
npynq � 0.

Hence, (1.2) does not hold.
On the other hand, if x�1 , x

�
2 P B�, then x�i px, x�q � z�i pxq � z��i px�q for

some z�i P B�
0 and z��i P B��

0 , i � 1, 2. Hence,

E
�
x�1pyN , 0qx�2p0, y�N q

� � E
�
z�1 pyN qz��2 py�N q

� � z��2

�
E
�
z�1 pyN qy�N

�	
. (8.4)

However, the continuous linear functional

y� :� E
�
z�1 pyN qy�N

� � 8̧

n�1

pnz
�
1 pynqy�n P B�

0

satisfies, for every x P B0,

y�pxq �
8̧

n�1

pnz
�
1 pynqy�npxq � z�1

� 8̧

n�1

pny
�
npxqyn

	
� 0

by (8.1). Thus y� � 0 and (8.4) yields

E
�
x�1pyN , 0qx�2p0, y�N q

� � z��2 py�q � 0.

Interchanging x�1 and x�2 , we see that also E
�
x�1p0, y�N qx�2pyN , 0q

� � 0. Thus
(8.3) with αpx1, x2q :� x�1px1qx�2px2q yields

E
�
x�1pXqx�2pXq

�� E
�
x�1pY qx�2pY q

� � 0,

which shows that (1.3) holds. �

The counterexample in this proof has also other unpleasant consequences.

Example 8.7. Let the separable Banach space B and the random variables
X and Y be as in the proof of Theorem 1.2. By Corollaries 6.17 and 6.14,

EpX pbXq � EpY pbY q in B pb2 but EpX qbXq � EpY qbY q in B qb2, where all
moments exist (in Bochner sense) by Theorem 6.7.

We can embed B as a closed subspace of a Banach space B1 with the
approximation property, for example by the Banach–Mazur theorem which
says that every separable Banach space can be embedded as a closed sub-
space of Cr0, 1s. Let i : B Ñ B1 denote the embedding.

We may regard X and Y also as B1-valued random variables. Then the
injective second moment EpX qbXq in BqbB is mapped by iqbi to the injec-
tive second moment EpX qbXq in B1qbB1, and it follows that EpX qbXq �
EpY qbY q also in B1qbB1, i.e., X and Y have the same injective second mo-
ments in B1.

It follows from Theorem 8.3 (as in the proof of Theorem 1.1) that EpX pbXq �
EpY pbY q in B1pbB1, i.e., X and Y have the same projective second moments
in B1 although they have different projective second moments in BbB. This
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shows that if a Banach space valued random variable takes values in a sub-
space of the Banach space, we may have to be careful with in which space we
calculate the projective moments. (Note that Lemma 4.3 and Remark 4.4
show that there is no such problem for injective moments.)

Since ipbi maps the second projective moments in BpbB to the second pro-
jective moments inB1pbB1, we have shown that pipbiqEpX pbXq � pipbiqEpY pbY q,
although EpX pbXq � EpY pbY q. Consequently, ipbi : BpbB Ñ B1pbB1 is not
injective, see Remark 4.5.

Remark 8.8. A simplified version of the counterexample in Example 8.7,
without mentioning moments, is the following: let B be a subspace of a
Banach space B1 such that B1 has the approximation property but B has
not. Let i : B Ñ B1 be the inclusion.

Then ι : BpbB� Ñ BqbB� is not injective by Theorem 8.2. Thus the
composition piqbIqι : BpbB� Ñ BqbB� Ñ B1qbB� is not injective, but this
equals the composition ιpipbIq : BpbB� Ñ B1pbB� Ñ B1qbB�. On the other
hand, since B1 has the approximation property; ι : B1pbB� Ñ B1qbB� is
injective by Theorem 8.2; hence ipbI : BpbB� Ñ B1pbB� is not injective.

9. Hilbert spaces

Consider the case B � H, a Hilbert space. We shall give some special
results for second moments. (We do not know whether the results extend to
moments of order k ¥ 3 or not, and leave this as open problems.) We begin
with some well-known results.

Theorem 9.1. A Hilbert space has the approximation property.

Proof. Property (i) in Section 8 is easily verified using suitable orthogonal
projections. �

Next, we note that H� � H; hence the correspondence (4.9) yields an
isometric embedding of H qbH into BpHq � LpH;Hq, the space of bounded
linear operators on H. We identify a tensor in H qbH and the corresponding
operator without further comment; hence we regard H qbH as a subspace of
BpHq. Moreover, an elementary tensor x b y corresponds to an operator
of rank 1, and every operator of rank 1 is given by an elementary tensor;
hence the tensors in H b H, which are finite sums of elementary tensors,
are exactly the operators on B of finite rank. The injective tensor product
H qbH is thus the closure in BpHq of the set of finite rank operators, which
shows (see (iv) in Section 8) that H qbH � KpHq, the space of compact
operators H Ñ H.

The natural map H pbH Ñ N pH,Hq onto the nuclear forms is a bijection;
moreover, the nuclear and integral bilinear forms on H coincide. Equiva-
lently, the integral and nuclear operators H Ñ H coincide, and furthermore,
the set of them equals the set of trace class operators, which we denote by
N pHq. We can thus identify all these spaces of bilinear forms or operators
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with H pbH. (See e.g. [63, Chapter 48 and Proposition 49.6]. See further
e.g. [13, Exercise IX.2.20] or [41, Chapter 31].)

With these identifications, the map ι : H pbH Ñ H qbH is just the inclu-
sion map N pHq Ñ KpHq � BpHq. (By Theorem 8.2 and H� � H, the
approximation property is equivalent to the fact that ι : H pbH Ñ H qbH is
injective, which we thus also see explicitly.)

We summarize these descriptions of the tensor products.

Theorem 9.2. Under the identification (4.9) of tensors and operators H� �
H Ñ H, we have H pbH � N pHq, the space of trace class operators on H
(which equals the space of nuclear operators), and H qbH � KpHq, the space
of compact operators. �

Theorem 9.3. Every integral bilinear form on H is nuclear. The space of
these forms can be identified with H pbH. �

The general formulas pB1pbB2q� � LpB1, B2;Rq and pB1qbB2q� � IpB1, B2q,
see Theorems 4.6–4.7, can be translated to operators as N pHq� � BpHq
and KpHq� � N pHq, where the dualities are given by the trace form
xT, Sy � TrpTS�q.

In particular, pH qbHq�� � KpHq�� � BpHq. Thus, if the second injective
moment exists in Bochner or Pettis sense, it is by the correspondence (4.9)
given by a compact operator in KpHq, and if it exists in Dunford sense it
is, again by (4.9), given by an operator in BpHq. Similarly, if the second
projective moment exists in Bochner or Pettis sense, it is given by a trace
class operator in N pHq, and the second injective moment equals the same
operator. In all these cases, the following theorem shows that the second
moment is a positive operator. (In particular, it is self-adjoint.)

Theorem 9.4. If the second moment EX pb2 exists in Bochner or Pettis

sense, or EX qb2 exists in any sense, then, regarding the moment as an
operator in BpHq, it is a positive operator.

Proof. In all cases, it follows that the injective moment EX qb2 exists in
Dunford sense. Thus, for x P H, by (6.3),

xEX qb2x, xy � xEX qb2, xb xy � ExX,xy2 ¥ 0. �

Remark 9.5. The only case remaining is the second projective moment

EX pb2 in Dunford sense, which belongs to N pHq�� � BpHq�. We shall see
in Example 9.15 (under a set theory hypothesis) that this moment is not
always given by an operator on H.

However, if H is separable, or more generally if X is a.s. separably valued,

and EX pb2 exists in Dunford sense, then it exists in Pettis sense too and

thus EX pb2 P N pHq. This follows from Theorem 5.13, since N pHq does
not contain a subspace isomorphic to c0 (e.g. by [17, Theorem V.10], since
H pbH is a separable dual space when H is separable; we omit the details);
moreover, we shall prove a more general result by a different method in
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Theorem 9.14, which shows that in essentially all cases (again depending on
a set theory hypothesis), the Dunford and Pettis senses coincide and thus

EX pb2 P N pHq.
We next characterize when the injective second moment exists, in the

three different senses; we begin with two lemmas.

Lemma 9.6. Every weakly measurable H-valued random variable is weakly
a.s. separably valued.

Example 7.4 shows that X is not necessarily a.s. separably valued.

Proof. Let tesusPS be an ON basis in the Hilbert space H, and let ξs :�
|xes, Xy|2. Since X is weakly measurable, each ξs is a non-negative random
variable.

Let C be the collection of countable subsets A � S. For A P C, let

ξA :�
¸
sPA

ξs �
¸
sPA

|xes, Xy|2 ¤ }X}2   8

Thus every ξA is a finite non-negative random variable, and A1 � A2 ùñ
ξA1 ¤ ξA2 .

Let mA :� E arctan ξA, and

m� :� suptmA : A P Cu. (9.1)

Note that m� ¤ π{2   8.
There exist An P C with mAn ¡ m� � 1{n, so taking A� :� �8

n�1An we
have mA� ¥ m� and thus the sup in (9.1) is attained. Moreover, for any
s R A�, A� Y tsu P C and thus mA�Ytsu ¤ m� � mA� , i.e.,

E arctan ξA�Ytsu ¤ E arctan ξA� . (9.2)

Since ξA�Ytsu � ξA� � ξs ¥ ξA� , (9.2) implies arctanpξA� � ξsq � arctan ξA�
a.s., and since ξA�   8, thus ξs � 0 a.s. Consequently, if s R A�, then

xes, Xy � 0 a.s. (9.3)

Let M be the closed linear span of tes : s P A�u. M is a separable
subspace of H. If y P MK, then y � °

sRA�
ases with only a countable

number of as � 0; hence (9.3) implies xy,Xy � 0 a.s. �

Lemma 9.7. If X is a weakly measurable H-valued random variable, then

Xb2 is weakly a.s. separably valued in H qb2.

Proof. By Lemma 9.6, there exists a separable subspace M � H such that

x�pXq � 0 a.s. for every x� K M . Let �M be the closed subspace of H qbH
spanned by txb y : x, y PMu.

Let α P pH qbHq�; then α is a bilinear form on H which by Theorem 9.3
is nuclear; thus there exist x�n, y

�
n with

°8
n�1 }x�n}}y�n}   8 and

αpx, yq �
8̧

n�1

x�npxqy�npyq. (9.4)
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Assume that α K �M .
Let P : H Ñ M be the orthogonal projection onto M and Q :� I � P .

Decompose α as αPP � αPQ � αQP � αQQ, where αPP px, yq :� αpPx, Pyq,
αPQpx, yq :� αpPx,Qyq, αQP px, yq :� αpQx,Pyq, αQQpx, yq :� αpQx,Qyq.

For any x, y P H, αpPx, Pyq � xα, PxbPyy � 0, since xb y P �M . Hence
αPP � 0. Consider one of the other terms, for example αPQ. By (9.4),

αPQpX,Xq �
8̧

n�1

xx�n, PXyxy�n, QXy �
8̧

n�1

xPx�n, XyxQy�n, Xy. (9.5)

However, Qy�n K M and thus, by the choice of M , xQy�n, Xy � 0 a.s., for
every n. Hence (9.5) yields αPQpX,Xq � 0 a.s.

Similarly, αPQpX,Xq � 0 a.s. and αPQpX,Xq � 0 a.s., and thus

xα,X bXy � αpX,Xq � αPQpX,Xq � αQP pX,Xq � αQQpX,Xq � 0 a.s.

This holds for every α K �M , and thus X b X is weakly a.s. separably
valued. �

Theorem 9.8. Suppose that H is a Hilbert space and that X is a weakly
measurable H-valued random variable.

(i) The injective second moment EX qb2 exists in Dunford sense if and
only if E |xy,Xy|2   8 for every y P H.

(ii) The injective second moment EX qb2 exists in Pettis sense if and only if
the random variables |xy,Xy|2, for y P H with }y} ¤ 1, are uniformly
integrable.

(iii) The injective second moment EX qb2 exists in Bochner sense if and
only if X is a.s. separably valued and E }X}2   8.

Proof. (i): By Theorem 6.10(ii)(c), using Theorem 9.3.
(ii): By Theorem 9.3, Lemma 9.7 and Theorem 6.19(ii)(c).
(iii): A special case of Theorem 6.7. �

In the Hilbert space case, the different types of integrability can also be
characterized by the value of the moment.

Theorem 9.9. Suppose that H is a Hilbert space and that X is a weakly
measurable H-valued random variable such that the injective second moment

EX qb2 exists in Dunford sense. Regard EX qb2 as a bounded operator in
BpHq.

(i) The injective second moment exists in Pettis sense if and only if EX qb2 P
KpHq.

(ii) The injective second moment exists in Bochner sense if and only if X

is a.s. separably valued and EX qb2 P N pHq.
Proof. (i): If the moments exist in Pettis sense, then EX qb2 P H qbH �
KpHq.
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Conversely, suppose that EX qb2 P KpHq. Let E be any event. Then

Ep1EXqqb2 � Ep1EcXqqb2 � Ep1EX qb2q � Ep1EcX
qb2q � EX qb2.

Since Ep1EXqqb2 ¥ 0 and Ep1EcXqqb2 ¥ 0 (in operator sense) by Theo-
rem 9.4, it follows that

0 ¤ Ep1EX qb2q ¤ EX qb2. (9.6)

It is easily verified that if S, T P BpHq with 0 ¤ S ¤ T and T compact,

then S too is compact. (For example because S1{2 � V T 1{2 for some V P
BpHq, and thus S � S1{2pS1{2q� � V TV �.) Hence, (9.6) implies that

Ep1EX qb2q P KpHq � H qbH for every event E, which means that X qb2

satisfies the definition of Pettis integrability.

(ii): If EX qb2 exists in Bochner sense, then EX pb2 too exists in Bochner

sense by Theorem 6.7. Hence, EX qb2 � EX pb2 P H pbH � N pHq. Moreover,
X is a.s. separably valued by Theorem 6.7.

Conversely, suppose that EX qb2 P N pHq and X is a.s. separably valued.
Let M be separable subspace of H such that X PM a.s. and let tenun be a
(countable) ON basis in M . Then }X}2 � °

nxX, eny2 a.s., and thus

E }X}2 �
¸
n

ExX, eny2 �
¸
n

xEX qb2en, eny � Tr
�
EX qb2

�
¤ }EX qb2}N pHq   8.

Thus EX qb2 exists in Bochner sense by Theorem 6.7. �

Theorem 9.10. Suppose that H is a Hilbert space and that X is a weakly
measurable H-valued random variable such that the injective second moment

EX qb2 exists in Dunford sense. Regard EX qb2 as a bounded operator in

BpHq. If EX qb2 P N pHq and X is a.s. separably valued, then the projective

second moment EX qb2 exists in Bochner sense.

Proof. By Theorem 9.9(ii) and Theorem 6.7. �

Remark 9.11. If the projective second moment exists in Bochner or Pettis
sense, it is an element of H pbH � N pHq. The second injective moment is
the same, and is then thus a trace class operator.

Theorem 9.10 gives a converse when X is a.s. separably valued. However,
the converse does not hold in general; a weakly measurable random variable
in a non-separable Hilbert space can have an injective moment in Pettis
sense that is a trace class operator, even if the projective second moment
does not exist; see Example 7.4.

For the projective second moment, all three senses coincide for H-valued
random variables, provided dimpHq is not too large.

Definition 9.12. A cardinal m is real-measurable if there exists a set S
with cardinality |S| � m and a probability measure µ defined on the σ-field
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2S of all subsets of S that is diffuse, i.e., such that µtsu � 0 for every s P S.
(Obviously, then such a measure µ exists for every set S with |S| � m.)

A cardinal m is measurable if there exists such a measure that takes only
the values 0 and 1.

Remark 9.13. If measurable cardinals exist, they have to be very large;
larger than the first strongly inaccessible cardinal. It is consistent with the
standard ZFC axioms for set theory to assume that there are no strongly
inaccessible cardinals, and thus no measurable cardinals. Whether it also
is consistent to assume the existence of measurable cardinals is not known.
See [40, Chapter IX.3–4] and [39].

Real-measurable cardinals may be smaller. There exists a real-measurable
cardinal that is non-measurable ðñ c is real-measurable ðñ Lebesgue
measure on r0, 1s can be extended to all subsets of r0, 1s, see [64] and [62,
Section 16.2].

If the Continuum Hypothesis holds, then c is not real-measurable, see [4]
and [64], and thus every real-measurable cardinal is measurable and thus
extremely large. Consequently, it is consistent to assume that there are no
real-measurable cardinals at all. In this case, the following theorem applies
to all Hilbert spaces without qualification. (The separable case was given in
Example 7.1.)

Theorem 9.14. Let H be a Hilbert space such that dimH is a non-real-
measurable cardinal. If X is an H-valued random variable, then the following
are equivalent.

(i) EX pb2 exists in Dunford sense.

(ii) EX pb2 exists in Pettis sense.

(iii) EX pb2 exists in Bochner sense.

(iv) X is a.s. separably valued, X pb2 is weakly measurable in H pb2 and
E }X}2   8.

Proof. (iii) ùñ (ii) ùñ (i) is trivial and (iv) ùñ (iii) for any space by
Theorem 5.1, using Lemma 6.5 and Theorem 3.3. It remains to show that
(i) ùñ (iv).

Suppose that EX pb2 exists in Dunford sense and let z :� EX pb2. By

definition, Xb2 is weakly measurable in H pb2.
Let M be a closed subspace of H and let PM : H ÑM be the orthogonal

projection. Then αM px, yq :� xPMx, PMyy is a bounded bilinear form on
H; αM can by Theorem 4.6 be regarded as a continuous linear functional
on H pbH and

xαM , zy � ExαM , X bXy � EαM pX,Xq � E }PMX}2.
Hence, }PMX}2 is measurable and its expectation is finite. Define

µM :� E }PMX}2   8.
In particular, E }X}2 � µH   8.
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If M1 �M2, then }PM1X} ¤ }PM2X} and thus µM1 ¤ µM2 . In particular,
µM ¤ µH for every closed subspace M � H, so tµM : M � Hu is bounded.

Furthermore, if M1 KM2, then }PM1`M2X}2 � }PM1X}2�}PM2X}2 and
thus

µM1`M2 � µM1 � µM2 . (9.7)

Let Z be the set of separable closed subspaces of H, and let

µ� :� suptµM : M P Zu. (9.8)

Thus µ� ¤ µH   8. There exist Mn P Z such that µMn ¡ µ� � 1{n,
n ¥ 1. Let M� be the closed linear hull of

�8
1 Mn. Then M� is separable so

M� P Z, and Mn �M� so µM� ¥ µMn ¡ µ��1{n. Consequently, µM� � µ�
and the supremum in (9.8) is attained.

By (9.7),
µH � µM� � µMK

�
� µ� � µMK

�
. (9.9)

Assume first µ� � µH . Then (9.9) yields

0 � µMK
�
� E }PMK

�
X}2,

and thus PMK
�
X � 0 a.s.; hence X PM� a.s. so X is a.s. separably valued.

It remains to show that if µ�   µH , then dimH is real-measurable, which
contradicts our assumption. In this case, choose an ON basis tesusPS in
MK

� . For each subset A � S, let MA be the closed subspace of H spanned
by tesusPA and let µpAq :� µMA

� E }PMA
X}2. Then µ is finitely additive by

(9.7). Moreover, if An Õ A, then }PMAn
X} Õ }PMA

X} and thus µpAnq Õ
µpAq by monotone convergence. Consequently, µ is a σ-additive measure
defined on pS, 2Sq. For any s P S, Mtsu � Res is one-dimensional and thus
M� `Mtsu is separable, so

µ� � µMtsu
� µM� � µMtsu

� µM�`Mtsu
¤ µ�.

Hence, µtsu :� µMtsu
� 0, which shows that the measure µ is diffuse. On

the other hand, MS �MK
� and thus by (9.9)

µpSq � µMS
� µMK

�
� µH � µ� ¡ 0.

Consequently, by normalizing µ we obtain a diffuse probability measure on
pS, 2Sq, which shows that |S| is a real-measurable cardinal. Since dimpHq ¥
|S|, dimpHq is real-measurable too. (In fact, dimH � |S| � dimM� �
|S| � ℵ0 � |S|.) �

The assumption in Theorem 9.14 that dimH is not real-measurable is
necessary as is seen by the following example. (Cf. the related Example 7.4.)
Nevertheless, Theorem 9.14 shows that the projective second moments for
practical applications only can be used for Bochner measurable random
variables, i.e., in the a.s. separably valued case.

Example 9.15. Suppose that dimH is a real-measurable cardinal. Let µ
be a diffuse probability measure on pS, 2Sq for some set S with |S| � dimH.
Since then H � `2pSq, we may assume that H � `2pSq.
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Define X : pS, 2S , µq Ñ H � `2pSq by Xpsq � es. Then X is bounded,
and since every function on pS, 2S , µq is measurable, X is weakly measurable

in H and X b X is weakly measurable in H pbH. Hence EX pb2 exists in
Dunford sense. (X and X b X are also Borel measurable, for the same
reason.) Furthermore, if α is the bilinear form on H given by the inner

product, xEX pb2, αy � EαpX,Xq � E }X}2 � 1 and thus EX pb2 � 0.
On the other hand, the argument in Example 7.4 shows that X is not

a.s. separably valued. (In fact, if M is any separable subspace of H, then

X KM a.s.) By Theorem 6.7, EX pb2 does not exist in Bochner sense.
Note further that xx�, Xy � 0 a.s., for every x� P H� � H. Thus the

injective second moment EX qb2 exists in Dunford (and Pettis) sense by

Theorem 9.8, and (6.3) shows that EX qb2 � 0. However, using Dunford

senses, EX pb2 � 0, as shown above, and EX qb2 � ι��pEX pb2q by (6.2).

Since ι : H pb2 Ñ H qb2 is injective, this shows that EX pb2 R H pb2; hence

EX pb2 does not exist in Pettis sense.

Example 9.16. Consider Gaussian random variables in a Hilbert space H.

As shown in Example 7.6, if X is Gaussian, then EX pbk and EX qbk exist

in Bochner sense. In particular, EX pb2 � EX qb2 is an element of H pbH �
N pHq, i.e., a trace class operator. By Theorem 9.4, EX pb2 � EX qb2 is a
positive trace class operator.

Conversely, if Σ is any positive trace class operator in a Hilbert space H,
then there exists by the spectral theorem for compact self-adjoint operators,
see e.g. [13, Corollary II.5.4], an ON set penq8n�1 in H such that

Σ �
8̧

n�1

λnen b en, (9.10)

where λn ¥ 0 and
°8
n�1 λn � }Σ}N pHq   8. Let pξnq8n�1 be i.i.d. standard

normal variables and define X :� °8
n�1 λ

1{2ξnen; it is easily seen that this

sum converges a.s., that X is Gaussian, and that EX pb2 � °8
n�1 λnenben �

Σ.
Consequently, the second moment of a Gaussian random variable in a

Hilbert space is a positive trace class operator, and can be any such operator.
Moreover, the second moment determines the higher moments by (7.5), and
thus the distribution by Theorem 17.3 below.

10. Lppµq
Let 1 ¤ p   8 and let B � Lppµq � LppS,S, µq, where µ is a σ-finite

measure on a measurable space pS,Sq. Note first that Lppµq has the approx-
imation property, see e.g. [57, Example 4.5]. (It suffices to consider the case
when µ is a probability measure, and then (i) in Section 8 is satisfied by
using conditional expectations on suitable finite sub-σ-fields; we omit the
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details.) Furthermore, LppS,S, µq� � LqpS,S, µq, where q P p1,8s is the
conjugate exponent given by p�1 � q�1 � 1 [22, Corollary IV.8.1,5].

If X : ps, ωq ÞÑ Xps, ωq P R is an pS � Fq-measurable function on S � Ω,
then Xpsq � Xps, �q is a (real-valued) random variable for every s; moreover,
for each ω P Ω, Xp�, ωq is a function on S, and if further

³
S |Xps, ωq|p dµpsq  

8 a.s., then X can be regarded as a mapping pΩ,F ,Pq Ñ Lppµq, i.e., as a
random variable inB � Lppµq. This random variable is Bochner measurable,
as stated in the following lemma; see [22, III.11.16–17].

Lemma 10.1. If X : ps, ωq ÞÑ Xps, ωq P R is an pS�Fq-measurable function
on S � Ω and

³
S |Xps, ωq|p dµpsq   8 a.s., then X can be regarded as a

Bochner measurable mapping pΩ,F ,Pq Ñ Lppµq, i.e., a Bochner measurable
Lppµq-valued random variable; conversely, every Bochner measurable Lppµq-
valued random variable is (a.s.) represented in this way by some pµ�Pq-a.e.
unique pS � F)-measurable X on S � Ω. �

Theorem 10.2. Let 1 ¤ p   8, let q be the conjugate exponent given by
p�1 � q�1 � 1, and let pS,S, µq be a σ-finite measure space.

(i) Suppose that X : S�Ω Ñ R is pS�Fq-measurable and that }X}pLppµq :�³
S |Xps, ωq|p dµpsq   8 a.s. Regard X as an Lppµq-valued random

variable and suppose further that E }X}kLppµq   8. Then, EX pbk P
LppS, µqpbk and EX qbk P LppS, µqqbk exist in Bochner sense. Further-

more, EX pbk and EX qbk are represented by the a.e. finite function

Φkps1, . . . , skq :� E
�
Xps1, ωq � � �Xpsk, ωq

�
(10.1)

in the sense that if g1, . . . , gk P Lqpµq � pLppµqq�, then

xEX pbk, g1 b � � � b gky � xEX qbk, g1 b � � � b gky

�
»
Sk

Φkps1, . . . , skqg1ps1q � � � gkpskqdµps1q � � � dµpskq. (10.2)

(ii) Let Y be another Lppµq-valued random variable represented by an pS �
Fq-measurable function Y : S � Ω Ñ R such that E }Y }kLppµq   8, and

let

Ψkps1, . . . , skq :� E
�
Y ps1, ωq � � �Y psk, ωq

�
. (10.3)

Then the following are equivalent

(a) EX pbk � EY pbk;

(b) EX qbk � EY qbk;
(c) For any g1, . . . , gk P LqpPq,

E
�xg1, Xy � � � xgk, Xy

� � E
�xg1, Y y � � � xgk, Y y

�
;

(d) Φk � Ψk a.e. on Sk.
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Proof. (i): X is Bochner measurable by Lemma 10.1, and thus EX pbk and

EX qbk exist in Bochner sense by Lemma 6.3 and Theorem 5.1 (or by Theo-
rem 6.7). Furthermore, by (6.3) and Fubini’s theorem, using Lemma 10.1,

xEX qbk, g1 b � � � b gky � E
�xg1, Xy � � � xgk, Xy

�
� E

»
Sk
Xps1q � � �Xpskq g1ps1q � � � gkpskq dµps1q � � � dµpskq

�
»
Sk

E
�
Xps1q � � �Xpskq

�
g1ps1q � � � gkpskqdµps1q � � � dµpskq,

showing (10.2).
(ii): The moments exist in Bochner sense by (i). Then (a) ðñ (b) by

Theorem 8.3 and (6.1), (b) ðñ (c) by Corollary 6.14 and (b) ðñ (d) by
(10.2). �

Example 10.3. In the special case p � 2, L2pµq is a Hilbert space, and we
can also apply the results of Section 9. (Since X is Bochner measurable by
Lemma 10.1, and thus a.s. separably valued, it suffices to consider a sepa-
rable subspace of L2pµq.) In particular, Theorem 9.8 and Theorem 9.9 give
conditions for the existence of the injective second moment in the different
senses, while Theorem 9.14 shows that for the second projective moment,
the different senses coincide.

Example 10.4. Another interesting special case is p � 1. We have L1pS, µqpbk �
L1pSk, µkq, see [57, Exercise 2.8]; thus EX pbk P L1pSk, µkq (when it exists

in Bochner or Pettis sense); clearly EX pbk equals the function Φk in (10.1)
when Theorem 10.2 applies.

Example 7.3 shows that EX pbk may exist in Pettis sense in L1pS, µqpbk �
L1pSk, µkq without existing in Bochner sense. In this case EX pbk is still
given by a function Φk in L1pSk, µkq but the pointwise formula (10.1) may
fail; in Example 7.3, we have Xps, ωq � �aN for all s and ω, and thus
|Xps1, ωqXps2, ωq| � a2

N , so the expectation in (10.1) exists (for any s1, s2)
only when E a2

N � °
n pna

2
n   8, which in this case is the condition for

EX pb2 to exist in Bochner sense, see Example 7.3; we may choose pna
2
n � 1{n

to obtain our counterexample. In this example, EX pb2 equals
°
n pna

2
nrn b

rn, where the sum converges in L2, and thus in L1; the sum also converges
pointwise a.e. (since it is a sum of independent random variables defined on
r0, 1s2), but (when pna

2
n � 1{n, say) does not converge absolutely at any

point.
We do not know any necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of

EX pbk in Pettis sense in L1pS, µqpbk � L1pSk, µkq, nor for the existence of in-
jective moments beyond Theorem 6.10, where (ii)(b) applies by Lemma 10.1.
(Even for k � 1, the existence of the mean EX in Pettis sense in L1pµq
seems difficult to characterize exactly, since it is essentially equivalent to
X P L1pµqqbL1pPq, which has no simple description, see Remark 5.20.)
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Since L1pSk, µkq does not contain any subspace isomorphic to c0 (e.g. as
a consequence of [57, Theorem 6.31 and Corollary 6.21]), it follows from
Theorem 5.13 that if X is Bochner measurable (e.g. by Lemma 10.1), then

EX pbk exists in Pettis sense as soon as it exists in Dunford sense.

Example 10.5. Taking S � N with counting measure, we obtain `p, 1 ¤
p   8. (See e.g. Examples 5.15, 5.16 and 7.2.) In this case, X � pXnq8n�1

and Φk is by (10.1) the function E
�
Xn1 � � �Xnk

�
on Nk. Consequently, by

Theorem 10.2, if E }X}k`p   8 and E }Y }k`p   8, then EX pbk � EY pbk if
and only if all mixed k:th moments of pXnq8n�1 and pYnq8n�1 coincide.

Note that moments may exist in Pettis sense also under weaker assump-
tions, see Example 5.15.

Note that the projective tensor product `ppb`p with 2   p   8 and the
injective tensor product `pqb`p with 1   p   2 are reflexive, see [57, Corollary
4.24]. In these cases, at least, the second moment thus exists in Pettis sense
as soon as it exists in Dunford sense.

11. CpKq
In this section we study the case B � CpKq where K is a compact space.

(By compact we mean compact Hausdorff.) The perhaps most important
example is Cr0, 1s.

Note that several other Banach spaces are isomorphic to CpKq for some
compact K. Hence the results in this section apply to these spaces too.

Example 11.1. Let CbpZq be the space of bounded continuous functions
on a completely regular topological space Z. Then CbpZq � CpβZq, where
βZ is the Stone–Čech compactification of Z, see e.g. [27, Section 3.6], [30,
Chapter 6] and [13, Section V.6 and Exercise VIII.2.7]. Note that Z is a
dense subspace of βZ, and that every bounded continuous function on Z
has a unique continuous extension to βZ.

One important example is

`8 � CbpNq � CpβNq. (11.1)

Example 11.2. We shall see in Theorem 14.2 that Dr0, 1s � CppIq for a

compact space pI.

Example 11.3. If B is any complex commutative C�-algebra, then B �
CCpΣq, the space of complex-valued continuous functions on the maximal
ideal space Σ, see [13, Section VIII.2], and thus the subset BR :� tf : f �
f�u of hermitean (i.e., real) elements is isomorphic to CpΣq. This includes
Examples 11.1–11.2.

Example 11.4. Let L be a locally compact space and L� � L Y t8u its
one-point compactification. Then C0pLq � tf P CpL�q : fp8q � 0u is a
subspace of codimension 1 in CpL�q. Hence, if X is a random variable in
C0pLq, we can regard it as a random variable in CpL�q. Note that C0pLq is a
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complemented subspace. (Every subspace of finite codimension in a Banach
space is complemented.)

In particular, c0 � C0pNq is a (complemented) subspace of codimension
1 in c � CpN�q � CpN Y t8uq. (In fact, c0 is also isomorphic to c, by the
mapping panq81 ÞÑ pan�1 � a1q81 , but it seems more convenient to use the
inclusion.)

We begin by noting some well-known facts. See e.g. [57, Example 4.2],
[57, Section 3.2] and [13, Theorem V.6.6], respectively, for proofs.

Theorem 11.5. CpKq has the approximation property, for any compact
K. �

Theorem 11.6. If K1, . . . ,Kk are compact spaces, then CpK1qqb � � � qbCpKkq
� CpK1 � � � � �Kkq (isometrically) with the natural identification. In par-

ticular, CpKqqbk � CpKkq. �

Theorem 11.7. CpKq is separable if and only if K is metrizable. �

Corollary 11.8. If K is a compact space, then CpKqpbk can be regarded as

a subspace of CpKqqbk � CpKkq. (As a vector space; typically, the norms
differ.)

Proof. By Theorem 11.5 and Theorem 8.3, ι : CpKqpbk Ñ CpKqqbk is injec-

tive. Furthermore, CpKqqbk � CpKkq by Theorem 11.6. �

Remark 11.9. Except in trivial cases (k � 1 or K finite), CpKqpbk is not a

closed subspace of CpKqqbk, and thus the norms are different and not even

equivalent on CpKqpbk. This is implicitly shown for c0 by Littlewood [44],
who showed (in our terminology) the existence of a bounded bilinear form

α P pcpb2
0 q� which does not belong to pcqb2

0 q� � c0pN2q� � `1pN2q; the result
can be transfered to CpKq for any infinite compact K. (See also the proof
of Theorem 16.2 for an argument from [65] for Cr0, 1s.)
Theorem 11.10. Let X be a CpKq-valued random variable, where K is a

compact space. If EX qbk exists in Bochner or Pettis sense, then it is the

function in CpKqqbk � CpKkq given by

EX qbkpt1, . . . , tkq � E
�
Xpt1q � � �Xptkq

�
. (11.2)

Proof. EX qbk P CpKqqbk � CpKkq by Theorem 11.6. Furthermore, the point
evaluations δt, t P K, are continuous linear functionals on CpKq, and thus

EX qbkpt1, . . . , tkq � xEX qbk, δt1 b . . .b δtky � E
�
Xpt1q � � �Xptkq

�
. (11.3)

�

Note that the function (11.2) is the standard k:th moment function for

a stochastic process; in particular, for k � 2 and EX � 0, EX qb2 is the
covariance function.
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Example 11.11. LetW be standard Brownian motion in Cr0, 1s, see Exam-
ple 5.12. Then all (projective and injective) moments exist in Bochner sense,

e.g. by Theorem 11.25 below. All odd moments vanish by symmetry. EW qb2

is the covariance function EpW psqW ptqq � CovpW psq,W ptqq � s^t regarded

as a continuous function in Cpr0, 1s2q, and EW pb2 is the same function re-

garded as an element of the subspace Cr0, 1spb2. Similarly, EW pb4 � EW qb4

is the function in Cpr0, 1s4q given by, see e.g. [37],

E
�
W pt1qW pt2qW pt3qW pt4q

�
� pt1 ^ t2qpt3 ^ t4q � pt1 ^ t3qpt2 ^ t4q � pt1 ^ t4qpt2 ^ t3q. (11.4)

Remark 11.12. If EX qbk exists in Dunford sense, then (11.2) still defines
a bounded function on Kk, but the function is not necessarily continuous
(Example 11.28); moreover, this function by itself does not in general de-

termine EX qbk P CpKkq�� uniquely, not even for k � 1, and not even if
it happens to be continuous. (Note that the point evaluations do not form
a total set in CpKkq�.) Indeed, in Example 11.30 we shall see a K and a
random variable Z P CpKq such that EZ exists in Dunford sense (but not
Pettis sense) with EZ � 0, but EpZptqq � 0 for every t P K. (This cannot
happen when K is metric, see Corollary 11.17; see further Remarks 11.18
and 11.24.) We therefore prefer the Pettis or Bochner case for applications.

Apart from the previously defined σ-fields on CpKq, we let C be the σ-field
generated by the point evaluations f ÞÑ fptq, t P K. Thus X : Ω Ñ CpKq
is C-measurable if and only if Xptq is measurable for every t P K. Since
δt P CpKq�, it is immediate that every weakly measurable random variable
X is C-measurable; we shall see that the converse holds when K is metrizable
but not in general (Example 11.31).

Further, let BpKq be the Borel σ-field on K.
We also let MpKq be the space of signed Borel measures on K, and M

be the σ-field on MpKq generated by the maps µ ÞÑ xµ, fy :� ³
K f dµ,

f P CpKq. Note that every µ PMpKq defines a continuous linear functional
on CpKq, so there is a bounded linear map MpKq Ñ CpKq�. Moreover,
by the Riesz representation theorem (see e.g. [22, Theorem IV.6.3], [12,
Theorem 7.3.5], [13, Theorem III.5.7]), this map is an isometric bijection
of the subspace MrpKq of regular measures onto CpKq�. (In many cases
MrpKq � MpKq, for example when K is a metrizable compact space, see
[12, Proposition 8.1.10].)

Theorem 11.7 implies that if K is a compact metric space, there are
no measurability problems; some results are given in the following lemma.
However, if K is not metrizable, and thus CpKq is not separable, the situ-
ation is more complicated; we have to be more careful with measurability
in statements, but even so, many results below do not hold for arbitrary
compact K, see the (counter)examples at the end of the section. We thus
state most of our results for the metrizable case only. (See Sections 12 and
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15–16, together with Examples 11.4 and 11.2, for examples of non-separable
spaces CpKq where most results hold, although some new arguments are
required.)

Remark 11.13. All spaces CpKq where K is an uncountable compact met-
ric space are isomorphic as Banach spaces [46], [50] (although not isometri-
cally); hence they are all the same as Cr0, 1s from an abstract point of view.
We shall, however, not use this; we prefer to regard the spaces concretely.

Lemma 11.14. Let K be a metrizable compact space.

(i) The mapping pf, tq Ñ fptq is jointly pC�BpKqq-measurable on CpKq�
K.

(ii) The mapping pf, µq Ñ ³
K f dµ is jointly pC�Mq-measurable on CpKq�

MpKq.
In particular, pf, x�q Ñ xx�, fy is jointly pC �Mq-measurable on

CpKq �MrpKq � CpKq � CpKq�.

Proof. Choose a metric d on K. For each n ¥ 1 there is a finite covering
of K by open sets Uni, 1 ¤ i ¤ Nn, of diameters   1{n. We may find a
partition of unity subordinate to tUniui, i.e., a set of functions fni P CpKq
such that fni ¥ 0,

°
i fni � 1 and tt P K : fniptq ¡ 0u � Uni. (For example,

let gniptq :� dpt, U c
niq and fni :� gni{

°
j gnj .)

Choose some tni P Uni. For any function f P CpKq,
sup
t

���fptq �¸
i

fptniqfniptq
��� � sup

t

���¸
i

pfptq � fptniqqfniptq
���

¤ sup
t

¸
i

|fptq � fptniq|fniptq ¤ supt|fptq � fpuq| : |t� u|   1{nu

Ñ 0 (11.5)

as nÑ8. This shows first that fptq � limnÑ8
°
i fptniqfniptq, which is

C � BpKq-measurable, showing (i).
Moreover, (11.5) implies that, for all f P CpKq and µ PMpKq,»

K
f dµ � lim

nÑ8

Ni̧

i�1

fptniq
»
K
fni dµ,

where the right hand side evidently is pC �Mq-measurable.
This proves the first claim in (ii), and the final claim follows by the Riesz

representation theorem discussed before the lemma. �

Corollary 11.15. If K is a metrizable compact, then C coincides with the
σ-field Bw on CpKq generated by the continuous linear functionals, and also
with the Borel σ-field B. Hence, if X : Ω Ñ CpKq, then X is Bochner
measurable ðñ X is weakly measurable ðñ X is C-measurable.

Proof. By Lemma 11.14, each f ÞÑ xx�, fy with x� P CpKq� is C-measurable.
Conversely, each point evaluation fptq � xδt, fy where δt P CpKq�. This
proves that C and Bw coincide.
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Furthermore, Bw � B in any separable Banach space, see Section 3, so
Theorem 11.7 completes the proof. �

If K is not metrizable, i.e., when CpKq is not separable, we cannot ex-
pect equivalence with Bochner measurability. Moreover, Examples 11.31
and 11.32 show that then in general Bw � C; hence we cannot expect equiv-
alence between weak measurability and C-measurability. Moreover, Exam-
ple 11.31 constructs a random variable that is C-measurable but not weakly
measurable. (Recall that we only consider complete probability spaces.)
Nevertheless, we shall see in Theorems 12.4 and 15.5 (using Examples 11.4
and 11.2) that there exist important cases of non-separable CpKq such that
Bw � C and thus the last equivalence holds.

We can now complete the proof of Theorem 1.3 in the introduction.

Proof of Theorem 1.3. By Theorems 11.7 and 11.5, CpKq is separable and
has the approximation property. Hence, Theorem 1.1 applies and shows (to-

gether with its proof, or Corollary 6.14) that (1.2) ðñ (1.3) ðñ EX qbk �
EY qbk, where the moments exist in Bochner sense by Theorem 6.7. Finally,

EX qbk � EY qbk ðñ (1.4) by (11.2). �

We continue with further results and next give a complete characterization
of the existence of injective moments in the different senses in the metrizable
case.

Theorem 11.16. Let K be a metrizable compact space and suppose that X
is a C-measurable CpKq-valued random variable. Let k ¥ 1.

(i) EX qbk exists in Dunford sense ðñ the weak k:th moment exists
ðñ suptPK E |Xptq|k   8.

(ii) EX qbk exists in Pettis sense ðñ the family t|Xptq|k : t P Ku of
random variables is uniformly integrable.

(iii) EX qbk exists in Bochner sense ðñ E
�
suptPK |Xptq|

�k   8.

Proof. By Corollary 11.15, X is weakly measurable.
(i): Since CpKq is separable by Theorem 11.7, Theorem 6.10(ii)(a) shows

that EX qbk exists in Dunford sense if and only if the weak k:th moment
exists. Moreover, in this case E |x�pXq|k ¤ C for some C   8 and all
x� P CpKq� with }x�} ¤ 1. In particular, taking x� � δt, E |Xptq|k ¤ C.

Conversely, if E |Xptq|k ¤ C for all t P K, and µ P CpKq� � MpKq
with }µ} � 1, then, by Hölder’s inequality and Fubini’s theorem (using
Lemma 11.14(i)),

E |xµ,Xy|k � E
����»
K
Xptqdµptq

����k ¤ E
»
K
|Xptq|k d|µ|ptq �

»
K
E |Xptq|k d|µ|ptq

¤ C. (11.6)

Hence Lemma 6.8 shows that the weak k:th moment exists.
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(ii): Since CpKqqbk � CpKkq, its dual space is CpKkq� � MrpKkq �
MpKkq. If µ P MpKkq with }µ} ¤ 1 and E is any event, then by the
arithmetic-geometric inequality and Fubini (using Lemma 11.14(i))

E
�
1E |xµ,Xbky|� � E

�
1E

����»
Kk

Xpt1q � � �Xptkqdµpt1, . . . , tkq
����


¤ E
�

1E

»
Kk

1

k

�|Xpt1q|k � � � � � |Xptkq|k�d|µ|pt1, . . . , tkq



� 1

k

»
Kk

ķ

i�1

E
�
1E |Xptiq|k

�
d|µ|pt1, . . . , tkq

¤ sup
tPK

E
�
1E |Xptq|k

�
. (11.7)

It follows from (11.7), using (5.4), that if t|Xptq|k : t P Ku is uniformly

integrable, then so is the family txµ,Xbky : }µ} ¤ 1u. Since CpKqqbk is

separable when CpKq is, it follows by Theorem 5.8 that the moment EX qbk

exists in Pettis sense.
Conversely, if EX qbk exists in Pettis sense, then t|Xptq|k : t P Ku is

uniformly integrable by Theorem 6.19(i), taking x� � δt, t P K.
(iii): Immediate by Theorem 6.7, since CpKq is separable. �

Already the case k � 1 in Theorem 11.16 is non-trivial and gives the fol-
lowing characterisations of the existence of the expectation EX of a CpKq-
valued random variable.

Corollary 11.17. Let K be a metrizable compact space and suppose that
X is a C-measurable CpKq-valued random variable.

(i) EX exists in Dunford sense ðñ suptPK E |Xptq|   8.
(ii) EX exists in Pettis sense ðñ the family tXptq : t P Ku of random

variables is uniformly integrable.
(iii) EX exists in Bochner sense ðñ E

�
suptPK |Xptq|

�   8.

In the Pettis and Bochner cases, EX is the continuous function t ÞÑ EpXptqq.
Also when EX exists just in Dunford sense, it is given by this function
(bounded by not necessarily continuous) in the sense that for any µ P CpKq� �
MpKq,

xµ,EXy �
»
K
EpXptqq dµptq. (11.8)

Proof. It remains only to verify (11.8). If X is Pettis or Bochner integrable,
(11.8) follows by Theorem 11.10. In the more general Dunford case we have
by Fubini, using Lemma 11.14,

xµ,EXy � Exµ,Xy � E
»
K
Xpt, ωq dµptq �

»
K
EpXpt, ωqq dµptq. (11.9)

�
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Remark 11.18. For non-metrizable K, (11.8) is not true in general for
Dunford integrable X, as seen in Example 11.30; cf. Remark 11.12. (The
reason that the proof above fails in this case must be that we cannot use
Fubini in (11.9), because Xpt, ωq is not jointly measurable.)

We know that if the moment exists in Pettis sense, it is given by the
function (11.2) which then has to be continuous. The next theorem shows
that in the separable case (i.e., when K is metrizable compact), it is for
the existence of an even injective moment in Pettis sense also sufficient that
this function exists and is continuous. This is not true for odd moments,
not even the first moment EX, as is seen in Example 11.26 below; nor does
this hold in general for non-metric K as is seen in Example 11.30.

Theorem 11.19. Let K be a metrizable compact space and suppose that X
is a C-measurable CpKq-valued random variable such that suptPK E |Xptq|2  
8. Suppose that k ¥ 2 is even. Then the following are equivalent.

(i) EX qbk exists in Pettis sense.
(ii) pt1, . . . , tkq ÞÑ E

�
Xpt1q � � �Xptkq

�
is continuous on Kk.

(iii) t ÞÑ EXptqk is continuous on K.

In this case, EX qbk is the function in CpKkq given in (ii).

Proof. (i) ùñ (ii): By Theorem 11.10, which also shows the final statement.
(ii) ùñ (iii): Trivial.
(iii) ùñ (i): If tn Ñ t inK, thenXptnq Ñ Xptq and thusXptnqk Ñ Xptqk.

Furthermore, by (iii), and the fact that k is even, E |Xptnq|k Ñ E |Xptq|k.
Hence t|Xptnq|ku is uniformly integrable and thus |Xptnq|k Ñ |Xptq|k in
L1pPq, see e.g. [34, Theorem 5.5.2]. Consequently, the map t ÞÑ |Xptq|k is
continuous K Ñ L1pPq, and since K is compact, t|Xptq|k : t P Ku is a com-
pact subset of L1pPq, and in particular weakly compact and thus uniformly
integrable [22, Theorem IV.8.11]. Thus (i) follows by Theorem 11.16(ii). �

We turn to projective moments. For the second moment, we can show
that the conditions for the injective moment in Theorem 11.16 also imply
the existence of the projective second moment. This uses the following result
by Grothendieck [32] see e.g. [52, Theorem 5.5] or [8, Theorem V.2]. (These
references also contain further related results. In particular, Grothendieck’s
theorem is essentially equivalent to Grothendieck’s inequality, see [8, 52, 43].)

Let kG denote Grothendieck’s constant. (It is known that π{2 ¤ kG ¤
π{p2 logp1�?2qq, but for us the value is not important. )

Theorem 11.20 (Grothendieck). If K is a compact set and α is a bounded
bilinear form on CpKq, then there exists a Borel probability measure µ on
K such that

|αpf, gq| ¤ 2kG}α}}f}L2pK,µq}g}L2pK,µq. (11.10)

Hence, α extends to a bounded bilinear form on L2pK,µq of norm ¤ 2kG}α}.
�
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Remark 11.21. The standard formulation is for a bilinear form α on
CpK1q � CpK2q for two compact sets K1 and K2; then there exist prob-
ability measures µ1 and µ2 on K1 and K2 such that

|αpf, gq| ¤ kG}α}}f}L2pK1,µ1q}g}L2pK2,µ2q. (11.11)

We are only interested in the special case K1 � K2, and we may then
replace µ1 and µ2 by µ :� 1

2pµ1 � µ2q to obtain (11.10). (An inspection of
the proof in e.g. [32] or [8] shows that we may take kG in the version (11.10)
too provided α is symmetric, but this is not enough in general; consider for
example αpf, gq :� fp0qgp1q on Cr0, 1s. Recall that we only have to consider
symmetric α for our purposes, cf. Remark 6.16.)

This leads to the following improvement of Theorem 11.16 when k � 2.
This does not extend to k ¥ 3 by Example 11.27.

Theorem 11.22. Let K be a metrizable compact space and suppose that X
is a C-measurable CpKq-valued random variable.

(i) EX pb2 exists in Dunford sense ðñ EX qb2 exists in Dunford sense
ðñ the weak second moment exists ðñ suptPK E |Xptq|2   8.

(ii) EX pb2 exists in Pettis sense ðñ EX qb2 exists in Pettis sense ðñ
the family t|Xptq|2 : t P Ku of random variables is uniformly integrable.

(iii) EX pb2 exists in Bochner sense ðñ EX qb2 exists in Bochner sense

ðñ E
�
suptPK |Xptq|

�2   8.

Proof. The forward implications are immediate, using Theorems 6.2, 6.10,
6.19, 6.7 and Lemma 6.8, see the proof of Theorem 11.16. It remains to show
the converses. Note that Xpt, ωq is jointly measurable by Lemma 11.14.

(i): Suppose that E |Xptq|2 ¤ C for every t P K. Let α be a bounded
bilinear form on CpKq. By Theorem 11.20, α extends to a bounded bilinear
form on L2pK,µq for some probability measure µ on K. Since CpKq �
L2pK,µq, we can regard X as an L2pK,µq-valued random variable. Since
Xpt, ωq is jointly measurable, it follows, see Lemma 10.1, that X is Bochner
measurable in L2pK,µq. Moreover, by Fubini,

E }X}2L2pµq � E
»
K
|Xpt, ωq|2 dµptq �

»
K
E |Xptq|2 dµptq ¤ C   8. (11.12)

Hence, Theorem 6.7 shows that EX pb2 P L2pK,µqpb2 exists (in Bochner
sense). In particular, since α extends to L2pK,µq, αpX,Xq is measurable
by Lemma 6.3 and

EαpX,Xq � Exα,X pb2y � xα,EX pb2y
exists. Since α is an arbitrary bounded bilinear form on CpKq, Theorem 6.15

now shows that EX pb2 exists in Dunford sense in CpKqpb2 too.
(ii): Assume that the family t|Xptq|2 : t P Ku is uniformly integrable. Let

α be a bounded bilinear form on CpKq with }α} ¤ 1 and let as above µ be
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as in Theorem 11.20. If E P F is any measurable set, then by (11.10) and
Fubini,

E |1E � αpX,Xq| ¤ E
�
1E2kG

»
K
|Xpt, ωq|2 dµptq

	
� 2kG

»
K
E
�
1E |Xpt, ωq|2

�
dµptq ¤ 2kG sup

tPK
E
�
1E |Xptq|2

�
It follows, using (5.4), that the family

 
αpX,Xq : α P LpCpKq2;Rq, }α} ¤ 1

(
is uniformly integrable. Moreover, X pb2 is trivially weakly a.s. separably

valued since CpKqpb2 is separable. Hence Theorem 5.8 shows, using Theo-

rem 4.6, that EX pb2 exists in Pettis sense.
(iii): This is (again) a special case of Theorem 6.7, included here for

completeness. �

As an immediate corollary, we can weaken the integrability condition in
Theorem 1.3 in the case k � 2 to t|Xptq|2 : t P Ku and t|Y ptq|2 : t P Ku being
uniformly integrable, since it is enough for the proofs above of Theorems 1.1

and 1.3 that the moments EX pb2 and EY pb2 exist in Pettis sense. By the
methods in the proof of Theorem 11.19, we can weaken the condition further;
the following theorem shows that in this case, it suffices that the moments
exist in Dunford sense.

Theorem 11.23. Let K be a metrizable compact space and suppose that
X and Y are two C-measurable CpKq-valued random variables such that
suptPK |Xptq|2   8 and suptPK |Y ptq|2   8. Then, for k � 2, the following
are equivalent.

(i) (1.2), i.e., EαpX,Xq � EαpY, Y q for every bounded bilinear form α
on CpKq.

(ii) (1.3), i.e., E
�
x�1pXqx�2pXq

� � E
�
x�1pY qx�2pY q

�
, for any x�1 , x

�
2 P CpKq�.

(iii) (1.4), i.e., E
�
Xpt1qXpt2q

� � E
�
Y pt1qY pt2q

�
for any t1, t2 P K.

(iv) EX pb2 � EY pb2 in CpKqpb2, with the moments existing in Dunford
sense.

(v) EX qb2 � EY qb2 in CpKqqb2, with the moments existing in Dunford
sense.

Proof. The implications (i) ùñ (ii) ùñ (iii) are trivial, and the equivalences
(i) ðñ (iv) and (ii) ðñ (v) are Corollaries 6.17 and 6.12(a). It remains to
show that (iii) ùñ (i).

Thus, let α P LpCpKq2;Rq � �
CpKqpb2

��
As in the proof of Theo-

rem 11.22, there exists by Theorem 11.20 a probability measure µ on K

such that α extends to L2pK,µq and EX pb2 exists in L2pK,µqpb2 in Bochner

sense; similarly EY pb2 exists in L2pK,µqpb2 in Bochner sense.
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As a consequence, the injective moments EX qb2 and EY qb2 exist in L2pK,µqqb2

in Bochner sense. Let g, h P L2pK,µq� � L2pK,µq. Then, by Fubini’s theo-
rem, with joint measurability by Lemma 11.14,

E
�xX, gyxX,hy� � E

¼
Xpt, ωqgptqXpu, ωqhpuqdµptq dµpuq

�
¼

E
�
XptqXpuq�gptqhpuqdµptqdµpuq

The same applies to Y . Consequently, if (iii) holds, then E
�xX, gyxX,hy� �

E
�xY, gyxY, hy�, which is (1.3) for L2pK,µq (with k � 2). Hence Corol-

lary 6.14 yields EX qb2 � EY qb2 in L2pK,µqqb2. Furthermore, L2pK,µq has

the approximation property by Theorem 9.1, and thus EX pb2 � EY pb2 in

L2pK,µqpb2 by Theorem 8.3. Consequently,

EαpX,Xq � xα,EX pb2y � xα,EY pb2y � EαpY, Y q.
Since α is an arbitrary bounded bilinear form on CpKq, this completes the
proof. �

Remark 11.24. Theorem 11.23 shows that, when K is metrizable, the mo-

ment EX pb2 (or EX qb2) is determined by the moment function EpXptqXpuqq
as soon as the moment exists in Dunford sense. The corresponding result
for k � 1 is in Corollary 11.17.

Example 11.30 yields an example of a non-metrizable K such that (iii)
does not imply (ii).

We leave it as an open problem whether Theorem 11.23 extends to k ¥ 3.

In particular, for metrizable K and k ¥ 3, if EX qbk or EX pbk exists in
Dunford sense, does the moment function (11.2) determine this moment
uniquely?

For projective moments of order k ¥ 3, we do not know any special
results for Pettis or Dunford integrability, but we have as always a simple
result for Bochner integrability. (Recall that this implies Pettis and Dunford
integrability, so we have a sufficient condition for them too.)

Theorem 11.25. Let K be a metrizable compact space and suppose that

X is a C-measurable CpKq-valued random variable. Then EX pbk exists in

Bochner sense ðñ EX qbk exists in Bochner sense ðñ E
�
suptPK |Xptq|

�k  
8.

Proof. Theorem 6.7. �

We end by a few counterexamples, partly taken or adapted from [24] and
[62] where further related examples are given. See also Examples 5.14, 5.18
and 5.19, which by Examples 11.1–11.4 can be seen as examples in some
CpKq.
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Example 11.26. Let X be a CpKq-valued random variable such that EX
exists in Dunford sense but not in Pettis sense, and let Y :� ηX, where
η � �1 with the sign uniformly random and independent of X. Then Y is
Dunford integrable and EY ptq � EpηXptqq � 0 for every t P K, so EY p�q P
CpKq but Y is not Pettis integrable (since otherwise X � ηY would be too).
We may for example take X as in Example 5.14 (X P c0 � c � CpN�q, so
K � N� is metric) or as in Example 5.19 (X is bounded). (We cannot take
both K metric and X bounded by Theorem 11.16.)

Example 11.27 (cf. [8, Section V.5]). Let T :� r0, 2πs (perhaps regarded
as the unit circle) and N� :� NYt8u (the usual one-point compactification
as in Example 11.4), and take K :� T Y N�, where we regard T and N�

as disjoint. If f P CpKq, define f̂pnq :� 1
2π

³2π
0 fptqe�int dt, i.e., the Fourier

coefficients of f |T.
Define the trilinear form α on CpKq by

αpf, g, hq :� Re
8̧

n�1

f̂pnqĝpnqhpnq. (11.13)

By Hölder’s inequality and Parseval’s identity,

8̧

n�1

��f̂pnqĝpnqhpnq�� ¤ }h}
�»

T
|fptq|2 dt

2π


1{2�»
T
|gptq|2 dt

2π


1{2

¤ }f}}g}}h};

thus the sum in (11.13) converges and α is well-defined and bounded.
Let N be an N-valued random variable with PpN � nq � pn, let an

be some positive numbers and define the random variable X P CpKq by

Xptq :� cospNtq, t P T, and Xpnq :� aneN pnq, n P N�. Then X̂pNq � 1
2

and

αpX,X,Xq � X̂pNq2aN � 1
4aN .

Hence,

E |αpX,X,Xq| � 1
4 E aN � 1

4

8̧

n�1

pnan. (11.14)

Furthermore, |Xptq| ¤ 1 for t P T and E |Xpnq|3 � pna
3
n for n P N (and 0

for n � 8).

Choose, e.g., pn :� n�4{3 (for n large) and an :� n1{3. Then E |Xpnq|3 Ñ
0 as nÑ8, and thus t|Xpxq|3 : x P Ku is uniformly integrable. Hence

EX qb3 exists in Pettis sense by Theorem 11.16. On the other hand, E |αpX,X,Xq| �
8 by (11.14), and thus EX pb3 does not exist (even in Dunford sense). This
shows that Theorem 11.22(i)(ii) do not hold for k � 3.

The example may be modified for any given k ¥ 3 by taking

αpf1, . . . , fkq :� Re
8̧

n�1

f̂1pnqf̂2pnqf3pnq � � � fkpnq, (11.15)

and pn � n�pk�1q{3.
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Example 11.28 (cf. [23, Example (2)] and [24, Example 5.5]). Let ω1 be
the first uncountable ordinal and let K � r0, ω1s, the set of all ordinals ¤ ω1

with the order topology. It is easily seen that K is compact, Note that
Kztω1u � r0, ω1q is the (uncountable) set of all countable ordinals.

It is not difficult to see that every f P Cr0, ω1s is constant on rα, ω1s for
some α   ω1. Hence, the Baire σ-field Ba on r0, ω1s is the σ-field consisting
of all subsets A such that either A or its complement Ac is countable.

Furthermore, every bounded increasing function f : r0, ω1s Ñ R is con-
stant on rα, ω1q for some α   ω1. It follows (by considering the positive
and negative parts) that every regular signed Borel (or Baire) measure on
r0, ω1s is supported on some set r0, αs Y tω1u; hence every regular signed
Borel measure has countable support and is thus discrete. Consequently,
Cr0, ω1s� � `1r0, ω1s.

We define a probability measure P on pr0, ω1s,Baq by setting PpAq � 0 if A
is countable and PpAq � 1 if Ac is countable. The mapping X : α ÞÑ Xα :�
1rα,ω1s maps pΩ,Ba,Pq Ñ Cr0, ω1s. If β   ω1, then Xαpβq � 1tα ¤ βu � 0
for a.e. α, while Xαpω1q � 1 for all α. In other words, Xpβq � 0 a.s. if
β   ω1 but Xpω1q � 1.

We have seen that any x� P Cr0, ω1s� is given by

x�pfq �
¸
α

ξpαqfpαq (11.16)

for some ξ P `1r0, ω1s. (Note that the sum really is countable.) It follows
that in this case,

x�pXq � ξpω1q a.s. (11.17)

Consequently, X is weakly measurable, and since X further is bounded, the
Dunford integral EX exists. We have, by (11.17),

xEX,x�y � Exx�, Xy � ξpω1q, (11.18)

when x� is given by (11.16). Consequently, EX is given by the function
1tω1u that is 1 at ω1 and 0 on r0, ω1q. This function is not continuous, and
thus EX R Cr0, ω1s, which shows that X is not Pettis integrable.

By Theorem 5.8, X is not weakly a.s. separably valued. (This is also easily
seen directly. If M is any separable subspace of Cr0, ω1s, then there exists
an α   ω1 such that every function in M is constant on rα, ω1s. Hence,
X RM a.s.)

Note that Example 11.28 gives a uniformly bounded continuous random
function Xptq such that EXptq is not continuous. This cannot happen on
a metric space K, since dominated convergence shows that EXptq always
is sequentially continuous. (Indeed, if X is a uniformly bounded random
variable in CpKq with K compact metric, then Theorem 11.16 applies and
shows that all injective moments exist in both Bochner and Pettis sense.)

Example 11.29 ([29] and [62]). Recall that `8 � CbpNq � CpβNq where βN
is the Stone–Čech compactification of N, see Example 11.1. Furthermore,
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βN can be regarded as the subset of the unit ball of p`8q� consisting of
all multiplicative linear functionals on `8. (This holds also as topological
spaces, with the weak� topology on p`8q�.) A point n P N then is identified
with the multiplicative linear functional δn : f ÞÑ fpnq.

Let Xp1q and Xp2q be two independent copies of the random variable
X P `8 � CpβNq constructed in Example 5.19, and let Y � Xp1q � Xp2q.
We follow Fremlin and Talagrand [29] and Talagrand [62, Theorem 4-2-5] to
show that Y is Pettis integrable. (Recall from Example 5.19 that X is not.)

The coordinates Yn are i.i.d. random variables, each with the distribution
of η1 � η2 with independent η1, η2 � Bep1{2q; hence Yn has the centred
binomial distribution Binp2, 1{2q�1. It follows that

?
2Yn is an orthonormal

sequence in L2pPq. Consequently, by Bessel’s inequality, if ξ P L8pPq �
L2pPq, then the sequence yξ :� pEpξYnqq81 P `2 � c0.

If x� � panq81 P `1, then by Fubini,

xx�, yξy �
8̧

n�1

an EpξYnq � E
8̧

n�1

anξYn � Epξxx�, Y yq. (11.19)

If x� P cK0 , then x�pXp1qq and x�pXp2qq are by Example 5.19 equal to some

constant a.s., and thus x�pY q � x�pXp1qq � x�pXp2qq � 0 a.s. Furthermore,
xx�, yξy � 0 since yξ P c0, and thus (11.19) holds in this case too. Hence,
(11.19) holds for all x� P p`8q�, and every ξ P L8pPq, which shows that Y
is Pettis integrable and EpξY q � yξ.

Consider now the injective second moment EY qb2. Assume that this exists
as a Pettis integral; it then belongs to CpβNqqbCpβNq � CppβNq2q. Let us

write Q :� EY qb2 P CppβNq2q. If x� P βNzN, then x� P cK0 , and thus
x�pY q � 0 a.s.; consequently,

Qpx�, x�q � xx� b x�,EY qb2y � Exx� b x�, Y b2y � Exx�, Y y2 � 0. (11.20)

On the other hand, if n P N, then, similarly,

Qpn, nq � xδn b δn,EY
qb2y � Exδn b δn, Y

b2y � Exδn, Y y2 � 1
2 , (11.21)

since xδn, Y y � Yn � Binp2, 1
2q � 1. However, N is dense in βN, so (11.21)

implies by continuity that Qpx�, x�q � 1
2 for all x� P βN, which contradicts

(11.20). Consequently, the second moment EY qb2 does not exist as a Pettis
integral. (We do not know whether it exists as a Dunford integral.)

Example 11.30. Let B :� `8{c0. We identify `8 and CpβNq, see Exam-
ple 11.1; then c0 � tf P CpβNq : fpxq � 0 when x P βNzNu, and it follows
by the Tietze–Urysohn extension theorem [27, Theorem 2.1.8], since N is
open in βN, that we can identify B � `8{c0 � CpβNzNq. (This can also
be seen from Example 11.3, since βNzN is the maximal ideal space of the
complex version of `8{c0.)

Let π : `8 Ñ `8{c0 be the quotient mapping. (Thus π is identified
with the restriction mapping CpβNq Ñ CpβNzNq.) Let X be the weakly
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measurable `8-valued random variable constructed in Example 5.19, and let
X̂ � πpXq P `8{c0 � CpβNzNq. Finally, let Z :� 1� X̂. (Thus 0 ¤ Z ¤ 1.)

Then X̂ and Z are bounded and weakly measurable CpKq-valued random
variable, with K � βNzN. By Example 5.19, if x� P K � βNzN, then

X̂px�q � Xpx�q � xx�, Xy � 1 a.s. (11.22)

Hence,

Zpx�q � 0 a.s. (11.23)

for every x� P K and

E
�
Zpx�1q � � �Zpx�kq

� � 0 (11.24)

for any x�1 , . . . , x
�
k P K � βNzN, so the function defined in (11.2) exists and

is continuous on Kk (in fact, constant 0).
However, let x�n P p`8q� be defined by xx�n, paiqiy :� 1

n

°n
i�1 ai, and let

T : `8 Ñ `8 be the linear map x Ñ px�npxqqn. Choose any x�0 P βNzN and
define x̃� P p`8q� as T �x�0 . i.e., by

xx̃�, xy :� xx�0 , Txy � xx�0 , px�npxqqny, x P `8.
If x P c0, then x�npxq Ñ 0 as nÑ8, and thus Tx � px�npxqqn P c0, so
xx̃�, xy � xx�0 , Txy � 0; hence, x̃� K c0, and x̃� P p`8{c0q�. Furthermore, by
the law of large numbers, xx�n, Xy � 1

n

°n
i�1Xi Ñ 1

2 a.s., and thus

xx̃�, X̂y � xx̃�, Xy � 1
2 a.s. (11.25)

and

xx̃�, Zy � xx̃�, 1� X̂y � 1� xx̃�, X̂y � 1
2 a.s. (11.26)

For k � 1, EZ exists in Dunford sense, since Z is bounded and weakly
measurable; (11.26) implies that xx̃�,EZy � Exx̃�, Zy � 1

2 and thus EZ � 0,
although (11.23) shows that xEZ, δty � EpZptqq � 0 for every t P K. In
particular, it follows that EZ P CpKq��zCpKq, and thus Z is not Pettis
integrable. (Cf. Example 5.19 which shows that EX does not exist in Pet-
tis sense by essentially the same argument.) We see also that (11.8) fails
for Z and µ � x̃�; hence, as said in Remark 11.18, Zpt, ωq is not jointly
measurable.

For k ¥ 2, we do not know whether EZ qbk or EZ pbk exists in Dunford
sense, but they do not exists in Pettis sense, by an extension of the argument

for EZ. Indeed, if EZ qbk exists in Pettis (or just Dunford) sense, then by
(11.25), with x� as above,

xpx̃�qbk,EZ qbky � Exx�, Zyk � �
1
2

�k
, (11.27)

so EZ qbk � 0. On the other hand, by (11.24),

xδt1 b � � � b δtk ,EZ
qbky � E

�
Zpt1q � � �Zptkq

� � 0 (11.28)

for all t1, . . . , tk P K. Suppose that EZ qbk exists in Pettis sense. Then,

by Theorem 11.10, EZ qbk is the function (11.2) on Kk, i.e., by (11.28),
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EZ qbk � 0, a contradiction. Hence, EZ qbk does not exist in Pettis sense.
This also shows that Theorem 11.19 does not hold for K � βNzN.

Example 11.31. Let Z P `8{c0 and x̃� P p`8{c0q� be as in Example 11.30.
Let ξ � Bep1{2q be independent of Z, and define Z1 :� ξZ P `8{c0 �
CpβNzNq.

By (11.23), Z1px�q � 0 a.s. for every x� P K � βNzN. On the other hand,
by (11.26),

xx̃�, Z1y � ξxx̃�, Zy � 1
2ξ a.s. (11.29)

Define the measure µ on the σ-field C as the distribution of Z1, and
regard the random variable Z1 as defined by the identity map CpKq Ñ
CpKq on the probability space pCpKq, C�, µq, where C� is the completion
of C. (Recall that we want our probability space to be complete.) This
version of Z1 is C-measurable. If ϕpZ1q is any measurable functional, then
ϕ is a C�-measurable function on CpKq, and thus ϕ is µ-a.e. equal to a
C-measurable function ψ on CpKq. By the definition of C, this implies that
ψpfq � Ψ

�
fpt1q, fpt2q, . . .

�
for some function F on R8 and some sequence

of points ti P K. By (11.23), each Z1ptiq is a.s. constant, and thus ψpZ1q
is a.s. constant; since ϕpZ1q � ψpZ1q a.s., also ϕpZ1q is a.s. constant. Since
x̃�pZ1q is not a.s. constant by (11.29), x̃�pZ1q is not measurable; hence Z1

is C-measurable but not weakly measurable. It follows that C � Bw.

Example 11.32. For another (simpler) example with C � Bw, let K :�
t0, 1uc1 , where c1 � 2c (or any cardinal number ¡ c), and let as in Exam-
ple 5.19 µ be the product measure µ :� �

1
2δ0 � 1

2δ1

�c1 .
Suppose that the linear functional f ÞÑ χpF q :� ³

K f dµ is C-measurable.
Then there exist points ti P K, i � 1, 2, . . . , and a (measurable) function
Φ : R8 Ñ R such that»

K
f dµ � Φpfpt1q, fpt2q, . . . q, f P CpKq. (11.30)

Each t P K is a function c1 Ñ t0, 1u which we denote by α ÞÑ tpαq. Define
an equivalence relation on c1 by β � γ ðñ tipβq � tipγq for all i. The
number of equivalence classes is 2ℵ0 � c   c1, and thus there exists β, γ P c1
with β � γ but β � γ.

Consider the normalized coordinate functions fαptq :� 2tpαq � 1 : K Ñ
t�1, 1u, α P c1. Since β � γ, fβptiq � fγptiq for each i, and thus fβptiqfγptiq �
1. Consequently, if g :� fαfγ and h :� 1, then g, h P CpKq and gptiq � hptiq
for each i, so by (11.30)»

K
g dµ � Φpgpt1q, gpt2q, . . . q � Φphpt1q, hpt2q, . . . q �

»
K
hdµ,

which is a contradiction since
³
g dµ � 0 and

³
hdµ � 1.

This contradiction shows that the continuous linear functional χ is not
C-measurable, and thus Bw � C.
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12. c0pSq
In this section we consider B � c0pSq, for an arbitrary set S. As dis-

cussed in Example 11.4, we can regard c0pSq as a complemented subspace
of codimension 1 in CpS�q � CpS Y t8uq: c0pSq � tf P CpS�q : fp8q � 0u.
(The results below could easily be formulated for CpS�q instead, but we
leave that to the reader.)

Note that c0pSq is separable (and S� metrizable) if and only if S is count-
able. (The discrete space S is always metrizable, but that is not enough.)
The case when S is countable is thus covered by the results (for CpS�q)
in Section 11. We shall see that these results extend to arbitrary S be-
cause of the special simple structure of c0pSq. This illustrates that some
non-separable Banach spaces can be handled without problems, and it is a
background to Sections 15–16 where we (by technically more complicated
arguments) obtain similar results for Dr0, 1s, which is more important for
applications.

Theorem 12.1. The injective tensor product c0pSqqbk � c0pSkq (isometri-

cally). Moreover, c0pSq has the approximation property, and thus c0pSqpbk �
c0pSqqbk � c0pSkq (as a vector space).

Proof. An easy consequence of Theorems 11.6 and 11.5, applied to CpS�q.
�

The dual space c0pSq� � `1pSq. Note that every element in `1pSq has
countable support. Thus every x� P c0pSq� depends only on countably
many coordinates. This extends to multilinear forms as follows. For a
subset A � S, let PA be the projection in c0pSq defined by

PAfpxq :� 1tx P Aufpxq. (12.1)

Lemma 12.2. If S is any set and α is a bounded k-linear form on c0pSq,
then there exist a countable subset A � S such that

αpf1, . . . , fkq � αpPAf1, . . . , PAfkq. (12.2)

Proof. Write, for convenience,

aps1, . . . , skq :� αpes1 , . . . , eskq, s1, . . . , sk P S. (12.3)

Fix a finite set F � S and let X P c0pSq be random with Xpsq, s P F ,
i.i.d. with PpXpsq � �1q � PpXpsq � �1q � 1

2 , while Xpsq � 0 for s R F .
Let X1, . . . , Xk be independent copies of X. Then

αpX1, . . . , Xkq �
¸

s1,...,skPF

aps1, . . . , skqX1ps1q � � �Xkpskq

and thus, since different terms are orthogonal,

E |αpX1, . . . , Xkq|2 �
¸

s1,...,skPF

|aps1, . . . , skq|2.
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Hence, ¸
s1,...,skPF

|aps1, . . . , skq|2 ¤ }α}2.

Since this holds for every finite F ,¸
s1,...,skPS

|aps1, . . . , skq|2 ¤ }α}2. (12.4)

In particular, only a countable number of aps1, . . . , skq are non-zero. Hence
there exists a countable subset A of S such that aps1, . . . , skq � 0 unless
s1, . . . , sk P A. Then (12.2) holds for every f1, . . . , fk with finite supports,
and the general case follows by continuity. �

Remark 12.3. Bohnenblust and Hille [9] proved the stronger result¸
s1,...,skPS

|aps1, . . . , skq|2k{pk�1q   8,

where the case k � 1 is just c0pSq� � `1pSq and k � 2 had been proved
earlier by Littlewood [44]; see also [8].

The integral forms are, by definition, the elements of the dual of c0pSqqbk;
by Theorem 12.1 this equals c0pSkq� � `1pSkq. Consequently, every integral
k-linear form on c0pSq is nuclear.

We let, as in Section 11, C be the σ-field generated by the point evalua-
tions. Thus, a c0pSq-valued random variable X is C-measurable if and only
if Xpsq is measurable for every s P S.

Theorem 12.4. The σ-fields C and Bw on c0pSq coincide, for any S.
Moreover, the following hold for any c0pSq-valued random variable X:

(i) X is weakly measurable if and only if X is C-measurable.
(ii) If X is C-measurable, then there exists a countable subset S0 � S such

that for every s R S0, Xpsq � 0 a.s.
(iii) If X is C-measurable, then X is weakly a.s. separably valued. Moreover,

then Xbk is weakly a.s. separably valued in c0pSqpbk and c0pSqqbk for
every k ¥ 1.

Note that (i) is proved for any separable CpKq in Corollary 11.15, but
here c0pSq may be non-separable.

Proof. Since c0pSq� � `1pSq, and every element of `1pSq has countable sup-
port, it follows that Bw is generated by the point evaluations, i.e., that
Bw � C.

(i): This is immediate from Bw � C.
(ii): Suppose that X is C-measurable, and let, for δ, ε ¡ 0,

Sδε :� ts P S : Pp|Xpsq| ¡ δq ¡ εqu.
Suppose that Sδε is infinite for some δ, ε ¡ 0. Fix these δ and ε, and let
si, i � 1, 2, . . . , be an infinite sequence of distinct elements of Sδε. Let
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N :� °
i 1t|Xpsiq| ¡ δu be the number of points si where |X| ¡ δ. Since

X P c0pSq, N is a finite random variable, and thus there exists M   8 such
that PpN ¡Mq   ε{2. It follows that for every si,

E
�
1t|Xpsiq| ¡ δu1tN ¤Mu� � P

�|Xpsiq| ¡ δq and N ¤M
�

¥ P
�|Xpsiq| ¡ δq�� PpN ¡Mq ¡ ε{2.

Summing over all i we obtain the contradiction

M ¥ E
�
N1tN ¤Mu� � 8̧

i�1

E
�
1t|Xpsiq| ¡ δu1tN ¤Mu� ¥ 8̧

i�1

ε{2 � 8.

Consequently, each Sδε is finite. Let S0 �
�8
n�1 Sn�1,n�1 . Then S0 is a

countable subset of S and if s R S0, then Xpsq � 0 a.s.
(iii): Let S0 be as in (ii) and let B1 :� tf P c0pSq : supppfq � S0u.

Then B1 is separable. Moreover, if x� P c0pSq� � `1pSq with x� K B1, then
x� � papsqq P `1pSq with apsq � 0 for s P S0 and thus, since ts : apsq � 0u is
countable,

x�pXq �
¸
sRS0

apsqXpsq � 0 a.s.

Thus X is weakly a.s. separably valued.

More generally, if k ¥ 1, then Bbk
1 is a separable subspace of c0pSqpbk.

Suppose that α P pc0pSqpbkq� with α K Bbk
1 . By Theorem 4.6, α is a

bounded multilinear form c0pSqk Ñ R. Let A be the countable subset given
by Lemma 12.2.

Since A is countable and Xpsq � 0 a.s. for s P AzS0, PAX � PAXS0X P B1

a.s., and thus a.s.

xα,Xbky � αpX, . . . ,Xq � αpPAX, . . . , PAXq � xα, pPAXS0Xqbky � 0.

This hold for every α K Bbk
1 , and thus Xbk is weakly a.s. separably valued

in c0pSqpbk. Since ι : c0pSqpbk Ñ c0pSqqbk is continuous, Xbk is weakly a.s.

separably valued in c0pSqqbk too. �

However, X is not always a.s. separably valued; consider for example
X :� eU P c0r0, 1s where U � Up0, 1q. (Cf. Example 7.4, where we consider
a similar random variable in `2r0, 1s.)
Theorem 12.5. If X is a random variable in c0pSq, then X is a.s. sepa-
rably valued if and only if there exists a countable subset A � S such that
supppXq � A a.s.

Proof. If A is countable, then tf P c0pSq : supppfq � Au is a separable
subspace of c0pSq; conversely, every separable subspace of c0pSq is included
in some such subspace with A countable. �

Theorem 12.6. Suppose that X is a C-measurable c0pSq-valued random
variable. Let k ¥ 1.
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(i) EX qbk exists in Dunford sense ðñ the weak k:th moment exists
ðñ supsPS E |Xpsq|k   8.

(ii) EX qbk exists in Pettis sense ðñ the family t|Xpsq|k : s P Su of
random variables is uniformly integrable ðñ E |Xpsq|k P c0pSq.

(iii) EX qbk exists in Bochner sense ðñ E
�
supsPS |Xpsq|

�k   8 and there
exists a countable subset A � S such that supppXq � A a.s.

If EX qbk exists in Bochner or Pettis sense, then it is the function in c0pSqqbk �
c0pSkq given by

EX qbkps1, . . . , skq � E
�
Xps1q � � �Xpskq

�
. (12.5)

Proof. The proof of Theorem 11.16 holds with a few minor changes; we
use Theorems 6.10(ii)(c), 12.4(iii) and 12.5, and note that (11.6) and (11.7)
hold without measurability problem since µ now is a discrete measure with
countable support.

Moreover, for (ii), if sn is any sequence of distinct elements in S, then
|Xpsnq|k Ñ 0 as nÑ8. Hence, if t|Xpsq|k : s P Su of random variables is
uniformly integrable, then E |Xpsnq|k Ñ 0, and it follows that E |Xpsq|k P
c0pSq. The converse is obvious.

Finally, (12.5) follows as in Theorem 11.10. �

There is an obvious analogue of Corollary 11.17, which we leave to the
reader. Note that (11.8) holds for c0pSq, even when this space is non-
separable, because each µ in (11.9) has a countable support.

For the second projective moment, we can again use Grothendieck’s the-
orem, and obtain the following version of Theorem 11.22.

Theorem 12.7. Suppose that X is a C-measurable c0pSq-valued random
variable.

(i) EX pb2 exists in Dunford sense ðñ EX qb2 exists in Dunford sense
ðñ the weak second moment exists ðñ supsPS E |Xpsq|2   8.

(ii) EX pb2 exists in Pettis sense ðñ EX qb2 exists in Pettis sense ðñ
E |Xpsq|2 P c0pSq.

(iii) EX pb2 exists in Bochner sense ðñ EX qb2 exists in Bochner sense

ðñ E
�
supsPS |Xpsq|

�2   8 and there exists a countable subset A � S
such that supppXq � A a.s.

Proof. For any given bounded bilinear form α on c0pSq, there exists by
Lemma 12.2 (or by Theorem 11.20) a countable subset S0 of S such that
αpf, gq depends only on the restrictions of f and g to S0. Thus α can be
regarded as a bilinear form on c0pS0q, and can be extended to CpS�0 q, and the
proof of Theorem 11.22 applies, again using Theorems 12.4(iii) and 12.5. �

It is now easy to see that Theorems 1.3 and 11.23 hold for C-measurable
random variables in c0pSq; we leave the details to the reader.

The results above show that the space c0pSq behaves very well even when
S is uncountable. However, the following example shows that the moments
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may be degenerate. We note also (Example 12.9) that the norm of a weakly
measurable random variable in c0pSq may fail to be measurable.

Example 12.8. Let B � c0r0, 1s and X � eU , U � Up0, 1q. (Cf. Exam-
ple 7.4.)

Let α be a bounded k-linear form on c0r0, 1s, and let A � r0, 1s be a
countable set as in Lemma 12.2. Since PpPAX � 0q � PpU P Aq � 0, it
follows from (12.2) that

xα,Xbky � αpX, . . . ,Xq � 0 a.s.

Consequently, every projective moment EX pbk exists in Pettis sense, with

EX pbk � 0, for every k ¥ 1. Hence also the injective moments exist in Pettis

sense with EX qbk � 0. (No moment exists in Bochner sense, since X is not
a.s. separably valued, see Theorems 12.5 and 12.6(iii).)

Example 12.9. We modify Example 12.8 by still taking B � c0r0, 1s but
now, as in Example 7.4, X � apUqeU where a : r0, 1s Ñ p0, 1s is a non-
measurable function. Then X is weakly measurable, as in Examples 7.4 and
12.8, but }X} � apUq is not measurable.

13. Dr0, 1s as a Banach space

Recall that D � Dr0, 1s denotes the linear space of functions r0, 1s Ñ R
that are right-continuous with left limits, see e.g. [6, Chapter 3]. In other
words f P Dr0, 1s if lims×t fpsq � fptq for every t P r0, 1q, and furthermore
the left limit of f at t, which we denote by

fpt�q :� lim
sÕt

fpsq, (13.1)

exists for every t P p0, 1s. We further define

∆fptq :� fptq � fpt�q, (13.2)

the jump at t. We may for completeness define fp0�q :� fp0q and thus
∆fp0q :� 0.

It is easily seen that each function f P D is bounded. Hence }f}D :�
suptPr0,1s |fptq| defines a norm on D; the resulting topology is the uniform

topology on D, see [6, Section 15]. The norm is complete, so D is a Banach
space. Note that D is not separable, since the uncountable set of functions
1rt,1s, t P r0, 1s, all have distance 1 to each other; this leads to measura-
bility problems when we consider D-values random variables, as discussed
in Example 3.5 and [6, Section 15]. Note also that the (separable) space
C � Cr0, 1s of continuous functions on r0, 1s is a closed subspace of Dr0, 1s.
The following relation between Dr0, 1s and Cr0, 1s was proved by Corson
[14, Example 2].

Theorem 13.1 ([14]). ∆ is a bounded linear map of Dr0, 1s onto c0p0, 1s,
with kernel Cr0, 1s and norm }∆} � 2. Furthermore, for any f P Dr0, 1s,

}∆f}c0p0,1s � 2 inf
 }f � h}Dr0,1s : h P Cr0, 1s(. (13.3)
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Hence, ∆ can be regarded as an isomorphism D{C Ñ c0p0, 1s and 1
2∆ is an

isometric isomorphism D{C Ñ c0p0, 1s.
Proof. It is well-known that f P D implies ∆f P c0p0, 1s, but for complete-
ness we repeat the proof: Given ε ¡ 0, for every x P r0, 1s we may find
an open interval Ux � px � δx, x � δxq such that |fpyq � fpxq|   ε{2 for
y P px, x� δxq and |fpyq�fpx�q|   ε{2 for y P px� δ, xq. (We consider only
y P r0, 1s, and ignore y P Uxzr0, 1s, if such points exist.) Hence, |∆fpyq| ¤ ε
for y P Uxztxu. Since r0, 1s is compact, it can be covered by a finite set of
such intervals Ux1 , . . . , Uxn , and then ty : ∆fpyq ¡ εu � tx1, . . . , xnu. Since
ε ¡ 0 is arbitrary, this shows that ∆f P c0p0, 1s.

Hence ∆ : Dr0, 1s Ñ c0p0, 1s. It is obvious that ∆ is linear and that
f P kerp∆q ðñ f P Cr0, 1s. Furthermore, }∆f}c0 ¤ 2}f}D. The function
f0pxq :� 1r1{2,1q � 1r0,1{2q in D has }∆f0}c0 � 2 � 2}f0}D, showing that
equality can hold and thus }∆} � 2.

If g P c00p0, 1s, let supppgq � tx1, . . . , xnu with 0   x1   � � �   xn ¤ 1.
Let f be the function in D that is constant on r0, x1q and rxn, 1s, linear
on each rxi, xi�1q for 1 ¤ i   n, and satisfies fpxi�q � �gpxiq{2, fpxiq �
gpxiq{2, 1 ¤ i ¤ n. Then ∆f � g and }f}D � 1

2}g}c0p0,1s. (The case g � 0
is trivial; take f � 0.)

For an arbitrary g P c0p0, 1s and ε ¡ 0, we can find gn P c00p0, 1s such
that g � °8

n�1 gn and
°8
n�1 }gn}c0p0,1s ¤ }g}c0p0,1s � ε. Taking fn P D

as just constructed with ∆fn � gn and }fn}D � 1
2}gn}c0p0,1s, we see that

f :� °8
n�1 fn P D satisfies ∆f � °8

n�1 gn � g. Hence, ∆ is onto. Moreover,

}f}D ¤
8̧

n�1

}fn}D � 1

2

8̧

n�1

}gn}c0p0,1s ¤
1

2
}g}c0p0,1s �

ε

2
.

Consequently,
inf

 }f}D : ∆f � g
( ¤ 1

2}g}c0p0,1s,
and since }∆} � 2, we have equality:

inf
 }f}D : ∆f � g

( � 1
2}g}c0p0,1s,

which easily is seen to be equivalent to (13.3). �

Corollary 13.2 (Pestman [51]). Every continuous linear functional χ P
Dr0, 1s� is given by

χpfq �
» 1

0
f dµ�

¸
tPp0,1s

hptq∆fptq (13.4)

for some unique µ P M r0, 1s and h P `1p0, 1s; conversely, (13.4) defines a
continuous linear functional on Dr0, 1s for every such µ and h. Furthermore,

1
2}χ}D� ¤ }µ}M � }h}`1 ¤ 2}χ}D� . (13.5)

Note that the formally uncountable sum in (13.4) really is the countable
sum

°
tPsuppphq hptq∆fptq.
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Proof. It is clear that for any µ P M r0, 1s and h P `1p0, 1s, (13.4) defines a
linear functional χ with

|χpfq| ¤ }µ}M}f}D � }h}`1p0,1s}∆f}c0p0,1s ¤
�}µ}M � 2}h}`1p0,1s

�}f}D.
Hence, χ P D� and }χ}D� ¤ }µ}M � 2}h}`1p0,1s, showing the first part of
(13.5).

Conversely, if χ P D�, then the restriction of χ to C is a continuous
linear functional on C, which by the Riesz representation theorem is given
by a real measure µ P M r0, 1s with }µ}M � }χ}C ¤ }χ}D. As just said,

χ1pfq :� ³1
0 f dµ defines a continuous linear functional on D, with }χ1}D� ¤

}µ}M ¤ }χ}D and χ1pfq � χpfq if f P C. Let χ2 :� χ� χ1. Then χ2 P D�

and χ2pfq � 0 if f P C. Hence χ2 can be regarded as an element of pD{Cq�.
By Theorem 13.1,

pD{Cq� � c0p0, 1s� � `1p0, 1s,
using the isometric isomorphism 1

2∆. Hence, there exists g P `1p0, 1s with

}g}`1p0,1s � }χ2}pD{Cq� � }χ2}D� ¤ }χ}D� � }χ1}D� ¤ 2}χ}D� (13.6)

and

χ2pfq � xg, 1
2∆fy � 1

2

¸
tPp0,1s

gptq∆fptq.

The decomposition (13.4) follows with h � 1
2g; furthermore, by (13.6),

}µ}M � }h}`1p0,1s ¤ }χ}D� � }χ}D� � 2}χ}D� .

Finally, to see uniqueness, suppose that µ P M r0, 1s and h P `1p0, 1s are

such that χ defined by (13.4) equals 0. Then 0 � χpfq � ³1
0 f dµ for every

f P Cr0, 1s, and thus µ � 0. This implies further 0 � χpfq � °
t hptq∆fptq

for every f P Dr0, 1s, and thus by Theorem 13.1
°
t hptqgptq � 0 for every

g P c0p0, 1s. Hence, h � 0. �

Remark 13.3. The decomposition (13.4) can also be written

χpfq �
» 1

0
fptq dµ1ptq �

» 1

0
fpt�q dµ2ptq, (13.7)

where µ2 :� �°
xPp0,1s hpxqδx and µ1 :� µ � µ2. Conversely, every pair of

measures µ1, µ2 PM r0, 1s defines a continuous linear functional χ P Dr0, 1s�
by (13.7). However, this representation is not unique unless we impose
further conditions (for example that µ2 is discrete with µ2t0u � 0, as in the
construction above); note that

³
fptq dµptq � ³

fpt�q dµptq for every f P D
and every continuous measure µ, since fpt�q � fptq except on the countable
set suppp∆fq.
Remark 13.4. Cr0, 1s is not a complemented subspace of Dr0, 1s, i.e. there
does not exist a bounded linear projection P : Dr0, 1s Ñ Cr0, 1s, see Corson
[14, Example 2]. Equivalently, there does not exist a right inverse of ∆,
i.e., a bounded linear map T : c0p0, 1s Ñ Dr0, 1s such that ∆Tg � g for
every g P c0p0, 1s. (The equivalence is standard, and follows because we can
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factor I �P through D{C � c0p0, 1s and thus define T by T∆ � I �P , and
conversely.)

To see this, suppose that such a map T exists. Then g ÞÑ Tgptq is a
bounded linear functional on c0p0, 1s for every t P r0, 1s, and is thus given
by some ht P `1p0, 1s. Let N :� �

tPQXr0,1s suppphtq. Then N is countable,

so there exists s P p0, 1szN . Consider esptq :� 1tt � su P c0p0, 1s. Since
supppesq � tsu is disjoint from suppphtq for all rational t, it follows that
Tesptq � xes, hty � 0 for all rational t. Since Tes P Dr0, 1s, this implies that
Tes � 0, which contradicts ∆Tes � es. (See Corson [14, Example 2] for a
different proof.)

Nevertheless, Corollary 13.2 shows that Cr0, 1s� � M r0, 1s embeds as
a complemented subspace of Dr0, 1s�, and we have Dr0, 1s� � Cr0, 1s� `
c0p0, 1s�. The crucial fact is that each bounded linear functional χ on Cr0, 1s
extends in a canonical (linear) way to a bounded linear functional on Dr0, 1s,
because χ is given by a measure µ PM r0, 1s and we can define the extension
by

³
f dµ for any f P D. (This is similar to the decomposition p`8q� � c�0`cK0

since c�0 � `1 embeds into p`8q�.) In general, a closed subspace B0 of
a Banach space B is said to be weakly complemented if its annihilator is
complemented, i.e. if there is a projection P : B� Ñ BK

0 ; it is easy to see
that this is equivalent to the existence of a bounded linear map i : B�

0 Ñ B�

such that ix� is an extension of x� for every x� P B�
0 , and then B� �

ipB�
0 q ` BK

0 � B�
0 ` BK

0 . Thus Cr0, 1s is a weakly complemented subspace
of Dr0, 1s. (And c0 is a weakly complemented subspace of `8; in fact, c0 is
a weakly complemented subspace of any Banach space B � c0.)

14. Dr0, 1s as a Banach algebra

The product of two functions in Dr0, 1s is also a function in Dr0, 1s, and
thus Dr0, 1s is a commutative Banach algebra. In order to use the general
theory of complex Banach algebras (which is much more satisfactory than
the theory for real Banach algebras), we consider in this section Dr0, 1s as a
complex space, consisting of all complex-valued right continuous functions
on r0, 1s with left limits. The results below will be proved for this case, but
it follows immediately that they hold for the real case too, by considering
the subset of real-valued functions.

The (complex) Banach algebra Dr0, 1s has an involution given by f ÞÑ f̄ ,
and obviously }ff̄} � }f}2, so Dr0, 1s is a commutative C�-algebra. As
said in Example 11.3, every such algebra A is isometric to the space CpKq
of continuous functions on its maximal ideal space K, see e.g. [13, Chapter
VIII.2]. The maximal ideal space can be described as the set of all (non-
zero) multiplicative linear functionals (i.e., homomorphisms) h : A Ñ C
with the weak�-topology (in this context known as the Gelfand topology),

and the isometry A Ñ CpKq maps f P A to the function f̂ : h ÞÑ hpfq on
K; moreover, K is a compact Hausdorff space.

In the case of Dr0, 1s, the maximal ideal space has a simple description.
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Theorem 14.1. The linear homomorphisms on Dr0, 1s are given by f ÞÑ
fptq, t P r0, 1s, and f ÞÑ fpt�q, t P p0, 1s. The maximal ideal space pI thus
consists of two copies, t and t�, of every point in p0, 1s, together with a
single 0.

Proof. This is a simple adaption of the standard argument for the Banach
algebra of continuous functions on a compact set. The mappings f ÞÑ fptq
and f ÞÑ fpt�q are non-zero homomorphisms, and they are obviously all
distinct.

Suppose that there exists another homomorphism h : Dr0, 1s Ñ C, and
let M :� kerphq; thus M is a maximal ideal in Dr0, 1s. Since h differs from
all f ÞÑ fptq and f ÞÑ fpt�q, there exists for each t P p0, 1s two functions
ft�, ft� P M such that ft�ptq � 0 and ft�pt�q � 0. By taking a suitable
linear combination of ft� and ft� we see that there exists ft PM such that
ftptq � 0 and ftpt�q � 0; thus there exists an open set Ut such that t P Ut
and |ft| is bounded below in Ut. For t � 0 we directly find f0 with f0p0q � 0
and thus an open set U0 with 0 P U0 and f0 bounded below in U0.

The sets Ut form an open cover of the compact set r0, 1s, and thus there
exists a finite set tt1, . . . , tnu such that

�n
i�1 Uti � r0, 1s. The function F :�°n

i�1 |fti |2 �
°n
i�1 fti f̄ti PM , since M is an ideal, and inftPr0,1s F ptq ¡ 0, by

the construction. Hence 1{F P Dr0, 1s, and 1 � F � p1{F q P M , which is a
contradiction.

(Alternatively, one can use the description in Corollary 13.2 of the con-
tinuous linear functionals and show that (13.4) is multiplicative only in the
cases given in the theorem.) �

We give pI the Gelfand topology, i.e., the topology generated by the func-

tions f̂ : pI Ñ C; as said above pI is compact. By Theorem 14.1, the points

in pI are of two types, t and t�; we call the points t ordinary. (We may for

symmetry define t� � t; then pI � tt� : 0   t ¤ 1u Y t0u. We shall use

the notation t� for the ordinary points in pI when we want to distinguish

between t� as an element of pI and t as an element of [0,1].) We may thus re-

gard r0, 1s as a subset of pI, consisting of the ordinary points. (But note that

r0, 1s does not have the subspace topology.) We then have Dr0, 1s � CppIq
as noted by Edgar [24, Example 5.7] (and possibly known earlier); we state
this in detail:

Theorem 14.2. Dr0, 1s � CppIq. More precisely, each function f P Dr0, 1s
extends to a unique continuous function on pI, with fpt�q given by (13.1),

and, conversely, if f is a continuous function on pI, then the restiction to
the ordinary points t P r0, 1s is a function in Dr0, 1s.
Proof. This is just a reformulation of the fact that the Gelfand transform

f ÞÑ f̂ is an isomorphism Dr0, 1s Ñ CppIq, using the description of pI in
Theorem 14.1. �

Corollary 14.3. Dr0, 1s has the approximation property.
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Proof. In fact, CpKq has the approximation property for every compact K,
see Theorem 11.5 or [57, Example 4.2]. �

The topological space pI is called the split interval or two arrow space.

(Actually, this name is often used for a modification of pI obtained by either
adding an extra point 0� or deleting 1; both modifications are symmetric
with a natural involutive homeomorphism t� ÞÑ p1� tq	.)

Note that there is a natural total order on pI, with x   y�   y when

x, y P r0, 1s with x   y. (This is the lexicographic order, if we regard pI as

a subset of r0, 1s � t�,�u.) We define intervals in pI in the usual way, using
this order. Recall that any totally ordered set can be given a topology, the
order topology, with a base consisting of all open intervals p�8, aq, pa,8q,
and pa, bq, see e.g. [27, Problems 1.7.4 and 3.12.3].

Recall that a compact Hausdorff space is totally disconnected or zero-
dimensional if it has a base consisting of open and closed sets, and extremally
disconnected if the closure of every open set is open. (These notions are
used also for non-compact spaces, but then “totally disconnected” is used
in several, non-equivalent, meanings, coinciding for compact spaces, see e.g.
[27].)

Theorem 14.4. The compact Hausdorff topology on pI equals the order
topology. The space is totally disconnected but not extremally disconnected.

Furthermore, 1 is isolated (i.e., t1u is open), each t P r0, 1q has a neigh-
bourhood base consisting of the intervals rt, uq, u ¡ t, and each t� has a
neighbourhood base consisting of the intervals ru, t�s, u   t. These neigh-
bourhood bases consist of open and closed sets.

For t�, there is an alternative neighbourhood base consisting of the inter-
vals pu, t�s; these sets are open but not closed. (Symmetrically, the intervals
rt, u�q form another open neighbourhood base at t.)

Proof. We first consider the order topology and note that the given collec-
tions of sets are neighbourhood bases; this is easily seen since rt, uq � pt�, uq,
ru, t�s � pu�, tq and t1u � p1�,8q, with the interpretation p0�, uq �
p�8, uq.

In particular, these intervals form together a base for the order topology.

If J is any of these intervals, then 1J is a function on pI whose restriction
f to r0, 1s belongs to Dr0, 1s, and it is easily verified that f̂ � 1J . Hence,

by Theorem 14.2, 1J P CppIq, and thus J is open and closed in pI with the
Gelfand topology. This shows that the Gelfand topology is stronger than
the order topology. Since the Gelfand topology is compact and the order
topology Hausdorff, the topologies coincide.

We have seen that the given base consists of open and closed sets; hence
the space is totally disconnected. On the other hand, U � �8

n�1r1{p2nq, 1{p2n�
1qq is an open set whose closure U � U Y t0u is not open; hence pI is not
extremally disconnected. �
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Corollary 14.5. The compact space pI is separable and first countable (each

point has a countable neighbourhood base), but not second countable (pI does
not have a countable base).

Proof. pI is separable, since the rational numbers are dense.
We obtain countable neighbourhood bases by taking rational u only in

the intervals in Theorem 14.4.
On the other hand, if tUαu is a base for the topology, then each set rt, 1s,

which is open, contains some Uαptq with t P Uαptq. Then t � minUαptq, and
thus the sets Uαptq are distinct. It follows that every base contains (at least)
c elements. �

Corollary 14.6. The compact space pI is not metrizable.

Proof. A compact metrizable space is second countable [27, Theorem 4.2.8].

Alternatively, this follows by Theorem 11.7 since CppIq � Dr0, 1s is not
separable. �

Remark 14.7. The topology on pI induces on the subspace r0, 1s the topol-
ogy where t1u is open and each t P r0, 1q has a neighbourhood base consisting
of the intervals rt, uq, u ¡ t. This (or rather the corresponding topology on
R) is known as the Sorgenfrey line, and is a standard source of counterex-
amples in topology, see e.g. [58] and [27, Examples 1.2.2, 2.3.12, 3.8.14,
5.1.31].

For example, if Ĩ denotes r0, 1s with this topology, so Ĩ � pI, then Ĩ and

Ĩ � Ĩ are separable, but Ĩ � Ĩ contains the closed subspace tpt, 1� tqu which

is discrete and uncountable, and thus not separable. (In particular, Ĩ � Ĩ

cannot be metrizable, yielding a third proof of Corollary 14.6.) Moreover, Ĩ

is paracompact and normal, but Ĩ � Ĩ is neither [58].

15. Measurability and random variables in Dr0, 1s
We equip Cr0, 1s, Dr0, 1s and c0p0, 1s with the σ-fields generated by point

evaluations; we denote these by C (as in Section 11), D and C0 (to distinguish
it from C). We further, as in Section 11, equip M r0, 1s with the σ-field M
generated by the mappings µ Ñ ³

f dµ, f P Cr0, 1s. In the present section,
we shall always use these σ-fields, even if we do not always say so explicitly.

Note that Cr0, 1s is a separable Banach space, and thus C equals the Borel
σ-field BpCq on Cr0, 1s; moreover, it equals the σ-field BwpCq generated by
the continuous linear functionals, see Corollary 11.15.

On the other hand, Dr0, 1s is not separable, and D is not equal to the
Borel σ-field BpDq, see Example 3.5. (The non-separability of D causes
several problems, and is the main source of complications in the proofs
below.) However, we shall see that D equals the σ-field BwpDq generated
by the continuous linear functionals. It is also well-known that D equals
the Borel σ-field for the Skorohod topology on Dr0, 1s, see [6, Section 12].
(This is a weaker topology which is separable metric but not a vector space
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topology; it is the topology commonly used on D, but it is not used in
the present paper where we consider Banach spaces.) Furthermore, D also
equals the σ-field generated by balls in D [6, Section 15].

Also c0p0, 1s is not separable, but we have seen in Section 12 that it
nevertheless has several nice properties.

We begin by proving some lemmas.

Lemma 15.1. The mappings pf, tq ÞÑ fptq, pf, tq ÞÑ fpt�q and pf, tq ÞÑ
∆fptq are measurable D�r0, 1s Ñ R. Furthermore, the map ∆ is measurable
Dr0, 1s Ñ c0p0, 1s.
Proof. Since each f P D is right-continuous, fptq � limnÑ8 fprnts{nq, and
pf, tq ÞÑ fprnts{nq is measurable for each n. The measurability of fpt�q is
shown similarly, using fpprnts�1q{nq (for t ¡ 0), and ∆fptq � fptq�fpt�q.

In particular, f ÞÑ ∆fptq is measurable for each fixed t, which shows that
∆ : Dr0, 1s Ñ c0p0, 1s is measurable. �

Lemma 15.2. There exists a sequence of measurable maps xk : Dr0, 1s Ñ
r0, 1s, k � 1, 2, . . . , such that if f P Dr0, 1s, then the non-zero values of
xkpfq, k � 1, 2, . . . are the jump points of f , i.e., the points x P r0, 1s with
|∆fpxq| ¡ 0, without repetition.

Proof. If f P Dr0, 1s and I � r0, 1s is an interval, define

varpf ; Iq :� sup
 |fpxq � fpyq| : x, y P I(. (15.1)

Note that it suffices to consider x, y in (15.1) that are rational, or equal to
the right endpoint of I; this implies that f ÞÑ varpf ; Iq is measurable for
each I.

Fix ε ¡ 0 and f P D and consider for each n the sequence x
pnq
1 , . . . , x

pnq
mpnq of

all dyadic rationals k{2n such that 1 ¤ k ¤ 2n and var
�
f ; rpk�1q{2n, k{2ns� ¥

ε; we assume that this sequence is in increasing order and we extend it to

an infinite sequence by defining x
pnq
k � 0 for k ¡ mpnq. It is easily seen that,

as nÑ8, x
pnq
k Ñ xk for each k, where x1, x2, . . . are the points x where

|∆fpxq| ¥ ε, taken in increasing order and extended by 0’s to an infinite

sequence. By construction, for each k, the maps f ÞÑ x
pnq
k are measurable,

and thus each xk is a measurable function of f . Repeating this construction
for ε � 2�m, m � 0, 1, 2, . . . , we may rearrange the resulting sequences in a
single sequence pxiq81 , eliminating any repetitions of non-zero values. �

Remark 15.3. In Lemma 15.2, we may further assume that xkpfq are
arranged with |∆fpx1q| ¥ |∆fpx2q| ¥ . . . . We will not use this, and leave
the proof (using Lemma 15.1) to the reader.

Lemma 15.4. The map pf, µq ÞÑ ³1
0 f dµ is measurable Dr0, 1s�M r0, 1s Ñ

R.
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Proof. First note that the Riemann–Stieltjes sums

Snpf, µq :�
n�1̧

i�0

fpi{nqµri{n, pi� 1q{nq � fp1qµt1u (15.2)

are measurable, and that, using the notation in (15.1),����Snpf, µq � » 1

0
f dµ

���� ¤ }µ}max
i

varpf ; ri{n, pi� 1q{nsq. (15.3)

Define S�pf ;µq :� lim supnÑ8 Snpf ;µq. Then (15.3) implies����S�pf, µq � » 1

0
f dµ

���� ¤ }µ} lim sup
nÑ8

max
i

varpf ; ri{n, pi� 1q{nsq
� }µ} max

xPr0,1s
|∆fpxq|. (15.4)

Let xkpfq be as in Lemma 15.2 and let Vn be the (non-linear) measurable
map D Ñ D given by

Vnfpxq :�
ņ

k�1

∆fpxkpfqq1tx ¥ xkpfqu. (15.5)

Thus maxx |∆pf � Vnfqpxq| � maxk¡n |∆fpxkpfqq| Ñ 0 as nÑ8, since
∆f P c0p0, 1s by Theorem 13.1, and it follows from (15.4) that, for any
f P Dr0, 1s and µ PM r0, 1s,

S�pf � Vnf ;µq �
» 1

0
pf � VnfqdµÑ 0, as nÑ8. (15.6)

Consequently,
³1
0 f dµ is the limit as nÑ8 of the measurable functions

S�pf � Vnf ;µq �
» 1

0
Vnf dµ � S�pf � Vnf ;µq �

ņ

k�1

∆fpxkpfqqµrxkpfq, 1s,

where the last factor is measurable by Lemma 15.1 since µ ÞÑ Gµptq :� µpt, 1s
is measurable M r0, 1s Ñ Dr0, 1s and µrx, 1s � Gµpx�q for x ¡ 0. �

Theorem 15.5. Every continuous linear form χ P Dr0, 1s� is D-measurable.
Hence D � BwpDq, and a D-valued random variable X is D-measurable if
and only if it is weakly measurable.

Proof. By Lemma 15.4, f ÞÑ ³1
0 f dµ is D-measurable for every µ PM r0, 1s.

It follows from Corollary 13.2 that f ÞÑ xχ, fy is D-measurable for every
χ P Dr0, 1s�.

This implies BwpDq � D. Conversely, each point evaluation fptq � xδt, fy
where δt P Dr0, 1s�. Hence D � BwpDq. �

Remark 15.6. We can extend the map in Lemma 15.4 to pf, χq ÞÑ xf, χy
for f P D, χ P D�; however, this map is not jointly measurable for D
and the σ-field D� on D� generated by χ ÞÑ xχ, fy, f P D. (The map is
separably measurable by Theorem 15.5.) In fact, let aptq : r0, 1s Ñ R be a
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non-measurable function. Then the maps t ÞÑ ft :� 1rt,1s and t ÞÑ χt :�
g ÞÑ aptq∆gptq are measurable for D and D�, respectively; note that for
any fixed g, t ÞÑ xχt, gy � aptq∆gptq is measurable since it has countable
support. However, t ÞÑ xft, χty � aptq is non-measurable.

Remark 15.7. We have Dr0, 1s � CppIq, and it follows from Lemma 15.1

that D also equals the σ-field generated by point evaluations on pI. We can

also consider the map pf, tq ÞÑ fptq for f P Dr0, 1s and t P pI. However,

in contrast to Lemma 15.1, this map is not jointly D � BppIq-measurable,

where BppIq is the Borel σ-field on pI. To see this, let A � r0, 1s be a non-

measurable set (with 0 P A) and let ϕ : I Ñ pI be the function defined by
ϕpuq :� u� when u P A and ϕpuq :� u� when u R A; then ϕ is increasing
and thus Borel measurable. Furthermore, the function u ÞÑ fu :� 1ru,1s
is a measurable map r0, 1s Ñ Dr0, 1s � CppIq. Hence, u ÞÑ pfu, ϕpuqq is

measurable r0, 1s Ñ CppIq � pI. However, the composition u ÞÑ fupϕpuqq �
1Apuq is non-measurable, showing that pf, tq ÞÑ fptq is not measurable on

CppIq � pI.

One of the main purposes of this section is to prove the following theorem,
extending Theorem 15.5 to multilinear forms. (Note that the corresponding
result for Cr0, 1s is immediate, since C equals the Borel σ-field on Cr0, 1s and
Cr0, 1s is separable, which imply that the product σ-field Cm on pCr0, 1sqm
equals the Borel σ-field.)

Theorem 15.8. Every bounded multilinear form T : pDr0, 1sqm Ñ R, for
any m ¥ 1, is D-measurable.

Proof. We shall prove the more general result that for any m, ` ¥ 0, any
bounded multilinear form α : pDr0, 1sqm � pc0p0, 1sq` Ñ R is measurable.
We do this by induction over m.

First, assume that m � 0, so α : pc0p0, 1sq` Ñ R. Recall the pro-
jections PA in c0pSq defined in (12.1) and let A be a countable subset
as in Lemma 12.2 (with S � p0, 1s and k � `). If A is finite, then
αpPAf1, . . . , PAf`q is a finite linear combination of products of point evalu-
ations, and thus measurable.

If A is infinite, write A � tx1, x2, . . . u and define Pn :� Ptx1,...,xnu. For any
f P c0p0, 1s, Pnf Ñ PAf in c0p0, 1s as nÑ8, and thus αpPnf1, . . . , Pnf`q Ñ
αpPAf1, . . . , PAf`q. Each map αpPnf1, . . . , Pnf`q is measurable, and the re-
sult in the case m � 0 follows by (12.2).

Now suppose that m ¥ 1. Consider first the restriction α0 of α to C �
Dm�1 � c0p0, 1s`. For fixed f2, . . . , fm P D and g1, . . . , g` P c0p0, 1s, α0

is a bounded linear functional on Cr0, 1s; thus α0 can be regarded as a

multilinear map T0 : Dm�1 � c0p0, 1s` Ñ Cr0, 1s� � M r0, 1s. For a fixed
f1 P Cr0, 1s, the map pf2, . . . , fm, g1, . . . , g`q ÞÑ α0pf1, f2, . . . , fm, g1, . . . , g`q
is measurable by induction, which by the definition of the σ-field M in
M r0, 1s shows that T0 is measurable.
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Define

α1pf1, f2, . . . , fm, g1, . . . , g`q :�
» 1

0
f1 dT0pf2, . . . , fm, g1, . . . , g`q. (15.7)

Then α1 is a bounded multilinear form pDr0, 1sqm � pc0p0, 1sq` Ñ R, and
α1 is measurable by Lemma 15.4 and the measurability of T0. Moreover, if
f1 P Cr0, 1s, then α1pf1, f2, . . . , fm, g1, . . . , g`q � αpf1, f2, . . . , fm, g1, . . . , g`q.

Define α2 :� α � α1. Then α2 � 0 on C � Dm�1 � c0p0, 1s`, so α2

can be regarded as a multilinear form on pD{Cq � Dm�1 � c0p0, 1s`. By
Theorem 13.1, ∆ : D{C Ñ c0p0, 1s is an isomorphism, so there exists a

bounded multilinear form α3 : c0p0, 1s �Dm�1 � c0p0, 1s` Ñ R such that

α2pf1, f2, . . . , fm, g1, . . . , g`q � α3p∆f1, f2, . . . , fm, g1, . . . , g`q. (15.8)

Then α3 is measurable by induction, and since ∆ : D Ñ c0p0, 1s is measur-
able by Lemma 15.1, (15.8) shows that α2 is measurable.

Thus, α � α1 � α2 is measurable. �

Corollary 15.9. Let X be a D-measurable Dr0, 1s-valued random variable.

Then Xbk is weakly measurable in D pbk and in D qbk for every k ¥ 1.

Proof. Immediate by Theorems 4.6 and 15.8 and the continuous map ι :

D pbk Ñ D qbk. �

We have seen in Example 3.5 that a D-measurable D-valued random
variable X is not always a.s. separably valued. In fact, the following theorem
describes the situation precisely: X is a.s. separably valued if and only if
the jumps only occur in a fixed countable set. (Cf. Theorem 12.5 for c0pSq.)
Lemma 15.10. A subset D0 � D is separable if and only if there exists a
countable subset N of r0, 1s such that suppp∆fq :� tt : |∆fptq| � 0u � N
for each f P D0.

Proof. If N � r0, 1s is countable, then

D1 :� tf P Dr0, 1s : suppp∆fq � Nu (15.9)

is a separable subspace of D, for example because ∆ induces an isomorphism
D1{C � c0pNq, and both C and c0pNq are separable.

Conversely, if D0 � D is separable and tfnu8n�1 is a countable dense
subset, then N :� �

n suppp∆fnq is countable and suppp∆fq � N for every
f P D0. �

Theorem 15.11. Let X be a D-measurable Dr0, 1s-valued random variable.
Then X is a.s. separably valued if and only if there exists a countable subset
N of r0, 1s such that a.s. suppp∆Xq :� tt : |∆Xptq| � 0u � N .

Proof. Immediate from Lemma 15.10. �

However, a weak version always holds.
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Lemma 15.12. Let X be a D-measurable Dr0, 1s-valued random variable.
Then there is a countable set N � r0, 1s such that for each t P r0, 1szN ,
∆Xptq � 0 a.s.

The exceptional null set may depend on t, in contrast to the condition in
Theorem 15.11.

Proof. By Theorem 12.4(ii) applied to ∆X P c0p0, 1s, which is C0-measurable
by Lemma 15.1. �

Theorem 15.13. Let X be a D-measurable Dr0, 1s-valued random variable.
Then X is weakly a.s. separably valued.

Proof. Let N be as in Lemma 15.12 and let D1 � D be the separable
subspace defined in (15.9).

Suppose that χ P D� with χ K D1, and represent χ as in (13.4). Since

χ K D1 and C � D1, we see that if f P C, then 0 � χpfq � ³1
0 f dµ; thus

µ � 0 and χpfq � °
t hptq∆fptq for all f P D. Moreover, if t P N , then

1rt,1s P D1, and thus 0 � χp1rt,1sq � hptq. Hence, any χ K D1 has the form

χpfq �
¸
tPM

hptq∆fptq (15.10)

for some countable set M � tt : hptq � 0u with M XN � H.
For each t P M , we have t R N and thus Xptq � 0 a.s., and thus a.s.

χpXq � 0 by (15.10). �

We extend this to Xbk.

Theorem 15.14. Let X be a D-measurable Dr0, 1s-valued random variable.
Then, for every k ¥ 1, Xbk is weakly a.s. separably valued in the projective

and injective tensor products pDr0, 1sqpbk and pDr0, 1sqqbk.

Proof. It suffices to consider the projective tensor product since ι : pDr0, 1sqpbk Ñ
pDr0, 1sqqbk is continuous.

Let, again, N be as in Lemma 15.12 and let D1 � D be the separable

subspace (15.9). Then Dbk
1 is a separable subspace of D pbk. We claim that

if χ P pD pbkq� and χ K Dbk
1 , then χpXbkq � 0 a.s., which proves the lemma.

By Theorem 4.6, χ is a bounded k-linear form on D. We will prove the
claim by induction, using a more elaborate claim.

For `,m ¥ 0, let L`,m be the set of all p`�mq-linear forms α P LpD`�m,Rq
such that

αpf1, . . . , f`�mq � 0 if f1, . . . , f`�m P D1, (15.11)

and

αpf1, . . . , f`�mq � 0 if fi P C for some i ¤ `. (15.12)

Claim. If `,m ¥ 0, then αpX, . . . ,Xq � 0 a.s. for every α P L`,m.
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The case ` � 0, m � k yields the claim χpXbkq � 0 a.s. above, proving
the lemma. We prove the claim by induction on m.

Step 1: m � 0. If m � 0, then (15.12) shows that α can be seen as
an `-linear form on D{C � c0p0, 1s. Hence there exists an `-linear form

β : c0p0, 1s` Ñ R such that

αpf1, . . . , f`q � βp∆f1, . . . ,∆f`q.
By (15.11), βpg1, . . . , g`q � 0 if supp gi � N for every i. Let A be a countable
subset of p0, 1s given by Lemma 12.2 (applied to β). Then, as in the proof
of Theorem 12.4(iii), PAp∆Xq � PAXN p∆Xq a.s., and thus a.s.

αpX, . . . ,Xq � βp∆X, . . . ,∆Xq � βpPAp∆Xq, . . . , PAp∆Xqq � 0.

Step 2: m ¥ 1. Let k :� ` � m ¥ 1. If k � 1, then the result is
Theorem 15.13 (and its proof). Thus assume k ¥ 2.

For fixed f1, . . . , fk�1, the map fk ÞÑ αpf1, . . . , fkq is a bounded linear
form on D. The restriction to C gives an element of C� � M r0, 1s, i.e. a
signed measure µf1,...,fk�1

on r0, 1s. Define, similarly to (15.7),

α1pf1, . . . , fkq :�
» 1

0
fk dµf1,...,fk�1

.

Then α1 is a bounded k-linear form on D, and thus so is α2 :� α� α1.
If f1, . . . , fk�1 P D1 and fk P C � D1, then αpf1, . . . , fkq � 0 by (15.11);

hence µf1,...,fk�1
� 0 and thus α1pf1, . . . , fkq � 0 for any fk P D. Similarly,

by (15.12), if fi P C for some i ¤ `, then µf1,...,fk�1
� 0 and α1pf1, . . . , fkq �

0. Hence, (15.11) and (15.12) hold for α1, i.e., α1 P L`,m. Consequently,
α2 � α� α1 P L`,m too.

Moreover, if fk P C, then the definition of α1 yields α1pf1, . . . , fkq �
αpf1, . . . , fkq and thus

α2pf1, . . . , fkq � αpf1, . . . , fkq � α1pf1, . . . , fkq � 0.

Hence (15.12) holds for i � k � ` � m too, so (after relabelling) α2 P
L`�1,m�1, and by induction α2pX, . . . ,Xq � 0 a.s.

Return to α1. For each fixed fk P C, pf1, . . . , fk�1q ÞÑ αpf1, . . . , fk�1, fkq
defines a (k � 1)-linear form on D, which by (15.11)–(15.12) belongs to
L`,m�1. By induction, thus αpX, . . . ,X, fkq � 0 a.s. for each fixed fk P
C. By taking fk in a countable dense subset of C, it follows that a.s.
αpX, . . . ,X, fq � 0 for every f P C. Thus, a.s., µX,...,X � 0 and α1pX, . . . ,X, fq �
0 for every f P D; in particular, α1pX, . . . ,X,Xq � 0.

We have shown that αpX, . . . ,Xq � α1pX, . . . ,Xq � α2pX, . . . ,Xq � 0
a.s. when α P L`,m, which proves the claim. �

16. Moments of D-valued random variables

After the preliminaries in the last sections, we can prove analogues of The-

orem 11.16–11.23 forDr0, 1s. (Note that althoughDr0, 1s � CppIq, we cannot
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use these theorems in Section 11 directly, since Dr0, 1s is non-separable and

thus pI is not metrizable.)

We begin with describing the space Dr0, 1sqbk where the moments live.

By Theorem 11.6, Dr0, 1sqbk � CppIqqbk � CppIkq. We return from pI to [0,1]

by taking the restrictions of the functions in CppIqk to the (dense) subset

r0, 1sk � pIk (i.e., the normal points in pIk).
Definition 16.1. Dpr0, 1skq is the Banach space of all functions r0, 1sk Ñ R
that have a continuous extension to pIk; Dpr0, 1skq is equipped with the

supremum norm. Thus Dpr0, 1skq is naturally isometric to CppIkq.
This means that f P Dpr0, 1skq if at each pt1, . . . , tkq P r0, 1sk, f has

limits in the 2k octants (with obvious modifications at the boundary). More
precisely, taking k � 2 for notational convenience, f P Dpr0, 1s2q if and only
if, for each ps, tq P r0, 1s2, the limits

fps�, t�q :� lim
s1Ñs, s1¥s
t1Ñt, t1¥t

fps1, t1q,

fps�, t�q :� lim
s1Ñs, s1¥s
t1Ñt, t1 t

fps1, t1q,

fps�, t�q :� lim
s1Ñs, s1 s
t1Ñt, t1¥t

fps1, t1q,

fps�, t�q :� lim
s1Ñs, s1 s
t1Ñt, t1 t

fps1, t1q

exist (as finite real numbers), except that we ignore all cases with an ar-
gument 0�. Note the slight asymmetry; we use ¥ but  . Note also that
necessarily fps�, t�q � fps, tq when it exists.

Theorem 16.2. If k ¥ 2, then Dr0, 1spbk � Dr0, 1sqbk � Dpr0, 1skq. (The

subspace Dr0, 1spbk of Dpr0, 1skq is not closed, and the norms are different

and not equivalent on Dr0, 1spbk.)

Proof. The equality Dr0, 1sqbk � Dpr0, 1skq follows by Theorem 11.6 ap-

plied to CppIq, together with Definition 16.1, and the inclusion Dr0, 1spbk �
Dr0, 1sqbk by Corollary 11.8, or by Corollary 14.3 and Theorem 8.3.

The claim that Dr0, 1spbk is not a closed subspace of Dpr0, 1skq, is a special

case of the general fact in Remark 11.9, applied to CppIq, but we give also
a direct proof, using an argument from Varopoulos [65] (where CpTqpbCpTq
is studied, and more generally CpKqpbCpKq for an abelian compact group
K.)

By the closed graph theorem the claim is equivalent to the claim that

that the norm on Dr0, 1spbk is not equivalent to the norm inherited from
Dpr0, 1skq, i.e., the sup norm.
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It suffices to consider the case k � 2. If F P L1pr0, 1s2q, let F̂ pm,nq :�´
F ps, tqe2πipms�ntq ds dt be its Fourier coefficients. Since Dr0, 1s � L2r0, 1s,

Parseval’s identity and Hölder’s inequality imply, together wih (4.4), that

if F P Dr0, 1spb2, then
°8
n��8 |F̂ pn, nq| ¤ }F }

Dr0,1s pb2 . However, there ex-

ist trigonometric polynomials fptq � °
n ane

2πint such that supt |fptq| � 1
with

°
n |an| arbitrarily large. (For example Cesáro means of the Fourier

series
°8

2 sin 2πint{pn log nq, which represents a continuous function [70,
Section V.1].) Taking F ps, tq :� fps� tq P Cpr0, 1s2q we have }F }Dpr0,1s2q �
sup |F ps, tq| � 1 and }F }

Dr0,1s pbk
¥ °

n |an| which is arbitrarily large. �

Example 16.3. LetW be standard Brownian motion, regarded as a random
variable in Dr0, 1s. Then all (projective and injective) moments exist (in
Bochner sense), and are the same as for W regarded as an random variable

in Cr0, 1s, see Example 11.11 and Remark 6.22. In particular, EW qb2 is the

covariance function s ^ t regarded as an element of Dr0, 1sqb2 � Dpr0, 1s2q,
and EW pb2 is the same function regarded as an element of the subspace

Dr0, 1spb2. Similarly, the fourth moment is given by the function (11.4).

Example 16.4. TheDr0, 1s-valued random variableX � 1rU,1s in Examples
3.5 and 5.18 is not a.s. separably valued, see Example 5.18, and thus it has
no moments in Bochner sense; however, all moments exist in Pettis sense by
Theorem 16.10 below. The k:th moment is given by the function

E
�
Xpt1q � � �Xptkq

� � E1tU ¤ t1, . . . , U ¤ tku � mintt1, . . . , tku.
This function is continuous, and thus belongs to Cpr0, 1skq � Dpr0, 1skq.

Note that the second moment is the same as for Brownian motion (Ex-
ample 16.3), but not the fourth (or any other moment).

Example 16.5. For a simple example with a discontinuous function in
Dpr0, 1s2q as second moment, let Sn �

°n
1 ξi be a simple random walk, with

ξi i.i.d. and Ppξi � 1q � Ppξi � �1q � 1
2 . Let Xnptq :� Stntu{

?
n. Then

the second moment of Xn P Dr0, 1s is the function in Dpr0, 1s2q given by
EpXnpsqXnptqq � tnpt^ uqu{n.

We turn to conditions for the existence of injective moments.

Theorem 16.6. Suppose that X is a D-measurable Dr0, 1s-valued random
variable. Let k ¥ 1.

(i) EX qbk exists in Dunford sense ðñ the weak k:th moment exists
ðñ suptPr0,1s E |Xptq|k   8.

(ii) EX qbk exists in Pettis sense ðñ the family t|Xptq|k : t P r0, 1su of
random variables is uniformly integrable.

(iii) EX qbk exists in Bochner sense ðñ E
�
suptPr0,1s |Xptq|

�k   8 and

there is a countable set N � r0, 1s such that suppp∆Xq � N a.s.
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If EX qbk exists in Bochner or Pettis sense, then it is the function in

Dr0, 1sqbk � Dpr0, 1skq given by

EX qbkpt1, . . . , tkq � E
�
Xpt1q � � �Xptkq

�
, t1, . . . , tk P r0, 1s. (16.1)

Proof. We use Dr0, 1s � CppIq and try to argue as in the proof of Theo-
rem 11.16; however, several modifications are needed.

(i): The forward implications are immediate as in Theorem 11.16, but for
the remaining implication we argue somewhat differently.

Consider a linear form µ P pDr0, 1sqbkq� � CppIkq� �MrppIkq with }µ} ¤ 1.
Then µ can be regarded as an integral multilinear form on Dr0, 1sk; by
Corollary 15.9, xµ,Xbky is measurable.

A serious technical problem is that Xpt, ωq is in general not jointly mea-

surable on pI � Ω, see Remark 15.7; hence we cannot use Fubini’s theorem
as in (11.6) and (11.7). We circumvent this as follows. Similarly to (11.7),��xµ,Xbky�� � ����»

pIk
Xpt1q � � �Xptkq dµpt1, . . . , tkq

����
¤ 1

k

»
pIk

ķ

i�1

|Xptiq|k d|µ|pt1, . . . , tkq

�
»
pI
|Xptq|k dνptq (16.2)

for some positive measure ν on pI with }ν}
MppIq � }µ} ¤ 1. We now regard

ν as a continuous linear functional χ on CppIq � Dr0, 1s, and represent it by

Corollary 13.2 as f ÞÑ ³1
0 f dν1 �

°
tPp0,1s hptq∆fptq with

}ν1}M � }h}`1 ¤ 2}ν}D� ¤ 2. (16.3)

Thus, (16.2) yields

|xµ,Xbky| ¤
» 1

0
|Xptq|k dν1ptq �

¸
tPp0,1s

hptq∆|X|kptq. (16.4)

Since Xpt, ωq is jointly measurable on r0, 1s�Ω by Lemma 15.1 and the sum
in (16.4) is countable, we can take the expectation in (16.4) and use Fubini’s
theorem here, obtaining

E
��xµ,Xbky�� ¤ » 1

0
E |Xptq|k d|ν1|ptq �

¸
tPp0,1s

|hptq|�E |Xptq|k � E |Xpt�q|k�.
(16.5)

Now suppose that suptPr0,1s E |Xptq|k ¤ C. Then Fatou’s lemma applied

to a sequence tk Õ t yields also E |Xpt�q|k ¤ C for every t ¡ 0, and (16.5)
implies

E
��xµ,Xbky�� ¤ C}ν1}M � 2C}h}`1 ¤ 4C. (16.6)
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This shows that xµ,Xbky is integrable for every µ P pDr0, 1sqbkq�, which

shows that X qbk is Dunford integrable, completing the proof of (i).
(ii): As in Theorem 11.16, the forward implication follows by Theo-

rem 6.19(i), taking x� � δt, t P r0, 1s.
For the converse, apply (16.6) to 1EX , where E P F is an event, and

obtain
E
��1Exµ,Xbky�� ¤ 4 sup

tPr0,1s
E
�
1E |Xptq|k

�
, (16.7)

which by (5.4) shows that if the family t|Xptq|ku is uniformly integrable, then

the family txµ,X qbky : }µ} ¤ 1u is uniformly integrable. Since Theorem 15.14

shows that X qbk is weakly a.s. separably valued, it follows by Theorem 5.8

that EX qbk exists in Pettis sense.
(iii): Immediate by Theorems 6.7 and 15.11.
The final claim follows by Theorem 16.2 and the argument in the proof

of Theorem 11.10, which yields (11.3) in the present setting too. �

The case k � 1 in Theorem 16.6 gives the following characterisations of
the existence of the expectation EX of a Dr0, 1s-valued random variable.

Corollary 16.7. Let X be a D-measurable Dr0, 1s-valued random variable.

(i) EX exists in Dunford sense ðñ suptPr0,1s E |Xptq|   8.

(ii) EX exists in Pettis sense ðñ the family tXptq : t P r0, 1su of random
variables is uniformly integrable.

(iii) EX exists in Bochner sense ðñ E
�
suptPr0,1s |Xptq|

�   8 and there

is a countable set N � r0, 1s such that suppp∆Xq � N a.s.

In the Pettis and Bochner cases, EX P Dr0, 1s is the function t ÞÑ EXptq.
�

As in Theorem 11.19, an even injective moment exists in Pettis sense if

and only if it exists in Dunford sense and it belongs toDr0, 1sqbk � Dpr0, 1skq.
Theorem 16.8. Suppose that X is a D-measurable Dr0, 1s-valued random
variable such that suptPr0,1s E |Xptq|2   8. Suppose that k ¥ 2 is even. Then
the following are equivalent.

(i) EX qbk exists in Pettis sense.
(ii) The function gptq :� EXptqk belongs to Dr0, 1s, and gpt�q :� EXpt�qk,

0   t ¤ 1.

Proof. (i) ùñ (ii): If tn is a sequence in [0,1] and tn × t, then Xptnqk Ñ
Xptqk, while if tn Õ t, then Xptnqk Ñ Xpt�qk. By Theorem 16.6, t|Xptq|k :
t P r0, 1su is uniformly integrable; thus it follows that EXptnqk Ñ EXptqk
or EXptnqk Ñ EXpt�qk, respectively.

(ii) ùñ (i): If tn is any sequence in [0,1], there exist a subsequence
(still denoted tn for convenience) such that tn Ñ t for some t P r0, 1s; we
may furthermore select the subsequence such that either tn ¥ t or tn   t
for all n. In the first case, Xptnq Ñ Xptq and thus |Xptnq|k Ñ |Xptq|k;
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furthermore, by (ii) and the fact that k is even, E |Xptnq|k � gptnq Ñ
gptq � E |Xptq|k. In the second case, similarly |Xptnq|k Ñ |Xpt�q|k and
E |Xptnq|k � gptnq Ñ gpt�q � E |Xpt�q|k. In both cases it follows that
|Xptnq|k converges in L1pPq (to |Xptq|k or |Xpt�q|k), see [34, Theorem 5.5.2].
Consequently, t|Xptq|k : t P r0, 1su is a relatively compact subset of L1pP q,
and in particular relatively weakly compact and thus uniformly integrable
[22, Theorem IV.8.11]. Thus (i) follows by Theorem 16.6(ii). �

The extra condition gpt�q :� EXpt�qk in Theorem 16.8 cannot be omit-
ted, as seen by the following example.

Example 16.9. Let In :� r1 � 2�n, 1 � 2�n�1q and let X equal 2n{21In
with probability 2�n, n ¥ 1. Then EXptq2 � 1r1{2,1qptq ¤ 1 but tXptq2u
is not uniformly integrable; hence it follows from Theorem 16.6 that EX qb2

exists in Dunford sense but not in Pettis sense. Note that gptq :� EXptq2 �
1r1{2,1qptq P Dr0, 1s but EXp1�q2 � 0 � gp1�q.

For projective moments, we do not know any general necessary and suf-
ficient conditions for existence in Pettis or Dunford sense, but we have a
simple sufficient condition.

Theorem 16.10. Let X be a D-measurable Dr0, 1s-valued random variable,
and suppose that E }X}k   8.

(i) Then EX pbk exists in Pettis sense.

(ii) EX pbk exists in Bochner sense ðñ there is a countable set N � r0, 1s
such that suppp∆Xq � N a.s.

Proof. (i): Let α P LpDk,Rq be a k-linear form. Then xα,Xbky is measur-
able by Corollary 15.9, and��xα,Xbky�� ¤ }α}}X}k.

It follows that the family
 xα,X pbky : }α} ¤ 1

(
is uniformly integrable.

Moreover, X pbk is weakly a.s. separably valued by Theorem 15.14. Hence

Theorem 5.8 shows, using Theorem 4.6, that EX pbk exists in Pettis sense.
(ii): This is another special case of Theorem 6.7. �

For the second moment, we can as for CpKq use Grothendieck’s theorem
Theorem 11.20 to show that the conditions for the injective moment in
Theorem 16.6 also imply the existence of the projective second moment,
thus improving Theorem 16.10 when k � 2. Example 11.27 shows that this
does not extend to k ¥ 3.

Theorem 16.11. Let X be a D-measurable Dr0, 1s-valued random variable.

(i) EX pb2 exists in Dunford sense ðñ EX qb2 exists in Dunford sense
ðñ the weak second moment exists ðñ suptPr0,1s E |Xptq|2   8.
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(ii) EX pb2 exists in Pettis sense ðñ EX qb2 exists in Pettis sense ðñ
the family t|Xptq|2 : t P r0, 1su of random variables is uniformly inte-
grable.

(iii) EX pb2 exists in Bochner sense ðñ EX qb2 exists in Bochner sense

ðñ E
�
suptPr0,1s |Xptq|

�2   8 and there is a countable set N � r0, 1s
such that suppp∆Xq � N a.s.

Proof. The forward implications follow directly, as in the proof of Theo-
rem 11.22, using also Theorem 15.11.

(i): Let α be a bounded bilinear form on Dr0, 1s � CppIq. By The-

orem 11.20, α extends to a bounded bilinear form on L2ppI, νq for some

probability measure ν on pI; more precisely, (11.10) yields��xα,Xb2y�� ¤ 2kG}α}
»
pI
|Xptq|2 dνptq. (16.8)

This is, apart from a constant, the same estimate as (16.2) (proved for
integral forms), and the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 16.6
yields, cf. (16.6),

E
��xα,Xb2y�� ¤ 8kG}α} sup

tPr0,1s
E |Xptq|2. (16.9)

Furthermore, xα,Xb2y is measurable by Corollary 15.9. It follows that if

suptPr0,1s E |Xptq|2   8, then EX pb2 exists in Dunford sense.

(ii): Assume that the family t|Xptq|2 : t P Ku is uniformly integrable. By
applying (16.9) to 1EX as in the proof of Theorem 16.6, we obtain from
(5.4) that the family

 
αpX,Xq : α P LpDr0, 1s2;Rq, }α} ¤ 1

(
is uniformly

integrable. Moreover, X pb2 is weakly a.s. separably valued by Theorem 15.14.

Hence Theorem 5.8 shows, using Theorem 4.6, that EX pb2 exists in Pettis
sense.

(iii): This is again a special case of Theorem 6.7. �

Theorem 16.12. Let X and Y be D-measurable Dr0, 1s-valued random
variables such that suptPr0,1s |Xptq|2   8 and suptPr0,1s |Y ptq|2   8. Then
the following are equivalent.

(i) EαpX,Xq � EαpY, Y q for every bounded bilinear form α on Dr0, 1s.
(ii) E

�
x�1pXqx�2pXq

� � E
�
x�1pY qx�2pY q

�
, for any x�1 , x

�
2 P Dr0, 1s�.

(iii) E
�
Xpt1qXpt2q

� � E
�
Y pt1qY pt2q

�
for any t1, t2 P r0, 1s.

(iv) EX pb2 � EY pb2 in Dr0, 1spb2, with the moments existing in Dunford
sense.

(v) EX qb2 � EY qb2 in Dr0, 1sqb2, with the moments existing in Dunford
sense.

Proof. We argue as in the proof of Theorem 11.23, with some changes. The
implications (i) ùñ (ii) ùñ (iii) and (iv) ùñ (v) are trivial, the equivalence
(i) ðñ (iv) is Corollary 6.17 and (v) ùñ (ii) follows by (6.3). It remains to
show that (iii) ùñ (i).
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Thus, let α P LpDr0, 1s2;Rq � LpCppIq2;Rq. By Theorem 11.20 there

exists a probability measure ν on pI such that α extends to L2ppI, νq. The
main difference from Theorem 11.23 is that we cannot assert that Xpt, ωq is

jointly measurable on pI�Ω, see Remark 15.7. It is, however, still possible to

regard X as a map into L2ppI, νq. We prefer to state this slightly differently,
returning to [0,1] by the argument already used in the proof of Theorem 16.6.

We thus regard ν as a continuous linear functional χ on CppIq � Dr0, 1s; we
now use the representation (13.7) in Remark 13.3 and write it as»

pI
f dν � χpfq �

» 1

0
fptqdµ1ptq �

» 1

0
fpt�q dµ2ptq, (16.10)

where µ2 is a discrete measure supported on a countable set ttnu8n�1. It is
easily seen that both µ1 and µ2 are positive measures. (We may alternatively
omit this verification and replace them by |µ1| and |µ2|, possibly increasing
ν.)

Let Σ :� r0, 1sYttn�u8n�1 � pI. We define a σ-field A on Σ by A :� tA �
Σ : AXr0, 1s P Bpr0, 1squ, and let µ be the measure µ1�µ12 on pΣ,Aq, where
µ12 is the measure on ttn�u8n�1 given by µ12ttn�u :� µ2ttnu. Then (16.10)
can be written »

pI
f dν �

»
Σ
f dµ. (16.11)

Applying this to |f |2, we see that }f}
L2ppI,νq � }f}L2pΣ,µq for all f P Dr0, 1s,

and α thus extends to a bounded bilinear form on L2pΣ, µq. Moreover,
Lemma 15.1 implies that Xpt, ωq is jointly measurable on Σ � Ω. Conse-
quently, X is a Bochner measurable random variable in L2pΣ, µq by Lemma 10.1.
Furthermore, the assumption that supt E |Xptq|2   8 implies by Fubini’s

theorem, as in (11.12), that E }X}2L2pΣ,µq   8, and thus EX pb2 exists in

L2pΣ, µqpb2 in Bochner sense. The same holds for EY pb2.
The proof is now completed as for Theorem 11.23, mutatis mutandis. �

Theorem 16.13. Let X and Y be D-measurable Dr0, 1s-valued random
variables, and suppose that either

(i) E }X}k   8 and E }Y }k   8, or
(ii) k � 2 and suptE |Xptq|2 : t P r0, 1su   8, suptE |Y ptq|2 : t P r0, 1su  

8.

Then (1.2) is equivalent to (1.3), and further to

E
�
Xpt1q � � �Xptkq

� � E
�
Y pt1q � � �Y ptkq

�
, t1, . . . , tk P r0, 1s. (16.12)

Proof. (i): By Theorem 16.10, EX pbk and EY pbk exist in Pettis sense. Thus,

EX qbk and EY qbk too exist in Pettis sense, and the result follows by The-
orem 8.3, Corollaries 6.17 and 6.14 and (16.1), similarly as in the proofs of
Theorems 1.1 and 1.3.

(ii): A simplified version of Theorem 16.12. �
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Remark 16.14. As for Theorem 11.23, we do not know whether the con-
dition (i) can be weakened for k ¥ 3.

17. Uniqueness

In the previous sections we have considered the k:th moment(s) for a fixed
k. In this section and the next, we consider the sequence of all moments. In
the present section we show that there are analogues of the classical results
for real-valued random variables that the moments (under certain condi-
tions) determine the distribution. In Section 18 we consider convergence,
where the situation is more complicated and less satisfactory.

We suppose for simplicity that the Banach space B is separable. All ran-
dom variables are tacitly assumed to be (Borel) measurable, cf. Theorem 3.3.

We begin with two simple results on the existence of all moments.

Theorem 17.1. Let X be a B-valued random variable, where B is a sepa-
rable Banach space. Then the following are equivalent.

(i) E }X}k   8 for every k ¥ 1,

(ii) The projective moment EX pbk exists in Bochner sense for every k ¥ 1.

(iii) The injective moment EX qbk exists in Bochner sense for every k ¥ 1.

Proof. An immediate consequence of Theorem 6.7. �

We do not know any general weaker criterion for the existence of projective
moments in Pettis or Dunford sense. (See Theorem 9.14 for one case where
no weaker criterion exists, and Theorem 11.22 for a case when it does.) For
injective moments we have the following.

Theorem 17.2. Let X be a B-valued random variable, where B is a sepa-
rable Banach space. Then the following are equivalent.

(i) E |xx�, Xy|k   8 for every k ¥ 1,

(ii) The injective moment EX qbk exists in Dunford sense for every k ¥ 1.

(iii) The injective moment EX qbk exists in Pettis sense for every k ¥ 1.

Proof. (i) ðñ (ii): By Theorem 6.10(ii)(a).
(ii) ðñ (iii): If (ii) holds, then suptE |xx�, Xy|k : }x�} ¤ 1u   8 for

every k ¥ 1 by Theorem 6.10(i). Thus suptE |xx�, Xy|k�1 : }x�} ¤ 1u   8,
which implies that t|xx�, Xy|k : }x�} ¤ 1u is uniformly integrable. Theo-
rem 6.19(ii)(a) shows that (iii) holds. The converse is obvious. �

It is well-known that already on R, there are random variables with the
same moments but different distributions, see e.g. [34, Section 4.10]. A
well-known sufficient condition for the distribution of X to be uniquely de-
termined by the moments is the Carleman condition [10]

8̧

n�1

�
E |X|2n��1{2n � 8. (17.1)

Note that (17.1) is satisfied whenever E et|X|   8 for some t ¡ 0.
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Theorem 17.3. Let B be a separable Banach space and let X and Y be two
B-valued random variables. Suppose that E }X}k   8 and E }Y }k   8 for
every k ¥ 1 and that }X} satisfies the Carleman condition (17.1). Then the
following are equivalent.

(i) X
d� Y .

(ii) EX pbk � EY pbk for every k ¥ 1.

(iii) EX qbk � EY qbk for every k ¥ 1.

(iv) xx�, Xy d� xx�, Y y for every x� P B�.

Proof. Note that the moments exist in Bochner sense by Theorem 17.1.
(i) ùñ (ii) is obvious and (ii) ùñ (iii) follows by Theorem 6.2.
(iii) ùñ (iv): If x� P B�, then

Exx�, Xyk � xEX qbk, px�qbky � xEY qbk, px�qbky � Exx�, Y yk
for every k ¥ 1 by (6.3) and (iii). Since E |xx�, Xy|k ¤ }x�}k E }X}k, the
Carleman condition (17.1) holds for xx�, Xy too, and it follows that (iv)
holds.

(iv) ùñ (i): This is well-known [42]. (Sketch of proof: Any finite linear
combination of elements of B� is another element of B�. Hence (iv) implies,
by the Cramér–Wold device, that (iv) holds jointly for any finite number
of functionals x�. A standard application of the monotone class theorem
shows that PpX P Aq � PpY P Aq for every A P Bw � B.) �

Remark 17.4. The proof of Theorem 17.3 shows that it suffices that the
Carleman condition holds for each xx�, Xy. Moreover, if we only consider
injective moments, and the equivalences (i) ðñ (iii) ðñ (iv), then the mo-
ment assumptions may be weakened to E |xx�, Xy|k   8 and E |xx�, Y y|k  
8 for every k ¥ 1, with the injective moments existing in Pettis sense by
Theorem 17.2.

Remark 17.5. The assumption that B is separable is essential; the equiv-
alence (i) ðñ (iv) is not true in general for non-separable B. Example 7.4
gives an X in `2r0, 1s such that xx�, Xy � 0 a.s. for every x� P `2r0, 1s� �
`2r0, 1s, and thus xx�, Xy d� xx�, Y y with Y � 0, although X � 0 a.s.

18. Convergence

As in the preceding section, we assume that the Banach space B is sepa-
rable, and that all random variables are (Borel) measurable.

We consider a sequence Xn, n ¥ 1 of B-valued random variables, and
a potential limit X. For definition and general properties of convergence

in distribution, denoted Xn
dÝÑ X, see [6]. In particular, recall that con-

vergence in distribution can be described by a metric, at least when B is
separable as here, see [6, Theorem 6.8]. (The non-separable case is more
complicated and related to the existence of real-measurable cardinals, cf.
Remark 9.13, see [5, Appendix III].)
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As in the real-valued case, convergence in distribution implies conver-
gence of the moments, provided some suitable integrability condition holds
uniformly. We state one simple such result.

Theorem 18.1. Suppose that X and Xn, n ¥ 1, are B-valued random

variables, where B is a separable Banach space. Suppose that Xn
dÝÑ X,

and that supn E }Xn}k   8 for every k ¥ 1. Then EX pbk
n Ñ EX pbk in B pbk

and EX qbk
n Ñ EX qbk in B qbk as nÑ8, for every k ¥ 1.

Proof. By Theorem 17.1, all moments EX pbk
n and EX qbk

n exist. Furthermore,

}Xn} dÝÑ }X}, and thus by Fatou’s lemma (for convergence in distribution
[34, Theorem 5.5.8]), E }X}k ¤ lim infnÑ8 E }Xn}k   8. Hence all mo-

ments EX pbk and EX qbk also exist.
By the Skorohod representation theorem [6, Theorem 6.7], we may assume

that Xn
a.s.ÝÑ X. Then X pbk

n
a.s.ÝÑ X pbk, since the (non-linear) mapping x ÞÑ

xbk is continuous B Ñ B pbk. Thus, }X pbk
n �X pbk} a.s.ÝÑ 0. Furthermore,

}X pbk
n �X

pbk} ¤ }X pbk
n } � }X pbk} � }Xn}k � }X}k, (18.1)

and since supn E }Xn}2k   8 and E }X}k   8, it follows that the family

t}X pbk
n �X pbk} : n ¥ 1u is uniformly integrable (for any fixed k), see e.g. [34,

Theorems 5.4.2–4.6]; hence E }X pbk
n �X pbk} Ñ 0. Consequently,

}EX pbk
n � EX pbk} � }EpX pbk

n �X
pbkq} ¤ E }X pbk

n �X
pbk} Ñ 0,

as nÑ8. This proves EX pbk
n Ñ EX pbk, and EX qbk

n Ñ EX qbk follows
similarly, or by Theorem 6.2. �

If B is finite-dimensional, then the converse to Theorem 18.1 holds, pro-
vided the moments determine the distribution of X (for example by the
Theorem 17.3); this is the standard method of moments (in several vari-
ables).

In infinite dimensions, there is in general no converse. We begin with
a simple example showing that convergence of the injective moments does
not imply convergence in distribution. Moreover, the example shows that
convergence of the injective moments does not imply convergence of the
projective moments. (The converse implication is trivial by Theorem 6.2.)

Example 18.2. Regard Rn as a subspace of `2 by the isometric embedding
pa1, . . . , anq ÞÑ pa1, . . . , an, 0, 0, . . . q. Let Xn :� n�1{2pξ1, . . . , ξnq P Rn � `2,
where ξ1, ξ2, . . . � Np0, 1q are i.i.d. standard normal random variables.

Note first that }Xn}2 � 1
n

°n
i�1 ξ

2
i Ñ 1 a.s. as nÑ8 by the law of large

numbers. Thus Xn does not tend to 0 in distribution.

Next, consider the injective moment EX qbk
n . (It does not matter whether

we regard EX qbk
n as an element of pRnqqbk or p`2qqbk, since pRnqqbk is isomet-

rically a subspace of p`2qqbk, see Remark 4.4.)
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If y � pa1, . . . , akq P Rn, then xy,Xy � °n
i�1 ain

�1{2ξi is normal with
mean 0 and variance

°n
i�1 a

2
in

�1 E ξ2
i � }y}2{n, i.e. xy,Xy � Np0, }y}2{nq.

Hence, for any y1, . . . , yk P Rn, by Hölder’s inequality,

|xEX qbk
n , y1 b � � � b yky| �

��E�xX, y1y � � � xX, yky
���

¤
k¹
i�1

pE |xX, yiy|kq1{k ¤ Ck

k¹
i�1

}yi}?
n

for some constant Ck :� E |ξ1|k. Since B qbk can be seen (isometrically) as a
subspace of LpBk;Rq, see Section 4, it follows that

}EX qbk
n } ¤ Ckn

�k{2. (18.2)

In particular, the injective moments EX qbk
n Ñ 0 as nÑ8 for every k ¥ 1.

Finally, the second moment EXb2
n is given by the covariance matrix,

EXb2
n �

� 1

n
E ξiξj

	n
i,j�1

� 1

n
I, (18.3)

where I is the identity matrix. Regarded as an operator, I is the identity
operator in Rn, which has trace norm }I}N pRnq � n. Since the projective
tensor norm equals the trace norm (for Hilbert spaces), see Theorem 9.2, we

obtain }EX pb2
n } � } 1

nI}N pRnq � 1. (Since there exists a projection `2 Ñ Rn

of norm 1, it does not matter whether we regard EX pb2
n as an element of

pRnqpb2 or p`2qpb2.) Hence the projective moments EX pb2
n do not tend to 0.

In fact, this extends to every infinite-dimensional Banach space.

Theorem 18.3. Let B be any infinite-dimensional Banach space. Then
there exists a sequence of Bochner measurable random variables Xn in B

such that the injective moments EX qbk
n Ñ 0 as nÑ8 for every k ¥ 1 but

Xn does not tend to 0; in fact, }Xn} pÝÑ 1.

Proof. Let εn Ñ 0 (for example, εn :� 1{n). By Dvoretzky’s theorem, see
e.g. [42] or [53], for every n, there is a n-dimensional subspace Bn of B
such that Bn is isomorphic to Rn by an isomorphism Tn : Rn Ñ Bn with
}Tn}, }T�1

n } ¤ 1� εn.
Let X 1

n P Rn be as Xn in Example 18.2, and let Xn :� TnX
1
n P B. �

Remark 18.4. It is easy to see that we may replace Xn in Example 18.2 or

Theorem 18.3 by Xn{}Xn}, thus obtaining }Xn} � 1 a.s. and EX qbk
n Ñ 0 for

every k ¥ 1. (In Example 18.2, this means taking Xn uniformly distributed
on the unit sphere of Rn.)

For projective moments, the situation is more complicated. We next
give another example (with B � c0), showing that also convergence of the
projective moments does not imply convergence in distribution in general.
On the other hand, we then show that in a Hilbert space, it does (assuming
a Carleman condition). Moreover, we shall show that in a Hilbert space,
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even weak convergence (denoted
wÝÑ) of the projective moments suffices to

imply convergence in distribution.

Example 18.5. Let B � c0 and let Xn be the B-valued random variable
given by PpXn � eiq � 1{n, i � 1, . . . , n. Then }Xn} � 1.

If α is a k-linear form on c0, then by (12.4), using the notation (12.3) and
the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality,

|xα,EX pbky| � |Exα,X pbky| �
����� 1n

ņ

i�1

αpei, . . . , eiq
����� ¤ � 1

n

ņ

i�1

|api, . . . , iq|2
	1{2

¤
� 1

n

¸
s1,...,skPN

|aps1, . . . , skq|2
	1{2

¤ n�1{2}α}.

Hence, using Theorem 4.6,

}X pbk
n } ¤ n�1{2 Ñ 0 as nÑ8.

Consequently, EX pbk
n Ñ 0 for every k, but Xn � pÝÑ 0.

Theorem 18.6. Suppose that X and Xn, n ¥ 1, are H-valued random
variables, where H is a separable Hilbert space. Suppose further that }X}
satisfies the Carleman condition (17.1). If EX pbk

n
wÝÑ EX pbk in B pbk for

every k ¥ 1, with the moments existing in Pettis sense, then Xn
dÝÑ X.

Proof. For any fixed y P H, and any m ¥ 1,

}x� y}2m � xx� y, x� yym �
2m̧

k�0

αkpx, . . . , xq,

where αk is some bounded k-linear form (depending on y and m). Hence, if

EX pbk
n

wÝÑ EX pbk for every k, then

E }Xn � y}2m �
2m̧

k�0

Exαk, Xbk
n y �

2m̧

k�0

xαk,EXbk
n y

Ñ
2m̧

k�0

xαk,EXbky � E }X � y}2m. (18.4)

Since }X} satisfies the Carleman condition, it is straightforward to show
that }X � y} ¤ }X} � }y} does too. It thus follows from (18.4), by the
method of moments, that

}Xn � y}2 dÝÑ }X � y}2. (18.5)

(We use here the fact that for positive random variables, the Carleman
condition can be relaxed to (17.1) for the square root, see [34, (4.10.2)].
Alternatively, we can introduce random signs and apply the method of mo-

ments to show that �}Xn�y} dÝÑ �}X�y}, where all odd moments vanish
and thus converge trivially.)
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The argument extends to any linear combination of }Xn�y1}2, . . . , }Xn�
y`}2 for any given y1, . . . , y` P H; hence (18.5) holds with joint convergence
for any finite set y1, . . . , y` P H.

Consequently, if A � B is a finite intersection of open balls Bpyi, riq :�
tx : }x � yi}   riu such that PpX P BBpyi, riqq � 0, then PpXn P Aq Ñ
PpX P Aq; this implies Xn

dÝÑ X by [6, Theorem 2.4]. �

Remark 18.7. The argument extends to the spaces Lppµq (assumed to be

separable) provided p is an even integer (and }X}p{2 satisfies the Carleman
condition). We do not know whether there are further Banach spaces such

that EX pbk
n Ñ EX pbk for every k implies Xn

dÝÑ X (provided X is bounded,
say, for simplicity).

Specialising to X � 0, we have the related problem: For which Banach

spaces B does EX pbk
n Ñ 0 in B pbk for every k imply Xn

pÝÑ 0?

Next we show that weak convergence of the injective moments is equiva-
lent to weak convergence in distribution, meaning convergence in distribution
of xx�, Xny for every x� P B�.

Theorem 18.8. Suppose that X and Xn, n ¥ 1, are B-valued random
variables, where B is a separable Banach space. Suppose further that

sup
n¥1

E |xx�, Xny|k   8 (18.6)

for every x� P B� and every k ¥ 1, and that every xx�, Xy, x� P B�, satisfies
the Carleman condition (17.1). Then the following are equivalent.

(i) EX qbk
n

wÝÑ EX qbk in B qbk for every k ¥ 1.
(ii) E

�
x�1pXnq � � �x�kpXnq

� Ñ E
�
x�1pXq � � �x�kpXq

�
for every k ¥ 1 and

x�1 , . . . , x
�
k P B�. (In other words, the weak moments converge point-

wise.)
(iii) E

�
x�pXnqk

�Ñ E
�
x�pXqk� for every k ¥ 1 and x� P B�.

(iv) x�pXnq dÝÑ x�pXq for every x� P B�.

(v) x�pXnq dÝÑ x�pXq jointly for all x� P B�.

Note that all (injective) moments exist in Pettis sense by Theorem 17.2
together with (18.6) and the Carleman condition for xx�, Xy (which implies
that E |xx�, Xy|k   8 for every k).

Proof. By assumption, for every k ¥ 1, T : x� ÞÑ pxx�, X1y, xx�, X2y, . . . q
maps B� into `8pLkpPqq. By the closed graph theorem, T is bounded, and
thus

Ck :� sup
 
E |xx�, Xny|k : }x�} ¤ 1, n ¥ 1

(   8. (18.7)

Note that, by definition, (i) holds if and only if

xχ,EX qbk
n y � Exχ,X qbk

n y Ñ Exχ,X qbky � xχ,EX qbky (18.8)

for every χ P pB qbkq� and every k ¥ 1.
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(i) ùñ (ii): Choosing χ � x�1 b � � � b x�k in (18.8), (ii) follows by (6.3).

(ii) ùñ (i): Let χ P pB qbkq�. By Theorem 4.7, χ has a representation
(4.10), and as shown in the proof of Theorem 6.10, (6.5) holds, together
with the corresponding formula with X replaced by Xn. Thus, (18.8) can
be written»

Kk

E
�
x�1pXnq � � �x�kpXnq

�
dµpx�1 , . . . , x�kq

Ñ
»
Kk

E
�
x�1pXq � � �x�kpXq

�
dµpx�1 , . . . , x�kq. (18.9)

The integrand converges pointwise by (ii); furthermore, by Hölder’s inequal-
ity and (18.7),

��E�x�1pXnq � � �x�kpXnq
��� ¤ Ck. Consequently, (18.9) holds by

dominated convergence.
(ii) ùñ (iii): A special case, obtained by taking x�1 � � � � � x�k � x�.
(iii) ùñ (ii): A standard polarisation argument. Given x�1 , . . . , x

�
k, use

(iii) with x� :� t1x
�
1 � � � � � tkx

�
k, where t1, . . . , tk are real numbers. Then

both sides of (iii) are (homogeneous) polynomials in t1, . . . , tk, and since the
left side converges to the right for every t1, . . . , tk, the coefficient of t1 � � � tk
converges too, which yields (ii) (after dividing by k!).

(iii) ùñ (iv): This is the usual method of moments for the real-valued
random variables xx�, Xny, using the Carleman condition.

(iv) ùñ (iii): For any fixed k, the random variables xx�, Xnyk are uni-
formly integrable, by (18.6) with k � 1. Hence (iv) ùñ (iii).

(iv) ðñ (v): The joint convergence in (v) means, by definition, joint
convergence for any finite set x�1 , . . . , x

�
k P B�. Since any linear combination

of x�1 , . . . , x
�
k is another element of B�, this follows from (iv) by the Cramér–

Wold device. (Cf. the proof of Theorem 17.3.) �

Remark 18.9. If all (injective) moments exist in Pettis sense and Theo-
rem 18.8(i) holds, then (iii) holds by (6.3), see the proof above, and thus
(18.6) holds for every even k, and thus for every k, so (18.6) is redundant
in this case.

Example 18.10. Take B � `1 and let Xn be as in Theorem 18.3 and

Remark 18.4. Then the injective moments EX qbk
n Ñ 0, and Theorem 18.8

shows that xx�, Xny dÝÑ 0 as nÑ8 for every x� P p`1q�; equivalently,

xx�, Xny pÝÑ 0 as nÑ8. However, }Xn} � 1 and thus Xn � pÝÑ 0.
By Schur’s theorem [17, p. 85], a sequence in `1 converges weakly if and

only if it converges strongly (i.e., in norm). We see that this does not extend
to convergence in probability (or distribution) for sequences of random vari-
ables in `1. This also shows that Skorohod’s representation theorem does
not hold for weak convergence in distribution: there is no way to couple
the random variables Xn such that Xn

wÝÑ 0 a.s., since this would imply

Xn Ñ 0 a.s. by Schur’s theorem, and thus Xn
pÝÑ 0.
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If we know tightness by other means, weak convergence in distribution is
equivalent to convergence in distribution.

Corollary 18.11. Suppose that X and Xn, n ¥ 1, are B-valued random
variables, where B is a separable Banach space. Suppose further that all

injective moments EX qbk
n exist in Pettis sense, that EX qbk

n
wÝÑ EX qbk in

B qbk for every k ¥ 1, that the sequence Xn is tight, and that every xx�, Xy,
x� P B�, satisfies the Carleman condition (17.1). Then Xn

dÝÑ X.

Proof. By Theorem 18.8 and Remark 18.9, x�pXnq dÝÑ x�pXq for every
x� P B�. Since Xn is tight, every subsequence has a subsubsequence that
converges in distribution to some random variable Y in B [6]. Then, along

the subsubsequence, x�pXnq dÝÑ x�pY q for every x� P B�, and thus x�pY q d�
x�pXq, which implies Y

d� X, see Theorem 17.3. Hence every subsequence
has a subsubsequence converging (in distribution) to X, which implies that
the full sequence converges. �

In Hilbert spaces, we can use the second moment to deduce tightness.
We regard as usual the second moments as operators on H; recall that
they always are positive operators by Theorem 9.4. Recall also that if the

second injective moment EX qb2 exists (in any sense, e.g. Dunford) and is

a trace class operator, then the projective moment EX pb2 exists too, in
Bochner (and thus Pettis) sense by Theorem 9.10. (And conversely, see
Corollary 9.11.) Moreover, the projective and injective second moments are
then given by the same operator, so it does not matter which of them we
use.

We identify H pbH with the space N pHq of nuclear (trace class) operators
on H, see Section 9. For operators T,U in a Hilbert space H, we let as usual
T ¤ U mean xTx, xy ¤ xUx, xy for every x P H; in particular, T ¥ 0 (T is
positive) if xTx, xy ¥ 0.

Theorem 18.12. Let H be a separable Hilbert space, and let tXα : α P Au
be a family of H-valued random variables. Suppose that there is a nuclear

operator T P H pbH � N pHq such that EX qb2
α ¤ T for every α P A, with the

moment existing in Dunford sense. Then tXα : α P Au is tight.

Proof. By the spectral theorem for compact self-adjoint operators, e.g. [13,
Corollary II.5.4], there exists an ON basis penq in H such that

T �
8̧

n�1

λnen b en, (18.10)

where λn is the eigenvalue corresponding to en, λn ¥ 0 because T ¥ EX qb2
α ¥

0, and
°8
n�1 λn � }T }N pHq   8.
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Choose a positive sequence an Ñ8 such that
°8
n�1 anλn   8, and define

|||x|||2 :�
8̧

n�1

an|xX, eny|2 ¤ 8.

Define Kr :� tx P H : |||x||| ¤ ru. It is well known (and easy to see, e.g.
using [42, Lemma 2.2]) that each Kr is a compact subset of H. Moreover,
for each α, using (6.3) and (18.10),

E |||Xα|||2 �
8̧

n�1

an E |xXα, eny|2 �
8̧

n�1

anxEX pb2
α en, eny

¤
8̧

n�1

anxTen, eny �
8̧

n�1

anλn   8.

Hence, by Markov’s inequality, PpXα R Krq ¤
°8
n�1 anλn{r2 Ñ 0 as r Ñ8,

uniformly in α P A, which shows that tXαu is tight. �

Theorem 18.13. Let H be a separable Hilbert space, and let tXα : α P Au
be a family of H-valued random variables. If the family tEX pb2

α : α P Au of
projective second moments is relatively compact in H pbH � N pHq, with the
moments existing in Pettis sense, then tXα : α P Au is tight.

Proof. Consider any sequence pXαnq8n�1 with αn P A, n ¥ 1. By the com-
pactness assumption, there is a subsequence, which we simply denote by

pXnq, such that EX pb2
n Ñ V in H pbH � N pHq for some V P N pHq. By

taking a further subsequence, we may assume that

}EX pb2
n � V }N pHq   2�n. (18.11)

Let Tn :� EX pb2
n � V ; this is a symmetric nuclear operator and the corre-

sponding positive operator |Tn| :� pT �nTnq1{2 satisfies

} |Tn| }N pHq � }Tn}N pHq   2�n. (18.12)

Define T :� V �°8
n�1 |Tn| P N pHq, where the sum converges in N pHq by

(18.12). Note that for any x P H,

xEX pb2
n x, xy � xTnx, xy � xV x, xy ¤ x|Tn|x, xy � xV x, xy ¤ xTx, xy.

Thus, EX pb2
n ¤ T . By Theorem 18.12, the sequence pXnq is tight, and thus

there is a subsequence that converges in distribution.
We have shown that every sequence pXαnq has a subsequence that con-

verges in distribution; this shows that tXαu is tight. �

This leads to the following convergence criterion, combining the second
projective and arbitrary injective (or, equivalently, weak) moments. Com-
pare Theorems 18.3 and 18.6.
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Theorem 18.14. Suppose that X and Xn, n ¥ 1, are H-valued random

variables, where H is a separable Hilbert space. If EX pb2
n Ñ EX pb2 in

H pb2 � N pHq and EX qbk
n

wÝÑ EX qbk in H qbk for every k ¥ 1, with all
moments existing in Pettis sense, and furthermore every xy,Xy, y P H,

satisfies the Carleman condition (17.1), then Xn
dÝÑ X.

Proof. Since the sequence EX pb2
n converges, it is relatively compact, and thus

Theorem 18.13 shows that the sequence pXnq is tight. The result follows
from Corollary 18.11. �

We do not know whether there are similar results for other Banach spaces.
Example 18.5 shows that convergence of moments is not enough to pro-
vide tightness in general. Note that a commonly used sufficient condition
for tightness of a family tXαu in Cr0, 1s, assuming tXαp0qu tight, is that
EpXαpsq � Xαptqq4 ¤ C|s � t|β for some C   8, β ¡ 1 (typically, β � 2)
and all s, t P r0, 1s. (See [5, Theorem 12.3 and (12.51)] for a more general
result, and [5, Theorem 15.6] for a similar result for Dr0, 1s.) By expanding
the fourth power and using (11.2), this can be seen as a continuity condi-

tion on the fourth moments EX qb4
α P Cpr0, 1s4q. This suggests that also for

other spaces, it might be possible to find tightness criteria using suitable

subspaces of B qbk or B pbk. We have, however, not explored this further.

Appendix A. The reproducing Hilbert space

In this appendix (partly based on [42, Chapter 8]) we study a construction
closely related to the injective second moment, and explore the connection.
We suppose that X is weakly measurable and furthermore that x�pXq P
L2pPq for every x� P B�; this is by Lemma 6.8 equivalent to the existence
of the weak second moment E

�
x�1pXqx�2pXq

�
, x�1 , x

�
2 P B�. Furthermore,

this holds whenever the injective second moment EX qb2 exists in Dunford
sense, and the converse holds under weak conditions, for example when B
is separable, see Theorem 6.10.

By Remark 5.11, then TX : B� Ñ L2pPq and T �X : L2pPq Ñ B��, and thus
the composition T �XTX : B� Ñ B��. This operator is characterised by

xT �XTXx�, y�y � xTXx�, TXy�y � E
�
x�pXqy�pXq�. (A.1)

In other words, T �XTX : B� Ñ B�� is the operator corresponding to the
weak moment, seen as a bilinear form B� �B� Ñ R.

By (5.1), (5.3) and Remark 5.11, or by (5.2) and (A.1),

T �XTXx
� � E

�
x�pXqX�

, (A.2)

with the expectation existing in Dunford sense.

Lemma A.1. Suppose that x�pXq P L2pPq for all x� P B�. Then the
following are equivalent.

(i) X is Pettis integrable, i.e., EX exists in Pettis sense.
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(ii) T �X : L2pPq Ñ B.
(iii) T �XTX : B� Ñ B.

Proof. (i) ðñ (ii): By Remarks 5.3 and 5.11.
(ii) ùñ (iii): Trivial.
(iii) ùñ (ii): If (iii) holds, then T �X maps impTXq into B, and thus

T �XpimpTXqq � B. Since impTXqK � kerpT �Xq, it follows that T �X : L2pPq Ñ
B. �

By Remark 5.11, the assertions (i)–(iii) in Lemma A.1 hold whenever B
is separable, and more generally when X is weakly a.s. separably valued.

Recall from Section 4 thatBqbB can be regarded as a subspace of LpB�;Bq.
If the injective second moment EX qb2 exists in Pettis sense, then by (4.9),

(6.3) and (A.1), EX qb2 P BqbB corresponds to the operator T �XTX . (In par-
ticular, T �XTX P LpB�, Bq so X is Pettis integrable by Lemma A.1.) Hence
T �XTX can be seen as a form of the injective second moment.

Remark A.2. Note that if, for example, B is separable, then T �XTX P
LpB�, Bq by Lemma A.1. However, it does not always correspond to an
element of BqbB. For example, if B � c0 and X is as in Example 7.5, then

EX qb2 is the infinite diagonal matrix ppna2
nδmnq8m,n�1, and the corresponding

operator T �XTX : c�0 � `1 Ñ c0 is the multiplication operator pbnq81 ÞÑ
ppna2

nbnq81 . Choosing an such that pna
2
n � 1, EX pb2 is thus the (infinite)

identity matrix and T �XTX is the inclusion map `1 Ñ c0; in this case EX qb2

exists in Dunford sense but not in Pettis sense by Example 7.5, and T �XTX P
Lpc�0 , c0q but T �XTX R c0qbc0. (Recall from Theorem 12.1 that c0qbc0 �
c0pN2q, so the identity matrix is not an element of c0qbc0.)

Assume in the remainder of this appendix also that the assertions of
Lemma A.1 hold. (Recall that this is the case for example if B is separable,

or if EX qb2 exists in Pettis sense.) Thus TX : B� Ñ L2pP q, T �X : L2pPq Ñ B

and T �XTX : B� Ñ B. Furthermore, impTXqK � kerpT �Xq and thus impTXq �
kerpT �XqK.

T �X induces an bijection of kerpT �XqK onto impT �Xq � B. Let HX be impT �Xq
equipped with the inner product induced by this bijection, i.e.,

xx, yyHX :� xpT �Xq�1x, pT �Xq�1yyL2pPq (A.3)

where pT �Xq�1 : HX Ñ kerpT �XqK � L2pPq. Thus HX is a Hilbert space

isomorphic to kerpT �XqK and T �X is a Hilbert space isomorphism impTXq �
kerpT �XqK Ñ HX . HX is called the reproducing kernel Hilbert space cor-
responding to X [42]. Note that HX � B with a continuous inclusion,
since T �X : kerpT �XqK Ñ B is continuous. Furthermore, impTXq is dense in

impTXq � kerpT �XqK, and thus impT �XTXq is dense in HX .
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The unit ball KX of HX is the image under T �X of the unit ball of L2pPq.
The latter unit ball is weakly compact, and since T �X : L2pPq Ñ B is contin-
uous, and therefore weakly continuous, KX is a weakly compact subset of
B. In particular, KX is closed in B.

If x P HX and x� P B�, then T �XTXx
� P HX and

xT �XTXx�, xyHX � xTXx�, pT �Xq�1xy � xx�, T �XpT �Xq�1xy � xx�, xy. (A.4)

Hence, the operator T �XTX : B� Ñ HX � B is the adjoint of the inclusion
HX Ñ B. Furthermore, by (A.4) and (A.1), for x�, y� P B�,

xT �XTXx�, T �XTXy�yHX � xx�, T �XTXy�y � E
�
x�pXqy�pXq�. (A.5)

The operator T �XTX and the Hilbert space HX determine each other; more
precisely, we have the following.

Theorem A.3. If X and Y are B-valued random variables such that
TX , TY : B� Ñ L2pPq and T �X , T

�
Y : L2pPq Ñ B, then the following are

equivalent:

(i) HX � HY (as vector spaces with given inner products).
(ii) The unit balls KX and KY are the same (as subsets of B).
(iii) T �XTX � T �Y TY .
(iv) E

�
x�1pXqx�2pXq

� � E
�
x�1pY qx�2pY q

�
for every x�1 , x

�
2 P B�.

(v) EX qb2 � EY qb2, assuming that either both moments exist in Pettis
sense, or that B is separable (in which case the moments exist at
least in Dunford sense).

Proof. (i) ðñ (ii): Each Hilbert space determines its unit ball. Conversely,
the unit ball determines the space and its norm, and thus the inner product
by the polarisation identity xx, yy � 1

4p}x� y}2 � }x� y}2q.
(i) ùñ (iii): Immediate from (A.4).
(iii) ùñ (i): T �XTX determines both the set impT �XTXq � HX and, by

(A.5), the inner product in HX restricted to this subspace; since impT �XTXq
is dense in HX , and HX continuously included in B, this determines HX .

(iii) ðñ (iv): By (A.1).
(iv) ðñ (v): By Corollary 6.14 or 6.12. �

As said above, T �XTX can be seen as the second injective moment of X;
by Theorem A.3, also the space HX can be seen as a manifestation of the
second injective moment.

The space HX is important for the law of iterated logarithm in Banach
spaces, since the unit ball KX turns out to be the natural limit set, see
Ledoux and Talagrand [42, Chapter 8] for a detailed discussion. In particular
[42, Theorem 8.5], if B is separable and Sn �

°n
i�1Xi where Xi are indepen-

dent copies of X, with EX � 0, and further the sequence Sn{
?

2n log logn is
a.s. relatively compact (which holds under rather general conditions, but not
always), then its set of limit points is a.s. KX . See also [1, 2] for exceptional
cases where HX still is important.
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Example A.4. Let W P Cr0, 1s be standard Brownian motion, see Exam-
ples 5.12 and 11.11. By (5.5) and an integration by parts,

TXpµq �
» 1

0
W ptqdµptq �

» 1

0
µrt, 1sdW ptq. (A.6)

Hence ImpTXq is the space of stochastic integrals
³1
0 gptq dW ptq where g is

a deterministic function of the type gptq � µrt, 1s with µ P M r0, 1s, i.e., a
function g on r0, 1s of bounded variation. Since } ³ g dW }L2pPq � }g}L2r0,1s

and the functions of bounded variation are dense in L2r0, 1s, it follows that

ImpTXq �
"» 1

0
g dW : g P L2r0, 1s

*
. (A.7)

Moreover, by (5.6),

T �X

�» 1

0
g dW

	
ptq �

B
W ptq,

» 1

0
gpsqdW psq

F
�

» t
0
gpsq ds. (A.8)

Hence the reproducing Hilbert space HX is given by

HX �
"» t

0
gpsq ds : g P L2r0, 1s

*
; (A.9)

equivalently, this is the space of absolutely continuous functions f on r0, 1s
with fp0q � 0 and f 1 P L2r0, 1s; the norm is }f 1}L2 . This is the usual
Cameron–Martin space, see e.g. [37, Example 8.19]. (See [37, Section VIII.4]
for a generalization to more general Gaussian processes.) Note that the law
of iterated logarithm for Brownian motion [38, Theorem 27.18] says that the
cluster set of Ysptq :�W pstq{?2s log log s P Cr0, 1s as sÑ8 a.s. is the unit
ball KX of HX ; this is another example of the connection between the law
of iterated logarithm and the reproducing Hilbert space.

Remark A.5. The name reproducing Hilbert space is in a more general
context used for a Hilbert space H of functions on some set T such that
each point evaluation f ÞÑ fptq is a continuous linear functional on H,
see Aronszajn [3] and e.g. [37, Appendix F]. The definition implies that
for each t P T there is an element Kt P H such that fptq � xf,KtyH
for all f P H. In particular, Ksptq � xKs,KtyH ; the symmetric function
Kps, tq :� Ksptq � xKs,Kty on T � T is known as the reproducing kernel,
see [37, Theorem F.3] for some of its basic properties.

We can connect the space HX constructed above to this general setting by
taking T � B� and regarding elements of B as functions on B� in the usual
way, regarding x P B as the function x� ÞÑ xx, x�y. The point evaluations
are thus the elements x� P B�, which are continuous on HX � B, and (A.4)
shows that

Kx� � T �XTXx
�; (A.10)

hence the reproducing kernel is, using (A.5), given by

Kpx�, y�q � E
�
x�pXqy�pXq�. (A.11)
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In other words, HX is a reproducing Hilbert space of functions on B�, and
the reproducing kernel equals the weak second moment of X given by (1.1).

We mention also that the construction above of HX is an instance of [37,
Theorem F.5], taking (in the notation there) T � B�, hx� � x�pXq, and

H � ImpTXq, the closed linear subspace of L2pPq spanned by tx�pXq : x� P
B�u. (Then the operator R defined there equals our T �X by (5.3) and (5.2).)

We finally mention the following result, adapted from [42, Lemma 8.4].
For simplicity, we consider only separable B. (Note that then T �X : L2pPq Ñ
B by Remark 5.11.) We do not know whether the result extends to non-
separable spaces.

Theorem A.6. Suppose that B is separable and that x�pXq P L2pPq for
every x� P B�. Then the following are equivalent.

(i) KX is a compact subset of B.
(ii) TX : B� Ñ L2pPq is a compact operator.
(iii) T �X : L2pPq Ñ B is a compact operator.
(iv) T �XTX : B� Ñ B is a compact operator.

(v) If x�n
w�ÝÑ 0 in B�, then Ex�npXq2 Ñ 0. In other words, TX : B� Ñ

L2pPq is sequentially weak�-norm continuous.
(vi) The family tx�pXq2 : }x�} ¤ 1u of random variables is uniformly

integrable.

(vii) The injective moment EX qb2 exists in Pettis sense.

Proof. (i) ðñ (iii): By the definition of compact operators (which says that
KX is relatively compact, i.e., KX is compact) and the fact shown above
that KX is a closed subset of B.

(ii) ðñ (iii): Standard operator theory [13, VI.3.4].
(iii) ùñ (iv): Immediate.

(iv) ùñ (v): Let x�n
w�ÝÑ 0 in B�. If ξ P L2pPq, then T �Xξ P B, and

thus xTXx�n, ξy � xx�n, T �Xξy Ñ 0; hence TXx
�
n

wÝÑ 0 in L2pPq and thus

T �XTXx
�
n

wÝÑ 0 in B. Moreover, the sequence x�n is bounded by the uniform
boundedness principle since it is weak� convergent. Since T �XTX is a compact
operator, it follows that the sequence T �XTXx

�
n is relatively compact in B,

and thus the weak convergence T �XTXx
�
n

wÝÑ 0 implies norm convergence,
i.e., }T �XTXx�n} Ñ 0. Consequently, (A.1) implies

Ex�npXq2 � xT �XTXx�n, x�ny ¤ }T �XTXx�n}B}x�n}B� Ñ 0.

(v) ùñ (ii): Let K� be the closed unit ball of B� with the weak� topology;
then K� is compact by Alaoglu’s theorem [13, Theorem V.3.2]. Moreover,
since B is separable, K� is metrizable, and thus sequential continuity on
K� is equivalent to ordinary continuity. Hence (v) implies that TX is a
continuous map from K� into L2pPq. Consequently its image is compact,
which means that TX is a compact operator.

(ii) ùñ (vi): By (ii), the family tx�pXq : }x�} ¤ 1u is relatively compact
in L2pPq, which implies that tx�pXq2 : }x�} ¤ 1u is uniformly integrable.
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(For example because f ÞÑ f2 is a continuous map L2pPq Ñ L1pPq, so the
latter family is relatively compact in L1pPq, and thus uniformly integrable
by [22, Corollary IV.8.11].)

(vi) ùñ (v): If x�n
w�ÝÑ 0, then x�npXq2 Ñ 0 a.s., and thus uniform

integrability implies Ex�npXq2 Ñ 0.
(vi) ðñ (vii): By Theorem 6.19(ii)(a). �

Appendix B. The Zolotarev distances

The Zolotarev distance ζspX,Y q, where the parameter s ¡ 0 is a fixed
real number, is a measure of the distance (in some sense) between the distri-
butions of two random variables X and Y with values in the same Banach
space B. We give the definition of ζs in Subsection B.2 below and explain
the connection to tensor products and moments, but first we recall some
preliminaries on Fréchet derivatives in Subsection B.1.

Note that ζspX,Y q depends only on the distributions LpXq and LpY q; we
may write ζspLpXq,LpY qq � ζspX,Y q, and regard ζs as a distance between
probability distributions on B, but it is often convenient to use the notation
ζspX,Y q with random variables X and Y .

It is important to note that ζspX,Y q may be infinite. Hence ζs defines a
metric only on suitable classes of probability distributions on B, where we
know a priori that ζspX,Y q   8.

B.1. Fréchet differentiablity. We recall some well-known facts about de-
rivatives of Banach space valued functions, see e.g. [11] for details.

Let B and B1 be Banach spaces, and let U be a non-empty open subset
of B. A function f : U Ñ B1 is (Fréchet) differentiable at a point x P U if
there exists a bounded linear operator T : B Ñ B1 such that

fpyq � fpxq � T py � xq � o
�}y � x}� (B.1)

as y Ñ x. The linear operator T P LpB;B1q then is uniquely determined; it
is called the derivative of f at x and is denoted by f 1pxq or Dfpxq.

The function f : U Ñ B1 is said to be differentiable if it is differentiable
at every x P U . In this case, the derivative f 1 is a function U Ñ LpB;B1q.
If furthermore f 1 : U Ñ LpB;B1q is continuous, f is said to be continuously
differentiable.

Since LpB;B1q is a Banach space, we may iterate: If the derivative
f 1 : U Ñ LpB;B1q is differentiable, its derivative f2 is called the second
derivative of f , and so on. Note that f2 then is a function on U with values
in LpB;LpB;B1qq � LpB2;B1q, so the second derivative f2pxq at a point
x P U is a bilinear map B � B Ñ B1. More generally, the k:th deriva-
tive f pkqpxq, if it exists, is a k-linear map Bk Ñ B1. It can be shown [11,

Théorème 5.1.1] that this map is symmetric. Since LpBk;B1q � LpB pbk;B1q
by an extension of Theorem 4.6, we can also regard the k:th derivative

f pkqpxq as a (symmetric) linear map B pbk Ñ B1. We may take advantage of

this by writing f pkqpxqpy, . . . , yq as f pkqpxqpybkq.
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C0pU ;B1q is defined to be the linear space of all continuous functions f :
U Ñ B1, and C1pU ;B1q is the linear space of all continuously differentiable
functions f : U Ñ B1. More generally, CkpU ;B1q is the linear space of all
k times continuously differentiable functions U Ñ B1; this may be defined
formally by induction for k ¥ 1 as the space of all differentiable functions
f : U Ñ B1 such that f 1 P Ck�1pU ;LpB;B1qq.

Note that (B.1) implies continuity at x; thus a differentiable function is
continuous. Hence, C0pU ;B1q � C1pU ;B1q � C2pU ;B1q � � � � .

For 0   γ ¤ 1, we define LipγpU ;B1q to be the linear space of all functions
f : U Ñ B1 such that

}f}Lipγ :� sup
x�y

}fpxq � fpyq}
}x� y}γ (B.2)

is finite. More generally, for s ¡ 0, we write s � m� γ with m P t0, 1, 2 . . . u
and 0   γ ¤ 1 (thus m � rss� 1) and define

LipspU ;B1q :�  
f P CmpU ;B1q : f pmq P Lipγ

�
U ;LpBm;B1q

�(
. (B.3)

with

}f}Lips :� }f pmq}Lipγ . (B.4)

It follows from a Taylor expansion [11, Théorème 5.6.1] at 0 that if f P
LipspB;B1q, then

fpxq �
m̧

k�0

1

k!
f pkqp0qpxbkq �O

�}f}Lips}x}s
�
, (B.5)

where the implicit constant is universal (it can be taken as 1). (The term
with k � 0 in (B.5) is just the constant fp0q.) In particular,

}fpxq} � O
�
1� }x}s�, x P B. (B.6)

Note that } }Lips is only a seminorm. In fact, we have the following.

Lemma B.1. Let f : U Ñ B1 where U � B is connected, and let s ¡ 0.
Then the following are equivalent, with m � rss� 1,

(i) }f}Lips � 0.

(ii) f pmq is constant.

(iii) f pm�1qpxq � 0 for all x P U .
(iv) fpxq � °m

k�0 αkpx, . . . , xq, where αk P LpBk;B1q is a k-linear map.

Proof. (i) ðñ (ii): It follows from (B.2) and (B.4) that

}f}Lips � 0 ðñ }f pmq}Lipγ � 0 ðñ f pmqpxq � f pmqpyq for any x, y P U.
(ii) ùñ (iii): Obvious by the definition of the derivative.
(iii) ùñ (iv): Suppose for simplicity that U is convex. (The general case

follows easily, but we omit this.) By a translation we may assume that 0 P U ,
and then (iv) follows from Taylor’s formula [11, Théorème 5.6.1]. (We have

αk � f pkqp0q{k!.)
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(iv) ùñ (ii): It is easily seen by induction that if each αk is symmetric,
as we may assume by symmetrization, then for 1 ¤ j ¤ m,

f pjqpxqpy1, . . . , yjq �
m̧

k�j

k!

pk � jq!αkpx, . . . , x, y1, . . . , yjq

(with k � j arguments of αk equal to x); in particular, f pmqpxq � m!αm,
which does not depend on x. �

B.2. Zolotarev distances. We now define the Zolotarev distance ζs as
follows, for any s ¡ 0; see Zolotarev [66, 67, 68, 69] and e.g. [48, 49, 60] for
further details.

Let B be a Banach space, and suppose that every bounded multilinear
form Bk Ñ R is Bw-measurable (i.e., measurable for the product σ-field Bkw),
for any k ¥ 1. (For k � 1, this holds by the definition of Bw.) If B is sepa-
rable, this assumption always holds, since every bounded multilinear form is
continuous and thus Borel measurable on Bk; moreover, when B is separable
the Borel σ-field on Bk equals the product σ-field Bk and B � Bw. The main
example with B non-separable is Dr0, 1s, where Bw � D by Theorem 15.5
and every multilinear form is D-measurable by Theorem 15.8. (Another ex-
ample is c0pSq, where Bw � C by Theorem 12.4 and every multilinear form
is C-measurable as a consequence of Lemma 12.2.)

We let Lipws pB;Rq be the set of all Bw-measurable functions in LipspB;Rq;
this is evidently a subspace of LipspB;Rq. IfB is separable, then Lipws pB;Rq �
LippB;Rq, since every function in LipspB;Rq is continuous and thus Borel
measurable, and B � Bw.

Let X and Y be two weakly measurable B-valued random variables, and
suppose that Ē}X}s, Ē}Y }s   8. (We use upper integrals here, since the
norms }X}, }Y } are not necessarily measurable.) Define

ζspX,Y q :� sup
 |E fpXq � E fpY q| : f P Lipws pB;Rq with }f}Lips ¤ 1

(
.

(B.7)
By assumption, f is Bw-measurable, and thus fpXq is measurable. More-
over, by (B.6), |fpXq| � Op1�}X}sq and by assumption Ē}X}s   8; hence
E |fpXq|   8. Similarly, E |fpY q|   8, and thus |E fpXq � E fpY q| is
well-defined and finite for every f P Lipws pB;Rq. Thus ζspX,Y q is a well-
defined number in r0,8s. Moreover, E fpXq and E fpY q depend only on the
distributions LpXq and LpY q, and thus ζs is really a distance between the
distributions; we may write ζspLpXq,LpY qq � ζspX,Y q.

By (B.7) and homogeneity, for any f P Lipws pB;Rq, if ζspX,Y q   8,

|E fpXq � E fpY q| ¤ }f}Lips ζspX,Y q. (B.8)

It is clear that ζspX,Y q ¥ 0 with ζspX,Xq � 0, and that ζs is symmetric

and that the triangle inequality holds. Moreover, if x� P B�, then eix� P
LipspB;Cq for any s ¡ 0 as is easily seen [68]. Hence, by taking real and
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imaginary parts, (B.8) implies that if ζspX,Y q � 0, then

E eix�pXq � E eix�pY q (B.9)

and it is well-known that this implies that LpXq � LpY q on Bw. (In fact,
(B.9) implies, by replacing x� by tx� with t P R, that x�pXq and x�pY q
have the same characteristic function, and thus x�pXq d� x�pY q for every
x� P B�. This implies LpXq � LpY q on Bw as seen in Theorem 17.3 and its
proof.) Consequently, ζs is a metric on any set of probability distributions
on pB,Bwq such that ζs is finite.

However, for s ¡ 1, ζspX,Y q may be infinite. The following lemma says
exactly when ζs is finite.

Lemma B.2. Suppose that X and Y are weakly measurable B-valued ran-

dom variables such that Ē}X}s, Ē}Y }s   8. Then the moments EX pbk and

EY pbk exist in Dunford sense for 1 ¤ k ¤ m � rss � 1, and the following
are equivalent.

(i) ζspX,Y q   8.
(ii) EαpX, . . . ,Xq � EαpY, . . . , Y q for every k � 1, . . . ,m and every

α P LpBk;Rq.
(iii) EX pbk � EY pbk for 1 ¤ k ¤ m.

In particular, if 0   s ¤ 1, then (ii) and (iii) are vacuous, and thus
ζspX,Y q   8 for all such X and Y .

Proof. If α P LpBk;Rq is any k-linear form, then x ÞÑ αpx, . . . , xq is Bw-
measurable by assumption and thus αpX, . . . ,Xq is measurable. Further-
more, if 1 ¤ k ¤ m   s, then |αpX, . . . ,Xq| ¤ }α}}X}k � Op1� }X}sq, and

thus αpX, . . . ,Xq is integrable. Theorem 6.15 shows that EX pbk exists in

Dunford sense for 1 ¤ k ¤ m, and the same holds for EY pbk.
(i) ùñ (ii): Suppose that α P LpBk;Rq with k ¤ m, and let fpxq :�

αpx, . . . , xq. By assumption, f is Bw-measurable, and by Lemma B.1 f P
LipspB;Rq with }f}Lips � 0. Consequently, f P Lipws pB;Rq, and if ζspX,Y q  
8, then (B.8) yields E fpXq � E fpY q.

(ii) ùñ (i) Suppose that f P Lipws pB;Rq with }f}Lips ¤ 1. By (B.5), there

exist k-linear forms αk � f pkqp0q{k! P LpBk;Rq and a function g : B Ñ R
with |gpxq| ¤ }x}s such that

fpxq �
m̧

k�0

αkpx, . . . , xq � gpxq. (B.10)

(Here, α0 � fp0q is just a real constant.) By assumption, fpXq and all
αkpX, . . . ,Xq are measurable, and thus gpXq is measurable, and similarly
gpY q is measurable. Hence we can use the decomposition (B.10) and obtain
using (ii) (and the fact that α0 is a constant), with all terms finite by the
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assumptions Ē}X}s, Ē}Y }s   8,��E fpXq � E fpY q��
�

����� m̧
k�0

EαkpX, . . . ,Xq � E gpXq �
m̧

k�0

EαkpY, . . . , Y q � E gpY q
�����

� ��E gpXq � E gpY q�� ¤ E |gpXq| � E |gpY q| ¤ Ē}X}s � Ē}Y }s,
Taking the supremum over all such f yields

ζspX,Y q ¤ Ē}X}s � Ē}Y }s   8. (B.11)

(ii) ðñ (iii): This is Corollary 6.17. �

Example B.3. If 0   s ¤ 1, then Lemma B.2 shows that ζs is a metric on
the set of all probability distributions on pB,Bwq with a finite s:th moment
of the norm Ē}X}s.

If 1   s ¤ 2, and we still assume Ē}X}s, Ē}Y }s   8, Lemma B.2 shows
that ζspX,Y q   8 if and only if EX � EY . Hence ζs is a metric on the
set of probability distributions with Ē}X}s finite and a given expectation.
In this case it is natural to work in the set of probability distributions with
expectation 0, which easily is achived by subtracting the means from the
variables, so this is no serious restriction.

The next case 2   s ¤ 3 is substantially more complicated. Lemma B.2

shows that we need not only EX � EY but also EX pb2 � EY pb2. For
real-valued random variables, it is standard to obtain this by considering
the standardized variable pVarXq�1{2pX � EXq. This extends to finite-
dimensional spaces, where VarX is the covariance matrix, see e.g. [48], but
not to infinite-dimensional ones, and this is a serious problem when using ζs
with s ¡ 2 in Banach spaces. Nevertheless, it is at least sometimes possible
to modify the variables to achieve the desired exact equality of the second
moments, see e.g. [49], and results like Theorems 1.1 and 1.3 then are useful.

For s ¡ 3 we need not only equal first and second moments, but also

equal third moments EX pb3 � EY pb3. This can in general not be achieved
by any norming, not even for real-valued random variables. If the variables
are symmetric, however, all odd moments vanish. Thus, for s ¤ 4, ζs is
a metric of the set of all symmetric probability distributions with a given
second projective moment, and Ē}X}s finite. It seems likely that there might
be applications with symmetric random variables and 3   s ¤ 4, but we do
not know of any such cases, or of any other applications of ζs with s ¡ 3.

The main use of the Zolotarev distances is to prove convergence in dis-
tribution; the idea is that if pXnq8n�1 is a sequence of B-valued random

variables, we can try to prove Xn
dÝÑ X (for a suitable random variable X

in B) by first proving
ζpXn, Xq Ñ 0. (B.12)

It turns out that (B.12) is by itself sufficient for convergence in distributions
in some Banach spaces, for example when B is a Hilbert space [31, 19], but
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not always, for example not in Cr0, 1s where extra conditions are needed
[49, 60].

Example B.4. One example where this approach has been particularly suc-
cessful is the contraction method used to prove convergence in distribution
of a sequence Xn of random variables when there is a recursive structure of
the type

Xn
d�

Ķ

r�1

Ar,nX
prq
Ir,n

� bn, (B.13)

where pXp1q
j q8j�0, . . . , pXpKq

j q8j�0 are i.i.d. copies of pXnq8n�0, and Ar,n, Ir,n

and bn are given random variables independent of all X
prq
j . (The idea is,

roughly, to first find a good candidate X for the limit by formally letting
nÑ8 in (B.13), assuming that Ar,n, Ir,n and bn converge in some suitable
way. Then one uses (B.13) to obtain a recursive estimate of the distance
ζspXn, Xq, and use this to show that ζspXn, Xq Ñ 0.) This method was
introduced for real-valued random variables by Rösler [54, 55, 56], and has
been extended to variables with values in Rd [47, 48], Lpr0, 1s [25], Hilbert
spaces [19], Cr0, 1s and Dr0, 1s [49, 60]; see further [49, 60] and the further
references given there. These papers use not only the Zolotarev distance
ζs considered here but also some other probability metrics; nevertheless the
Zolotarev distances are essential in several of the applications. Moreover, it
is easily verified that for any real constant t,

ζsptX, tY q � |t|sζspX,Y q (B.14)

and, for any bounded linear operator T P LpB;Bq,
ζspTX, TY q ¤ }T }sζspX,Y q. (B.15)

In applications, these relations are typically applied with |t| or }T } small,
and it is then advantageous to take s large. In fact, in some applications
(see e.g. [49]) one is forced to take s ¡ 2 in order to obtain the required
estimates, and then, as seen in Lemma B.2 and Example B.3, it is essential

to have (or arrange) equalities of the second moments EX pb2
n � EX pb2 in

order for ζspXn, Xq   8 (which is necessary in order to even start the
recursion sketched above).
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